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SLASH OF 27 MILLION
Ferris
DOLLARS MADE IN PA Y
OF RAILROAD WORKMEN
about

mm

EMPLOYES WIU
BE AFFECTED

Bf

BOARD'S RULING
Signal Men and
Stationary Firemen Have
Wages Reduced From
2 to 6 Cents an Hour.

Clerks,

DECISION INCLUDES
OPINION
DISSENTING

Definite. Recognition of a
'Living Wage' and 'Saving Wage' Is Made By
Tribunal for First Time.
Chicago, June 16, (By
the Associated Press.)
Pruning nearly $27,000,000
from the annual pay roll
of 325,000 railway employes by cutting clerks,
signal men and stationary
firemen from two to six
cents an hour, the United
States railroad labor board
today announced another
wage slash, bringing total
reductions
the
0
board's orders, up to
beginning July 1.
The clerks were cut 3 to
4 cents an hour, according
to their classification, the
signal men five cents and
the firemen two cents.
Approximately 1,200,000
railway employes will share
the total reduction, which
has brought vigorous protests from every union orand
ganization- involved,
will ,resu!twin : a ; strike vote,
of ten railway labor bodies.
-

under

$135,-000,00-

:

Seven Unions Voting;.
'. The voting is already under way
In seven unions and the other three
affected by today's order are expected to mail their ballots immediately.
A dissenting opinion, protesting
was included
reduction,
against any
in the decision, as was the case in
the two previous cuts or tho maintenance of way laborers and the
shopmen . The minority decision
today was signed by Arthur O.
Wharton and Albert Phillips, both
labor members. The third member
of the labor group is in the east on
an Investigation trip for the board.
Definite recognition of a "living
wage" and "saving wage" was made
for the first time by the board In
today's decision. Although abnorwere
r
conditions
mal
pointed out as obstructions to fixing
any scientific living or saving wage
at present, tho hoard declared that
as soon as this condition was removed It would "give incrsfd
consideration to all the Intricate
post-wa-

WOMAN IN GOTHAM,
PRONOUNCED DEAD,
SITS UP IN COFFIN

MEXICO'S

York, June IS. An
hour after she had been prefor
burial today Mrs.
pared
Rebecca Senpz sat up in her
coffin.
the
summoned
Physicians
woman's children and relatives
this afternoon and at 6 o'clock,
after she had suffered a paralytic stroke, she was pronounced dead.
Ice was packed about her
body, and candles were lighted.
The neighbors who came to
console the women's children,
were gathered about the coffin when the body stirred. Mrs.
Senpz sat up and asked for a
drink. Physicians said tonight
she would recover.
New

details Incident to the scientific
adjustment" of such a wage.
Bulk of Those Hit.
The bulk of those hit by the new
cut will be 200,000 clerks and 100,-(,- "
station employes. The majority
of clerks, those with two years' experience or more, are cut three
cents an hour. Other clerks are
cut four cents and beginners. In
stead of the former minimum
month's pay of $67 will get $00.
After tne first six montns, tney win
receive $70 instead of the former
rate of $77.50. Storekeepers, chief
clerks, train and engine crew callers, train announcers and baggage
room employes, will be cut tnrce
cents.
reduction
Under the four-cen- t
come Janitors,
watchmen, officeboys, messengers and freight handers. as well as common laDorers
around stations and warehouses.
Minimum Wage Fixed.
Telephone girls, who, the board
declared, have suffered from deIncreases and
received the
creases heretofore,
most welcome news of the order
when a minimum wage of $85 a
month was fixed by the board with
the furthor proviso that any "hello
Kirls" wrio received more than that
jimount at present shall not suffer
any reduction.
Tho 12,000 Blgnal men received
the heaviest cut of the group, being reduced five cents an hour, with
slash.
helpers suffering a
Signal foremen, assistant foremen
and inspectors, however, escaped
with no reduction whatsoever.
The 5,000 train despatchers likewise escaped a cut, the board declaring the nature of their work
and their responsibility warranting
esmiiii.'isnee c the psuaent rates. .
Stationary engineers, firemen and
oilers, numbering 10,000, escaped
with the smallest slice from their
pay envelopes, being cut two cents
an hour.
Votes tender Way.
Executives of the firemen and
ollors' union, the signalmen antf
the clerks' brotherhood decided at
a conference with eight other labor
unions in Cincinnati last week fo
issuo a strike ballot if their wages
were reduced.
The six shop
crafts and tho maintenance of way
also
in the conference, alunion,
ready have their vote under way.
Dining car employes and the
culinary workers on the ferries in
San Francisco bay will continue to
get their present pay since but few
curriers asked a reduction in these
classes. But four carriers asked for
a reduction of their marine workers, too, and the wages of that
group numbering eight hundred,
were remanded for settlement with
the carriers.
The board explained that the
clerks' cut was lighter than some
IL'onUnuea on Puge Two.)

c

STATE REQUIRE $1,947,509 TO
CARRY GUT BUILDING PROGRAM
An Additional $525,493 Is Required for Main-

tenance Appropriations for Next Year,
cording to Report of Special Committee
pointed By Governor Mechem.

Ac-

Ap-

lawsim

GUTHRIE SMITH.
Santa Fe, June 16. State Institu- Frank W. Parker, of Santa Fe, and
tions of higher education now need n.. C. Crampton, of Raton. Members here were Arthur Sellgman,
a total of $1,947,509 to carry out Santa
chairman; Mrs. Arthur
the building program that Is de- Goodell,Fe,Silver
City; George A.
scribed as essential, while $525,493 Kaseman, B. C. Hernandez,
Albuadditional is required for mainte- querque: JamftS tT. Hinkle. RnwU
nance appropriations for next year. John Joerns, state educational audi
These facts were brought out ftt a tor, is secretary of the commission.
meeting of the special commission
Representatives
ci the instituby Governor M, C. Mechem to make tions appeared before the commisa survey of the conditions and needs sion to give information in addiof the several institutions, with a tion to that furnished In the quesa report, with tionnaires and reports. Dr. David
view of making
recommendations, to the next
8;ence Hill,
appeared for
thus relieving the lawmakers the university,president,
of Albuquerque. Dr.
of making the study. The meeting Hill 6aid the university's claim for
was held in Santa Fe this afternoon, $331,000 represented onlv the imand was attended' by all the
mediate needs. He declared that
bers of the commission except Mrs. since the report was prepared, the
city inspectors have found the heating plant to be in poor condition,
and that it ought to be replaced
I without
1
delay. The plant is now
supplying three more buildings than
it was originally
I
.
designed for.
Changes and improvements In the
FORECAST.
water system, to cost $6,000, were
Denver, Colo., Juno 18. New listed as urgent.
Mr. Hinltle, of fhe subcommittee
Mexico: Saturday fair west,
tied and cooler east portion; Sun- which visited the university, said
east
warmer
as a member of the state sen
that
day generally fair,
ate he had made a number of
portion.
Arizona: Saturday and Sunday visits to this Institution.
His two
fair, not much change in temper- recent visits had convinced him, he
said, that great Improvement had
ature.
been made In many respects. He
said he regarded the construction
LOCAIi REPORT.
of
a new library building as one of
r
.
Conditions for the twenty-foupressing needs.
hours ended at 8 p. m. yesterday, theThe
nine institutions .are now
recorded by the university:
S9 training an aggregate of 1,871, of
Highest temperature
which 81 per cent are- from New
,F.6
Lowest
83 Mexico, 40 per cent from the local
Range
in which each Institution is
V3 county
Mean
located, 30 per cent
.
m.
30
6
a.
,
at
Humidity
The present total value af
12
Humidity at 8 p. m
is $2,109,458, not Includ0 buildings
Precipitation
the
dormitories of the normal
ing
IT university,
.'. .
Wind velocity . ,
I,as Vegas, and the
Southeast
Direction of wind
K!
normal,Clear U Ho,
Character of day
TAy

legis-latur- e,

iJ

Spanish-America-
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Spanish-America-

n
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Aporrn

at

Wheel Crashes in Storm ;
Seven Dead, Twenty-si- x
Injured

ISLES

to Wed

Ellis

at Sea.

'1
Tin Amioclalrd I'rrns.)

cTfli

mm
k.

(By The Aunelntrd I'rtta.)
New York, Juno 16. A plan for
adjusting the entire external debt
of the Mexican government, tho
National Hallways debt of that
incountry and certain
ternal debts held largely outside of
Mexico, was agreed upon today by
of
,thc international committee
bankers on Mexico and Adolfo de
la Huerta, finance minister of the
republic below the Rio Grande.
The agreement, which is subject
to the approval of President Obie-gocovers securities with a face
in
value exceeding $300,00,0,000
gold on which the interest in arrears approximates $200,000,000.
Under the agreement ensh payments on current interest are to
begin after January 2, 1!)23, out
of a special fund into whicti will
be paid the oil export taxes and
a surchargo on railway gross receipts.
All cash payments as to back Interest are to be waived. Overdue
coupons will bo deposited with' a
trustee, mid the receipts for the
coupons will be amortized without
interest over a period of time, this
arrangement, in effect, being a
cancellation of part of the back
interest.
The railways of Mexico are to
be returned to private management,
will
promptly. The government
assume by, cnd3W.oni.ent uil railway
debt not already guaranteed by It.
In order to give time for full re
sumption of all cosh obligations,
all classes of bondholders are to
agree to a temporary suspension of
cunning iiiiius HKiiiIS, cll., uurill
a five year period.
,

Wrecked Ferris wheel at Clason Point Park, New York.
New York police are probing the
crash of the Clason Point Park
Ferris wheel to determine if Paul
Simon, the owner, wm negligent in

BILL

I

10,000 ACRES
OF BIG TIMBER

IS

PARLEY

SET

!ltCIl. DISPATCH

TODAY

Leaders Say They Will Take
It Up and Force It to a
Vote if President Harding
Still Insists.
'

V'(B

The

Aolated

failing to provide sufficient support
or the device . Simon is being heid
on a charge of homlcida in emmec- tion with the disaster which cost
tvwn lives, juuee say tne wooucn

FIRE DESTROYS

MARINE SUBSIDY

TreM.)

Washington, June 16. Republican leaders of the house will confer
'
President
again tomorrow with
Harding on the question of
subup tho administration's ship
sidy bill prior to adjournment.
Indications
tonight that they
would reiterate the belief that consideration of the measure ought to
go over until the December session,
but all leaders declared they would
take it up and force it to a vote if
WARD the
president stilt insisted.
Tho bill was reported today to
the houso by the merchant marine
the
committee which rejected
providing
amendment
Bankhead
go
that no government aid should
to ships on which liquor was sold.
Edon
the
action
There was no
for imposition or
CELL monds proposal
$10,000 fines on all ships, American or foreign, which sold Jlquor
on any voyage starting or ending
Wealthy Baker's Son Pleads at an American port.
by Committee,
Not Guilty to An IndictDefeated by the committee, Mr.
Bankhead announced he would dement Charging Him With mand
a vote on his amendment in
Peters' Murder.
the house. There was no record
vote in committee on the amendment but it was opposed by repub(My The Asinclatrd 1'rtni.)
licans and supported by democrats.
White Plains, N. Y., June 16.
question had
The prohibition
Arraigned before Supreme Court
Justice Morschauser, on an indict wrapped Itself so closely about the
ment for trio first degree murder bill that many leaders admittedly
of Clarence Peters,
to were in doubt as to how it might
which he plead not guilty, Walter latand up in the house. Injection
of the ship liquor issue into the
night was locked in a common cell fight, according to republicans opof the Westchester county Jail with posing action at this time, invited
prospects of spending the summer defeat of the bill.
there.
Garner, demoRepresentative
To Ward s counsel, who plead for crat,
told the house today
Texas,
an early trial, Justice Morschauser what most members had been
replied curtly tnat Ward would hearing for ten days that Speakhave to take his turn with other er Gillette,
Representative
prisoners awaiting trial.
leader, ChairDistrict Attorney Weeks hopes to man the republican
of the rules comCampbell
case
his
against
begin building up
of the reWard further next week at a special mittee and a majority
publican steering committee were
inquiry before. Justice Morschauof the hill
ser into the question whether Ward against consideration
and his relatives have conspired to prior to election.
"When the bill formally was predefeat the ends of Justice.
Wards father. George S. ward, sented toof the house by Chairman
the merchant marine
president of tho Ward Baking Greene
members
company, has been eagerly sought committee, democratic
were
as a grand jury witness to teli what
given until Thursday to file a
he knows about the blackmail plot minority report.
The committee vote on reportwhich Ward
claims led to the
Peters killing. Ho has been in ing the bill was 9 to 4, republicans
Pennsylvania since the subpoena voting aye and democrats nay, exfor him was issued,
,
cept Representative Cullen, democrat, New York, who .voted present.
EL PASO CHURCH HAS
Majority Keport.
SPECIALLY
Tho majority report, presented
EQUIPPED
Chairman
by
Greene, contained a
ROOM FOR WEDDINGS detailed explanation
of each Important section of the bill and on
El Paso, Tex., June IS. Tho argument for Its passage.
Rev. S. J. T.. Williams, of the First
Declaring the situation today
Baptist churcli of this city an- with respect to establishment of
nounced today a special wedding merchant marine was different
room has been equipped in .lis from that obtaining at any time
church, and that as far as he has heretofore, the report added:
been able to learn it Is unique in
"It is not a question of whether
we wish a merchant marine
church history.
for
room,
we have it. It Is not a question of
Adjoining the wedding
where only marriage ceremonies subsidy or no subsidy, because to
will be performed. Is a reception meet the government's
loss of
room where friends of the bride $50,000,000 a year In the operation
and bridegroom will be received.
of our merchant marine, the peoIn tho wedding room Is a beau- ple are being taxed far beyond
tiful altar, smaller than tho one In what would be needed were the
the main part of the church, on ships brought Into , efficient comwhich is a handsomely bound Bi- mercial operation."
ble. On the waits are pictures of
The main question, the report
biblical scenes.
said, was disposal of the present
Two chairs for witnesses are pro- fleet so that with the least cost to
vided, and chairs for the wedding the taxpayers "it may be made of
party are arranged opposite the the greatest use to the country as
guest chairs. Seats for the bride a whole both in peace and war."
and groom are elevated. There Is
"The alternatives are nlaln." It
an ante room for the bride.
added
"Either make It possible
There are two ways of entry and for private enterprise to take th s
Is
one
a
to
exit
the wedding room,
nucleus which we now plan, add tn
It until it becomes a great and efprivate, almost secluded route.
Rev. Mr. Williams said an in ficient entity, an American
merscription would be hung over the chant marine, or refuse the reladoor soon. Ho Is not decided on tively slight amount of aid neceswhat passage of scripture It will sary therefor and continue at a
be. but said it probably would lie great expense the inefficient mctli-- l
It Is not good for man to love ods of government
operation until
- ,
alone."
uic snips are worn out.".
tsl-.iB- g

WALTER S.

Fine

I

J

TO

Coleman
and Miss Helen Hurwith

Railways of the Republic
Are to Be Heturned to
Private Management, According to Decision.

is

SIT

Francisco;

Meeting Between Interna'
tionai Committee of Bankers and Adolfo De La
Huerta is Successful,

I

IIDER SAYS

NERS

LEGION KHOW!
110

Mon-del-

l,

JOURNAL)

Silver City, N. M., June 16.
Tho disastrous forest fire at
the headwaters
of
Whitewater creek, in the Mogollons,
on the Gila
national forest,
continued to rage today and
reports are that already it hns
burned over an area in excess
of 10,000 acres of big timber
land, causing heavy loss. All
available men in Mogollon
mining camp have been pressed into service, aided by ranchers, campers and forest service

WITHliM 32 DftYS
(U.f The Amoclnlcd TrcM.)

York, June 16. A new
fighting record is about to be hung
up by Benny Leonard, prince of
the royal family of pugilism, who
began today to dust his armor like
a plumed knight in preparation for
Jousts with three of the toughest
opponents in the business within
the short space of 32 days.
world's welterJack Brltton;
weight champion: Lew Tendler of
Philadelphia, and Rocky Kansas
of Buffalo, will meet him.
Three bouts within a month will
net Benny at least a quarter of a
million collars and if he knocks
out Britton, he will step out of the
ring tho welterweight champion of
the world, the fourth fighting man
since Napoleon to hold two championships. As Britton will not be
down to 135 pounds, Leonard's
lightweight coronet will not be in
da nger.
Leonard's summer season will
open June 26 at the New York Velodrome with Britton in a
decision bout. Eight days later he
will meet Rocky Kansas at Michi
gan City, Ind., in an Independence
day battle for his crown, and on
July 27 he will battle for the
world's lightweight championship
in Jersey City with Tendler, recognized as the most formidable
of
contenders. After that ho may rest
for a while. No modern champion
has such a record.
Now

9 KILLED
16 WOUNDED
A GUHBATTLE
Attempt Made to Hold Up
a Train Laden With $450,-00- 0
In

State of Nayarit.
.

Calexico, Calif., Juno 16. Francisco Garcia, and four of his followers are dead and seven wounded and four soldiers of the Mexican
army wero killed and nlno wounded in a fight resulting from an attempt to hold up a Southern Pacific train laden with $450,000 in
gold bullion, according to a report
received hero tonight.
Tho money was en route from a
point In the state of Nayarit, Mexico, to Mazatlan, Slnaloa, for shipment to the First National bank
of Los Angeles.
DECISION TO MTTLETON.
Orleans, June 16. Notwithstanding that he broke botn
hands in the early rounds of a
bout here tonight, "Happy"'
Jtlloton of New Orleans was given a referee's decision over Blllv
Shade of Los Angeles. Littleton
welnhed 161 pounds and Shade
186

:,

'

BIG UNION IDEA
DEALT SECOND BLOW

Question Comes Before the
Delegates Again But Is
Voted Down; Jewell Asks
for a Strike Parley.
I Bf The .WoclsIM
Preiit.)
Cincinnati, Ohio, June li (hv the
Associated Press.) Unity in the
principles of boih the American
lesion and the American Federa
tion of Lahnr was proclaimed here
today at the federation's convention by leaders of both organizations amid the applause of the convention delegates.
"The American Federation of
Labor and the American legion,"
said Hanford MacNIder, the legion
commander, "both have as common
enemies those who seek to tear
down the lawful integrity of our.
nation. '
Samuel Gonipers.
president of
tho federation, added later the recan
no
division in
be
"there
ply,
the joint ranks" of the two organizations as long as both continue to
hold the high ideals of freedom and

Justice.
In his speech, Mr. MacXider told
the delegates that the legion knew
"no creed, no sect, no class, no dis-

tinction

of any kind

except

be-

tween constructive and destructive
RIVAL COMMANDERS IN
forces," and he added that the amwas to keep the legion "fair,
CHINA DISCUSS PEACE bition
tolerant, clean and American."

The mutuality of purpose of the
two organizations, as declared by
l
16
the
June
Tientsin, China,
by
their spokesmen, was the outstandAssociated Press.) Commanders of ing development
of the convention
the opposing Chlhli and Fengtien session.
TODAY armies on the south Manchurian While at work, the convention
front have gone aboard a British was informed by B. M. Jewell,
warship at Chinwmigtao to discuss president of the railway employes
final terms of an armistice, ac- department of the federation that
a
cording to reports received here !the rail chiefs contemplating
STAGE
from 1'aotingfu.
strike had decided to ask officers
It is believed here that the nego- of the striking miners to a con
tiations at Chinwangtao for a truce ference to consider joint action.
and that the
bo successful
The only important work done
More Than 300 Are Enter- - will
fighting on the
hy tho convention was ils second
border between the forces of Wu blow at tho "one big union ' idea
Will
Meet
Probably
ed;
Pel-F- u
and Chang
will oe which came before the delegates
Be the Greatest Athletic brought to a cIoho.
again by a resolution proposing
Following the fierce three-daof a universal label. Thu
Event Ever Pulled Off.
battle on the Shanhaikwnti becluv, adoption
was voted down,
there has been a lull, during which proposal
General Wu rushed heavy rein- JOINT STKIKF. ACTION
(Bj The Anoeiiled frcu.)
forcements to his line there. With
Wil l, UK DlSdSSfcll
Stagg Field, Chicago, June. 16.
in position, hii
With more than 300 athletes the these fresh troops
Thursday
artillery
Cincinnati, June 16 . (by the Ascream of America's college ath heavy
action beagainst Chang's forces in what are
sociated
Pipes.) Jou-Jof
in
the
entered
compe
final
world
be
sulvos
letio
tho
expected to
of the railway show
' tltion, the national collegiate tiackj this phase of the civil war, if the tween members
of
crafts and manltenatice
and field meet will be held on Chinwangtao discussions bear fruit.
in their threatened strike
Mino
of
United
the
with members
Stagg Field here tomorrow with
Workers of America will be disindications favoring a shattering HARRIS NOMINATED
officials of these organicussed
of records.
TO BE RECEIVER OF zations byupon the arrival here,
team
California
The crack
of John L.
CRUCES LAND OFFICE probably tomorrow,
Lewis, president of the miners.
which won the eastern intercolleg
Decision of the rail union leadiate meet, and Illinois, winner tt
Washington, Juno 16, President
the western conference champion-shin- , Harding today sent to the senate ers to ask the miners for aa meetseries
are regarded as the favorites, tho names of the following ap- ing came as a climax to
while Nebraska, winner of the Mis- pointees to registershlps in land of conferences which they havu
few
lust
for
been
the
days
holding
souri Valley conference title; Penn offices:
at which plans for the threatened
State, Notre Dame, Iowa, WisconLamar,
Silas H. Speckman,
sin and Minnesota are expected to Colo.; Galen C. Pond, Montrose, strike were discussed. The meeting of the union leaders to discuss
be dangerous contenders for second Colo..
action was considered by li.
placo honors. All of these teamB
William Harris was nominated Joint
M. Jewell, head of the railway emten
perwill have a full quota of
to be receiver at the Las Crucea,
and William
ployes department,
formers in the meet. There will N. M., land office.
Ureen, secretary treasurer of the
bo 63 universities and colleges repminers.
resented.
NEGRO IS HANGKD.
Public announcement of the rail
Illinois, which won the 1921
Will union leaders' decision was made
June
16.
Ga.,
Irwinton,
meet, entered the games this year Denson, negro, who several weeks
by Mr. Jewell during the afterat the eleventh hour after Coach ago
escaped from a mob after he noon session of the American FedGill had announced that his team
from
been
had
taken
the
county
,
eration of Labor convention.
would not compete. The finals tofor
morrow are expected to result In Jail, was hanged this morning
a 70
years
assaulting
criminally
GERMANY
PAYS.
Caliand
a duel bPtween Illinois
old white woman. The gallows on
Paris, June 16 (by the Associafornia, with the prospects that Cal which Denson was to have
paid the ted Press). Germany today paid
The Cali
ifornia will triumph.
was
death
by
penalty
destroyed
the
regular monthly Installment of
fornia squad is well balanced and
is particularly strong in the field lightning Tuesday and a new one 50,000,000 gold marks for
had to be constructed,
events.
The 'meet probably will be the
greatest college track event ever
held. With few exceptions all
the men capable of winning any
of the 15 events will be among the
starters.
Trtal Heats Run Off.
Trial heats were run off In the
run and half mile events
this afternoon.
There were' 21
starters in the three heats of the
quarter mile. The first three runners in each heat qualified for the
Ob-regofinals. Cochrane, a rangy performer
of
from the Mississippi A. and M.
made the fastest time In the 440,
Decree
Propbreaking the tape in the third heat
In
California and Chicago
Anqualified two men for the quarter
mile final. Hendrlckson of CaliWho
As
By
fornia won the first heat in 61
3
and will go into the finals with
(BT THE ASSOC I ATE!) PRESS.)
McDonald, his team mate. Pyott
El Paso, Tex., Juno 16. Final direct control of foreigners that
and Brickman were the Chicago
entries to qualify. Brickman won adjustment of the situation arising President Obregon blocked the
his heat In 61
Fessende of from President Obregon's
decree original purchase by the American
Illinois is the favorite to win toexpropriating the six million acre syndicate.
morrow.
Mr. McQuatters
and his assoChihuahua estate of Gen. LuisTer-raza- s
Larry Brown nf Pennsylvania,
Remingto prevent sale of tho prop- ciates, including Franklin
winner of the half mile in the eastton, chairman of the Foundation
ern Intercollegiate meet In 1:55 erty to a syndicate of, Americans company of New York, will he alwon his qualifying hent In headed by A. J. McQuatters, min- lowed to carry out their original
this event in 2:00
Captain ing man, was announced here to- plans for developing the Terrazn
Yates of the Illinois team, took the night by Roberto V. Pesqucira, who estate.
first heat in 2:01
ac'ed as mediator.
Before the expropriation decree
"When I left Mexico Citv an was Issued Mr. McQuatters had anSixteen starters ran the two
had
been
agreement
nounced
that tlie syndicate Intendqualifying heats of the half mile,
reached," Mr.
but only eight will start in the Fesqueira said. "Today I received ed to spend $26,000,000 In the purfinal. The qualifiers are: Yates. telegrams telling me that every- chase, improvement and sale of thei
Illinois: Helfrlch,
Penn State: thing had been satisfactorily set- lands. At that time he was planMorrow, Iowa: Gardiner, Nebras- tled.
ning a private bank to handle thn
Under, the terms of the adjust- financial end. Now the financial
ka; Brown, Pennsylvania:
Nowell.
Iowa: Shields: Penn State and ment, General Terrazas will sell to business will be carried on through
Martin, Central Wesleyan. Brown the Caja do Pestamos, a Mexico the Mexico City banking house.
Terrazas. representing
Alberto
is regarded as the probable win- City banking iiouse which epeclal-ize- s
in farm deals Ills entire estate his father. General Terrazas ami
ner, although Yates may prove
with exception of Quinta Carolina, Mr, McQuatters have been In Mex,
dangerous.
his country home on tho outskirts ico City for several weeks. Thcro
of Chihuahua City. The ileal in- they held conferences with governCOMMISSION'S
ONLY
cludes about 5,700,000
acres of ment officials and Mr. Pesciuelri',
oT
DESIRE IS TO FORCE land at a price that will be ap- which terminated in settlement
an acre.
proximately
the case. They vlil return to F.l
"The bank is partially controlled Paso in a few days.
CHAMPIONS TO FIGHT
by the government and the reWhen President Obregon started
mainder by private interests.
expropriation proceedings against
(By Ti Aanoclnted Frrm.)
"In
case
New York, June 16. New York's
the govern- the estate. General Terrazas asked
settling the
state boxing commission which re ment agreed to pay all expenses In- for and was granted a writ of
cently issued an ultimatum to volved including money spent by amparo In the Juarez federal court.
cnamplons that they either must Mr. McQuatters In closing- the deal This stayed execution of the exerisk their titles or surrender them, which was blocked by the presi- cutive decree until July 13, when a
was not Inspired by a desire to dent's expropriation order.
final hearing in tho case would
have the bouts staged In this state.
"It has also been agreed that the have been held. General TerraiusilChairman Muldoon declared today. bank will rent the estate to Mr. contended that the decree was
"The commission Is not con- McQuatters and allow him and his legal. Inasmuch as the president
cerned as to the place of the con- syndicate to restock the range and assumed Judicial powers which he
tests," he said, "nor who is the Improve the property with a view did not possess in issuing the exThe commission's only to cutting It up into parcels to be propriation order. Now that a,
promoter.
desire is to compel champions to sold to Mexican citizens."
settlement has been reached th
defend their championships and
It was to prevent such a large rase will be automatically quashed,
cease commercializing titles'tract of. land falling Into the.
tg attorneys, ,
(Bt The A.miclnlfd I'rrdi.)
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in the Principles

the Organization and the
A. F. of L is Proclaimed
at Cincinnati.
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The other fires in the
are under control.
The Whitewater rreek
forst
worst in tiro- - history
fire
of the state.

in Gold Bullion,
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crew.
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AGOMMQN

TO MOBNINO

supports were ln'seoure. The wheel
was blown down dui liv: 10 recent
tornado which
he city.
Twenty-si- x
persona were injured in
the crash also.

(Br
San Francisco, Calif., June 16.
Two steamships filled with Shrin-er- s
bound for Honolulu on a visit
to the home of the now imperial
potentate of the order. James S.
McCandless, left here today. They
were the H. V. Alexander, formerly
the Great Northern, on its first
trip across the Pacific since being
used as a transport In war service,
and the Matsonla, a shipping board
vessel. A few Shriners also wore
on the Nile, which left later in the
day.
All but two members nf tho Imperial divan of the Mystic Shrine,
Benjamin W. Howell of lioston and
David S. Orosland of Montgomery.
Ala., were in the party whose trip
will bo a continuation on a smaller
scale of the festivities that havo
marked shrine week here.
The bands, patrols and chanters
of Islam temple of Ran Francisco
and Al Malaikah
temple of Los
Angeles and tho patrol of Aloha
will contribute
of
Honolulu
temple
to the gayety of the trip. There
also will be the wedding at sea of
Kills Coleman, a member of Islam
temple, and Miss Helen llurwitz of
San X rancisco.
A stay of several days will be
made in Honolulu and the volcano
of Kilauea also will be visited. The
party will reach San Francisco on
its return trip about July 1.
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The ReT. Jesse Halsey kids the
kidders.
The Rev. Jesse Halsey has a
keen sense of humor. His congregation, that of the Seventh
Presbyterian church of Cincinnati, is convinced of it. A
scoffer sent him a sign reading;,
"The Church Is Full of Hypocrites." The minister posted it

in front of his church, but added:
"There is always room for ens
more."
.

ABOUT
WILL

RAIDERS STEAD

BY

0G1EITS

IN

E LEGION
Voters Go to the Polls to
Choose Members of
Large Number
of Women Cast Ballots.
Par-liame-

(By The Associated Tnw.)

Dublin, June Is (by the Associ
ated Press.", The Universal verdict tonight was that, with the exception of one instance in Dublin,
Ireland never had such a tame
election as that which took place
today to choose members o(
In this city, raiders, headed bt
Rory O'Connor of the Irregular republican army, made off with the
documents and tally sheets of the
national university polling precinct.
Elsewhere in the city and county
Dublin the day was devoid of incident. The voting was somewhat
more brisk than had been expect
ed. A large number of women cast
their ballots. The general estimate
tonlgnt was that about fifty per
cent of the voter, on the register
exercised the franchise.
The publication of the constitution invoked no expression
of
opinion from Eamonn de Valera,,
leader of tne republican faction
Mr. de Valera declined to speak
concerning it on the ground that
he had not had time to read the
document.

MORVICH IN ENTERED
IN CARLETON
STAKES

325,000
BE AFFECTED
BOARD'S RULING

(Continued from Fas One.)
other classes because
they had
"suffered considerable loss from
certain changes in their rules and
because they never have been high- with other
ly paid
compared
classes."
,
What Clerks Will Receive.
Figures included in the decision
showed that clerks will receive,
under the new scale, an average of
68.6 cents an hour, "compared with
34. 6 cents In December, J917, when
the government took over the railroads. These figures show a 44.7
per cent increase tn actual purchasing power, the deolslon declared, while the Increased hourly
rate for signal men from 32. 8 cents
to 64.3 cents showed
increased
purchasing power of 67.2 per cent.
The firemen and oilers, according to the board's figures, receive
the greatest benefit under the decision through their increase from
21.8 cents an hour in 1917 to 49.6
cents July 1, or a 94.1 per cent Increase In actual purchasing power.
Reviewing the railway labor situation since the creation of the
labor board, the decision pointed
out that "It is generally conceded
to be fairly plain and certain that
our country has entered upon an
era of gradually Increasing
which will be 11b- .

iS

thtli'

That the carriers shall have
fair opportunity to profit by the
revival business In order that they
may expand their faculties, is absolutely indispensable to their ef-

ficient
service to the American
public," the decision said. "Their
unpreparedness now to cope with
any greaily increased traffio is not
serious. Every facility of railway
transportation has been skimped
for the last several years, and, as
to mileage, there has been an
actual decrease Instead of an

(Br The Associated Press 1
"This statement
New York. June 16. Morvlch
Benjamin Block's unbeaten three- - misconstrued that

enwas an eieventn-nou- r
year-oitry tonight in the J7.600 Carlton
stakes tn be run tomorrow at Aqueduct. The Kentucky derby winner
!had been expected to start In the
rsce .but definite announcement
of his entry was withheld until to- inipht.
The Carlton Is a mile event for
Snob,
exclusively.
'J. C. Cosden's imported colt, regarded as Morvich's strongest rivaluntil defeated In the Belmont recently,' also was entered.
a,

HOES

AT SELLING OUT PRICES
UJ

The following are but a few of the
hundreds of bargains now on sale at

practically half the average price.

c

m

$7 Women's New Patent Flappers
Also Black Suede and Kid Sally
Strap
Pumps, etc., all sizes at only
Women's

$3.50

Low

White

Footwear
choice of strap

ji

Your
style, oxfords, etc., military and low heels. All
sizes at only

$1.98

$1.98
Women's White
Canvas Pumps

75c

98c

High

$2.50 Children's Patent
M. J. Pumps
8
,M

f

to

11....

Mfk

$4.00 Women's Low
Shoes
Black, brown or pattern
Oxfords, Pumps, Straps,
etc., all style heels, all
sizes at only

BAREFOOT
SANDALS
Sizes 6 to 11
.

f9
tP0e47

$1.49

MEN'S SHOES,
OXFORDS

heels

TENNIS
SHOES
All Sizes

98c
$1.50 Child's White
Canvas Pumps

3lzto3

8

98 c

Women's Boots and
Shoes

$1.75 ,.$4.98 $1.98 to $398

II:

MANUFACTURERS
SALE SHOE STORE
301 NORTH FIRST STREET

Declares

a Ship,

It
As Is

(B The Amoclated frets.)

Anti-Saloo-

1

t

New Discoveries.

Tho Associated

Prea.)
Tucumcari, N. M., June 16. In
Washington. June 16. Sale of
an address to teachers making up
board vessels
the student body of Quay county liauor on shipping
three-mil- e
limit is per
here Wednesday, State outside the
institute
under new treasury reguSuperintendent of Public Instruc missible
according to
tiou John V, Conway said in part: lations issued today,counsel
for the
"Children of school age, irre- P. A. Vise, general
unit.
spective of race, traditions or local-it- prohibition
This interpretation was taken as
should be entitled to equal opsettling for the time being the con
portunities.
"To teachers of rural schools I troversy over liquor on government
by Adolphn
make this special appeal main- ships precipitated
Busch, III., the St. Louis brewer,
tain recently established standards when
he wrote President Harding
which guarantees rural districts a that the
government was engaging
semblance, at least, of a square in the bootlegging
business by perdeal.
salo of alcoholic beverages
"Municipal school district such mitting
shipping board vessels.
as Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Tucum onHnlntinn
of the tiroblern. Wayne
on
so
Vesws
are
pro
and
rari, Jjas
B. Wheeler, general counsel of the
tected by school champions, but
n
league, declared toremember, I lies, that you are the night ' lies in excluding all ships
remote
districts
of
these
champions
that sell liquor from American
in which you teach sacrifice all
if need be for the sake of Justice." ports."
Legislation to this end Is being
Superintendent
Conway resents onnaiiioroil hft said, asserting that
fora
recent propaganda
suggesting
by putting both American and
shortening of the school term from eign vessels on an equal footing
nine to seven months, some party
in llniior the competi
Kolng so far recently as to suggest tive feature of the question would
a recess of school In the state for be removed.
two years in order to lighten the
The new regulations were not
tax burden.
a,ih tho intention of set
Atio.i
com"God help our state and
the question of liquor on shipmonwealth if such chould be the tling
ping board vpns;l8, Mr. Vise said,
case," said Conway. "I ask of re- and in fact were written before that
As drawn. Howcently organized taxpayers' asso- question arose.
ciations to consider the fnct that a ever, he said, they would apply
and foreign
schools
of
to
standardization
American
misiiw
higher
cannot be realized and maintained ships in permitting intoxicating sea
e
three-milmlt
if the teachers' salary Is reduced. stores within the
Conserve, if you will, but not to the under the customs regmauu.
detriment of education.
which provide that while in Ameri"An
levy is claimed by can ports all liquors on board a
some to be too much In some ship must be sealed up.
states school taxation runs to 45 Amending the former regulations,
mills. Such states do not measure the new rules were Issued "pursuAttorby mills, but rather by require- ant to an opinion by Acting
Febments of education.
ney deneral Nebeker, dated Attor"I Challenge any one In the state ruary 4, 1921, affirmed by
or out of it to show where a quali- ney General Daugherty, Jhne 30,
fied teacher is overpaid. Lowering 1921, and the decision of the Lnitea
lower State supreme court in Grogan vs.
salaries will subsequently
it is Impossible Walker and the Ai chor Line vs.
school standards
to secure first grade teachers with iirirMn rendered May 15, became
The new regulations which
third grade money.
iui In
"A blanket schedule cannot be effective today provide or when
applied to every county. The poor ure of beverage theliquor
United States.
est school In the state Is tho con transit through
"It is unlawful," the regulation
cern and responsibility of the rich
bevest district In the state. Under the said "to transport liquor for
Including In tran-.i- i.
county unit system of taxation it erage purposes, from
one
foreign
.hinnni.
is possioie lo collect taxes wnere
to the same or another for
property is located and spend it country
or
in
mruus"
eign country,
where needed.
pan territory, either by land or Dy
"Whether it be here In New ....
a
thnuizh the liquor
Mexico or in the oldest center of
not landed in this country and
culture, the problem of education be
an transported in or
is stupendous for it is the problem ..u iir.i.ni.
territory will be
American
of
through
of civilization Itself, that
raising
and the persons
human nature to the highest subject to seizure
to prosecun
mental level, the cultivation of the transporting it. subject
for such
permitIssued."
Intellect and the development of tion. No can
be
resources.
for the transAfter providing
education has
In
"Progress
liquor,
of portation of
brought us a new conception
stated that "liquors
what education seeks to accom- the regulations
u
sea
stores
as
listed
plish and what it really means, in properly
shown by the shipping
the truest sense, to be educated. liquorsand
vessel's manifest to be
It no longer means a mere ac and
destined to a foreign
quaintanceship with text books,
n?ryMZ
going forward on the
but rather a greater personal ef- that on which they
social ad
ficlency, harmonious
are exempted from the pro.
vantages and an ideal of service." arrived
visions of this section and will be
Following his address Superinonly to customs regubv
tendent Conway was tendered a re- subject
tlons."
ception in the gym.
CHARGES ARK FILED.
Santa Fe, June 16. Charges of
unprofessional conduct have been
filed by the state board of bar examiners against W. E. Rogers, an
attorney of El Paso, and formerly
practicing In Ttoswell. The attorney general will prepare the case
305.
for hearing.
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Resents Propaganda Sug- New Regulations Issued By
Treasury Permit of Its
gesting a Shortening of
Outside
DisDosal
tne
the School Term, Or a
Three Mile Limit.
Recess for Two Years.
B
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GREAT PYRAM ID,

IS PERMISSIBLE

OF JOHN CONWAY

!

'S

OflH

June 17, 1922

three-year-ol-

JAMIESON-ANDERSO-

BOUT
(By The

not be

cost of railway rehabilitation, improved service and reduced rates,
It simply means that It Is only
patriotic common sense and Justice
that every citizen, including the
railway employe, should
in a cordial solrlt. should bear ana
iorbear. until the carriers are back
on their feet."

sYS

CT.TTRKH

WIT.Ti NOT

TAKE STRIKE VOTE

Cincinnati, Ohio, June 16 (by the
No general
Press.)
strike ballot will be sent out by the
of
Rrntherhnnd
Railway ana
Fteamshlp Clerks, Freight Handlers
Rvnreaa nnrt HtallOn Kmpiujm. "
was announced tonight by E.
its president, who said
nn Ktrlke would develop among
these workers on several railroadHealey, presl.itnnt ni Timothy
firemen and oilers' un
me
on
sirme wuum
ballot
a
said
ion,
be in the mans mnrorruw iukumcomFitzgerald said the general
mittee on each system or road
would determine whether to call
for a strike vote, and he added
that where such votes ere taken
that the men would be added de-by
the result. No walkout, heSouthclared, would occur on the
ern, Mobile and Ohio, Chicago,
Burlington and Qulncy, Chicago
and Alton and a number of other
roads due to signed agreements,
binding the men on these lines to
accept reductions as fixed by the
labor board.
Aaanrinterl

N

MONDAY NIGHT
Aociald

Tress.)

Juarez, Mexico, June 16. Ted
Jamleson, Milwaukee. Wis., light
closed articles of
heavyweight,
agreement here today which call
for him to box Lee Anderson,
world's colored light heavyweight
champion. In a fifteen round bout
in the Juarez bull ring Monday
night, June 19. The men are to
meet at catch weights.

BURNETT
HE

muBt

the employes
should be called upon to bear the

515
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Salt Lake City Man Says
Tanlac Overcame Asthma
and Rheumatism That
Had Him Almost Helpless
-- Is Now Feeling Fine.
"I was completely down and
out, but Tanlao put me back In
fine health and I'm feeling great
now," said J. A. Burnett. 77Z
West Second South, Bait take
Citv. Utah.
"I've had what I thought was
asthma for ten years, and my case1
was so stubborn I didn't think
could ever get over it. Day In and
day out I seemed to stay cnoKoa
un and stifled, and at times had
to sit all propped up In bed to
keeo from smothering. Then I
had rheumatism, especially In my
back, and I was practically helpless. I was so stiff and achy I just
had to be helped about the house.
"I commenced taking Tanlac
on the advice of a friend, and
It has fixed me up in fine shape.
I can breaths as free and easy as
I ever could and there's not a
rheumatlo pain In my body. 1
sleep better. In fact, feel better
In every way and' am in as good
health as any man my age."
Tanlao Is sold by all good
Adv,
druggists

EDDY COUNTY SCHOOL
FUNDS APPORTIONED
(By The Au. dated FrtM.)
June IS. The
N.
Artcsia,
...., tPaiii-- rM., rtf Kdrlv county
has been ordered to transfer 6, 700
to the various scnooi aisinms u
the county, by George M. Brlnton,
county superintendent of schools.
This includes the districts of Otis,
Lower and Upper Black river,
Loving,
Rocky Arroyo,
rQueen,
i
A..ia MninBTA. Cntton- and
Carlsbad
wood, Dayton, Hope,
Artesia.
The Artesia maintenance fund
receives 11,667.63; Carlbad receives Jl,930.63. and Hope hign
school receives $863.18.
The state department of educathe
tion has also announced that
cachers' examinations will be given
t Carlsbad on June 16 and
--

'the office of the county superin
tendent.
AVEZZAXO TO RETURN.
London, June 16. A Milan
to the Times sayi it is confirmed that Baron Romano
to
former Italian ambassador to
return
the post! States, willVittorlo
succeeding
that
dls-pat-

o,

A.ve-tan-

'

violin lessons at eight cents each
available to the pupili of on
IAndon school.

.r.

.

Los Angeles,. Calif., June i6.
Noah's ark, built to save human
und animal life from the flood of
ancient biblical times Is tlll extant
for all to see, 30,000 years aftor Us
construction.
This Is the belief of
Dr. E. C. Getzlnger, Egyptologist,
now visiting here. His conclusion
is based, he declared, on recent dis
covories, following thirty-fiv- e
years
of research work, some of the results of which he described in an
address before the Friday Morning
club of Los Angeles.
Dr. Getalnger is convinced that
the ark of Noah was not a shiD:
was the great pyramid of
jtlmt it in
Cheops
Egypt. Recent discoveries prove that the pyramids, Noah's
ark and the others were under the
eea for thousands of years, Dr. Got-- :
ulnger suld. Ifeur tho top of each
or the pyramids, at the same level,
is a high water line where a deep
niche has been cut into the rock
by the lashing of a long forgotten
surf the surf of the flood which
inundated
the ancient biblical
world, he declared. Dr. Getzlnger
said research showed the inner
primages of the pyramids to be
thickly crusted with salt, which,
chemical analysis proved, was sea
salt.
is convinced the
Dr. Getzlnger
pyramids were built thousands of
years before the reign of the Pharaohs, The latter, to whom they
have been accredited, merely repaired them and caused a casting of
atones to be built over them, he
said.
Old and Noblo Philosophy.
And he also Is convinced that
the pyramids stand today a living
monument to an old and noble philosophy, a civilization greater than
any the human race has since ati
tained,
Obviously, since modern science
cannot account for the means used
to transport and place the greater
stone slabs used in the conetruo
tion of the pyramids, that ancient
race must have possessed know
ledge and power lost to us of the
present day. Dr. Getzinger argued
of the feat per
His explanation
formed by those ancient engineers
is that they were of a race infinitely
more spiritual than modern man.
that their power lay In greater understanding of the universe and its
-

'

The days of chivalry and
sympathy are not all in the
forgotten past, at leaBt in the
west. President George A.
Coffey, of the Panhandle A.
and M. college at Goodwell,
Oklahoma, found a generous
amount of sympathy right on
tho streets of Albuquerque
yesterday.
He came to the Journal office yesterday with his story
in a conscientious
effort to
contribute something to offset
the spread of crime stories
which fill the papers. He said
he waa Just a traveling man
and wouldn't give his name at
first. Then he told tho Incident
which had touched him.
It seems that the college
president met with a alight accident on the street which resulted in a mild bleeding at the
nose. He sat down on the
to nur.ie his injury and
was arousod by a soft pat on
his shoulder. It was a pleasant motherly sort of woman
who Just Btoppod
to sympa- thize and to inquire - if she
could be of any service to him.
"That was a small thing,"
said President Coffey, "but I
appreciated it. It is a pleasure
to be remembered sometimes
that goodness still exists. If that
woman had committed some
breach of law, you'd have had
her in the paper In a minute.
I don't know her name, but I
think she ought to get in."
She did.
President Coffey Is traveling
through the southwest on a
vacation trip. He was a visitor
at the state university yesterday, holding informal conferences with the officers and
Inspecting the buildings ind
equipment on the campus. He
will continue on his Journey
today.
tide-wu-

.

Australia has more place
publio worship In proportion
population than any other
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RAISH FOUND GUILTY
OF THE MURDER OFAN
EXPRESS MESSENGER
(By The Auodated Prea.)
Alamosa, Colo., June 16. T. W.
Raish was found guilty by a Jury
at 12:20 this morning ot the murder of Marquis Gomez, express
messenger killed In the robbery of
a Denver and Rio Grande Western

train here February 18.
The Jury was out nearly two
hours and returned with a verdict

life
of guilty and recommending
Raish had pleaded
imprisonment.
not guilty but before the Jury retired changed his plea to guilty.
Raish was promptly sentenced to
life imprisonment and was immediately taken to the state penitenlaws.
at Canon City to begin his
For Instance, Dr. Getzlnger said tiary
sentence.
his researches indicate that those
ancients, prior to 30,000 years ago
One thousand
of paint
had no language, needed no lan are required to gallons
paint the dome of
guage. They had the gift of trans the capitol In Washington.
ference of thought, a "higher, finer,
comprehension of what we call
telepathy and as language was born
into the world for the use ot human beings, this spirituality was
gradually lost to us."
'in like manner,' ur. uetzinger
continued, "they understood the
power of light to lessen the weight
of mass objects a fact which
modern experiments are even now
making evident."
Some knowledge of this kind, Dr.
possible the
Gesznger thinks, made
handling of those ' huge blocks of
of
which the
and
limestone
granite
pyramids are constructed."
Chambers lu 1'yramm.
Going further into detail about
his research work tn the pyramids
tho Egyptologist stated there were
three chambers within the great
pyramid which "conform to God's
directions to Noah for the building
of the ark, and these three chambers, named for the three sons or
Noah, Shem, Ham and Japhet,
represent three strata of lite and
of hair,
The chamber
Intelligence.
Khem. the lowest of the three, Dr. with
Getslngcr said. Is symbolic of animal who have no souls. The second chamber, that of Ham, symbolizes human beings with souls
but of lessor intellectual and spiritual attain.nent. And the highest
chamber, that of Japhet, symbolthe
teachers,
izes the inspired
of
spiritual intellectuals souls
greater understanding.
GetzlnIs
Dr.
known.
It already
ger continued, that the flood of
Noah's time, did not submerge the
whole of the present known world,
but included only the ancient lost
continent of Atlantis and Egypt.
Atlantis has never reappeared, he
Dcml experiment
said, but Egypt, after 12,000 yean;r
under the sea, proved, Dr. Getiin-geanv longer. 1
declared, by the evidence of
sea salt encrustations to a height
know this will
of 475 feet on the great pyramid
heal that rash
and the Sphynx, arose as a beacon
because tvetrie
light to mankind and when the
resettwas
flood subsided Egypt
led by Immigrants from other
This
lands.

For

abundance of
softjuxuriani
listening
beauty
and radiant
rn'tb life, use

there's nothing; like the
Wagon for real
fun and for work, too,
for that matter.

BOYS,

You

out-of-do- or

ought to see our Pioneer Coast-

er Wagons.

They

are equipped

double disc wheels, roller bearings, like an automobile, and large,
solid rubber tires that can't come off.
with

And

they're

low

priced, too.

wagons illustrated above
are priced at only

The
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First and Copper.

Phone 305

"If It'a Hardware,' We Have It"
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TRAVEL STIMULATED.
Juno 16. Summer
Chicago,
tourist fares, which are lower than
for several years, have stimulated
railroad travel westward tremendously, according to reports fom
local agents. One road reports a
over last
35 per cent increase
year.

"

NEW

NINETY-THRE- E

FREE BAKiNG RECIPES
you make good pie
crust? Very few people can.
Are you a good enough cook
to make the kind of corn
bread for which the south Is
famous? Have you ever tried to
make Boston brown bread?
There Isn't any trick In
making these things perfectly.
The Department of Agriculture
has published a booklet which
makes It posMble for anyone.
It seta forth the right way t8
make practically every . pastry
Can

and bread.
This invaluable baking booS
a free government publication, and our Washington Bureau will secure a copy fol
.

Is

anyone who sends two cents In
stamps for return postage. In
filling out the coupon be sure
to write your name and address clearly on the lines.

FREDERIC J. IIASKIN,
Director.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, D. C:
I enclose herewith two cents
In stamps for return postage
on a free copy of the Baking
Booklet.
.......-.-

Name
Btreet

.

,

City

State

.

...v

i-

from thousands who
have found that

Resinol does

overcome skin
,

trouble

At oil druggists

RESINOL
Soothincj

&nd Healinq

Large Beechnut Grape Jelly
Large Beechnut Red Currant JeHy.V." ..'!..... .....42c!
Large Beechnut Black Currant Jelly. .... .
.42c
Large Beechnut Quince Jelly
42c
Large Beechnut Crabapple Jelly...
42c
Large Beechnut Cherry Preserves... .
...42c
Large Beechnut Strawberry Jam
....42c
Large Beechnut Raspberry Jam..
,!42c
Large Beechnut Damson Plum Jam
!34c
Large Beechnut Peach Jam
. . !34c
Large Beechnut Blackberry Jam.
,ZAz
Large Beechnut Loganberry Jam
34c
Large Beechnut Orange Marmalade......
29c
Medium Beechnut Grape Jelly
26c
Medium Beechnut Red Currant
. . . . . .'."26c
Jelly.
Medium Beechnut Black Currant
26c
Jelly.
Medium Beechnut Quince Jelly
26c
Medium Beechnut Crabapple
..,
26c
Jelly.
Medium Beechnut Cherry Preserves. . . ! ! . .
26c
Medium Beechnut Raspberry Jam. . . . .
"26c
Medium Beechnut Strawberry Jam.
' 21c
Medium Beechnut Damson Plum Jam. .
21c
'
Medium Beechnut Peach Jam. .
!
21c
Medium Beechnut Blackberry Jam. . .
. 21c
Medium Beechnut Loganberry Jam. . . . . .
21c
Medium Beechnut Orange Marmalade..'.
17c
Medium Beechnut Cranberry Sauce
" "l7c
Beechnut Pork and Beans. . . .., . . . . .
f 2c
Beechnut Canned Spaghetti . . . '. .'
15- Beechnut Package Spaghetti
!..' '
12V
c'
Beechnut Package Macaroni
"121- Small Beechnut Catsup
'!"!"!'!'.'."
19c
Large Beechnut Catsup
2Q.
Small Beechnut Chili Sauce
.7."."."!!! !21c

..........42c"
....

...

'.

"

FACE DISFIGURED
WITH PIMPLES
Hard,Largeand Red.ltched
andBurned.CuticuraHeals.
"When I waa fifteen yean eld
pimple broke out on my (ice. They
were herd, large and red, and fettered and calsd over. The pimple
itched and burned causing me to
cratch and irritate them, and my
face wa disfigured for about' sis
month.
" I tried all kind of

....

irk

"

We carry complete line of National Biscuit
Com- - '

pany'a Cakes and Crackers.

"YOUR LUCK" COFFEE

...

39c

remedies but

they failed to do any good. 8eslng
an advertisement for Cutlcura Soap
and Ointment I purchased om and
now lam completely healed."
(Signed) Mr. Molli Richardson,
Kerby, Ore., July It, 1921.
Use Cutlcura for every --dy toilet
purpose. Bathe with Soap, soothe
with Ointment, dust with Talcum.
Joldtnn-Sow- ".
M.Data.lUklutj.SUM."
OfotMtBaiMlKto. TabuDlte.
wiibmh
unkin 9ea iutm
nif

.1
TWO STORES IN ALBUQERQUE
330 North Third
203 North First

j

June 17, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'

5 MEN TAKEN

WESTERN STATES

MELTING

Wyoming Man Urges Completion of Hard Surfaced
Highways Connecting All
National Parks.
(Bjr The Aisuvloled I'reM.)

Sacramento, Calif., Juno 18.
Nino western states and the national park services were represented here today ot the third annual meeting of the National Park
to Park Highway association.
President Scott Leavitt, of Great
Falls, Mont., In his annual report
urged that the organization he nation wide and said that 273,000
persons visited tho four parks on
the eastern slope of the Rocky
mountains last year while 91,000
entered tho four large parks on
the Pacific coast.
L. Newton, of Cody,
Wyo.,
urged the completion of hard surfaced roads connecting all parks
and W. B. Lewis, superintendent
of the Yosemlte National
park,
T.
who
Stephen
represented
national
of
director
parks,
Mather,
pledged the support of the department of Interior in carrying forward the association's work.
Resolutions providing for the
of the
complete nationalization
national Park to Park Highway association and so thowing the membership rolls open to men all over
was
unanimous
the
country
adopted.
Under the new plan. It Is proposed to interest men of national
reputation In road matters In the
development of tourist travel with
a view of completing a chain of
highways over the Rocky mountains
to the nntional parks on the Pacific coast.
Another resolution provides for
closer
with the various travel bureaus all over the
country for the dissemination cf
Information concerning the condition of roads.

IAT

JUL!

ISSUED

State Bank Deposits to Be
Readjusted in Order That
New State Treasurer's
Bond May Be Issued.
If. T. Gardner, whom O. A. Mat-so- n
has chosen to be his first assistant in the state treasurer's office at Santa Fe, N. M., is
with members of the treasurer's office staff in readjusting
the distribution of state bank deposits to provide for tha legal issuance of a surety bond for Mr.
Matson.
Advices have been received from
Santa Ke that a bond will be issued by July 1. The surety comwith
panies have been
Mr. Matson In getting the
tho otnt hunks in nrovid- ing the necessary surety covering
state deposits.

81

OF CREW
MISSING
LINER

11 MEMBERS

Twocoiivlcts

(Br The Aoclnlfd I'reM.)

Hamburg June 16 (by tho Associated Press). Eleven members
of the crew of the Brazilian liner
Avare-wer- e
missing late tonight,
following the turning over ot the

ESCAPE

MAKE

especially those adjacent to and
having vital political and commercial interest in Russia, today forced
The Hague
conference to form
subcommisslons of thirteen instead
of eleven members rs had been
OUT BY planned bv the allied leaders.
IS
This Is interpreted by all the delegates as indicating not only a de
termination not to be shut out of
tha important discussions by the
HER
greater powers, but as manifesting
eagerness about the future of the
disorganized Russian state. The
pressure surprised" everybody by Us
(By Tbe Amioclnted I'reM.
Washington, June 16. An ad- force.
Minister Van Karnebeck
visory storm warning was Issued at of Foreign
Holland was entrusted by the
9 a. m. today by the weather bureau
conference with the task of naming
announcing that tho gulf disturb- the
members of the subcommisance was passing inland near the
slons.
mouth of the Rio Grande river and
Virtually all the twenty-nin- e
Strong
moving northwestward.
at The
represented
southeast winds were forerast on oountries
lower Texas coast this afternoon. Hague have signified their Intention to Join the main Russian commission. France has reserved her
Brownsville, Texas, June 18.
With a mnvimlim velnpltv nf Iwnn. decision regarding participation
mlloci an Vintir an1 Inrnm. until after the meeting in London
panted by torrential rains, the first between M. Toincare. the French
tropical atorm ot me season srrtiCK premier, and David Lloyd George.
Brownsville early today and passed
Inlanil In a tinrtn
prl w llcftotlnn PIONEERS TO START
No damage was repot ted. Heaviest
ON PICNIC AT 9 A. M.
ralnrau was at iviission, wnore me
was 2.3G Inches. The
preciptatlontnHflV
USTtlV
clnildV
W1S
uranthAi
The members of the Pioneers' as
over tho lower Rio Grande valley.
sociation who will go on that or
ganization s picnic tomorrow will
assemble at 8 o'clock in front of
PRESSURE OF SMALLER
the Federal building. The cars wtll
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
leave at S o'clock.
A.
head of the com
WINS AT THE HAGUE mitteeFlolscher,
on transportation, said yes
terday evening that ample motor
The Hague, June 16 (by the As- ears have been provided to carry
The
the pioneers to Kuppe's ranch in
of
sociated Press).
pressure
countries. Cedro canyon.
the smaller European

S FORCES

SENT

EXPECTED TO BE

Prohibition officors, working under the direction of 1). V. Snyder,
prohibition director for Now Mexico, made five arrests and confiscated a still and quantities of mash
and liquor at Taos, N. M., last
Tuesday.
John Dunn, garage proprietor,
was arrested on a charge of possessing some wine. Carlos Cnrdo-nill- a
and Miko TCrallo are alleged
to have had a still and 300 gallons
of mash In their possession when
they were arrested. Nikolas Vigil
was charged with having inash in
his possession. Jake Moore is said
to have had some whiskey when
ho was arrested.
Cardonilla confessed to violation
of the Volstead act and was sentenced to six months In jail. All of
the men were held under bond for
the federal grand jury.
District Attorney H. B. Woodward assisted the federal agents In
making the arrests.

OF

1 111

TSON BONO IS

AT TAOS, K. M.,
BY PRO AGENTS

REP IESENTED AT
0

EXTRA!! GAS PRICE BOOST EXPLAINED;
ROCKEFELLER HANDS OUT PAIR OF DIMES

Page Three.

Virginia Denike.
dancer, is now ready for a niche in
Virginia Denike,
vessel whilo it was being hauled the Hall of Fame. She danced and sang for John D. Rockefeller on a
Vulcan
ship
the
at
out of dry dock
from Hyack to Tarrytown, N.
and he managed to loose tha
One ferryboat
yards here this morning.
purse strings and extract two thin dimes.
hundred and twelve other members
Jose Pavado and Isidro
of the crew and shipyard workers
two convicts serving senwere rescued from the hold of the
tences in the state penitentiary at
vessel.
Santa Fe, escaped at 2:30 o'clock
Eighteen of the survivors were
Answers to Questions.
TO
unconscious when taken out, but
yesterday afternoon, according to
from
received
here
were resuscitated through the use
reports
superintendthe
of oxygen. A stewardess was killpenitentiary
answer
can
The capsizing
(Any reader
get the
ent by the police department. No
ed in the accident.
AlVISIT
details of the escape were given.
of the steamer is attributed to her to any question by writing tb.e
Journal Information
Descriptions of the two men, as
being imperfectly balanced when buquerque
Bureau, Frederic J. Haskln, Direleased from the dry dock.
follows, were sent from Santa Fe:
ofC.
This
No.
4.820;
rector, Washington, D.
I'nvado Convict
fer applies strictly to information.
height, 6 feet, 9 inches: weight, 160
SALVATION ARMY BAND
The bureau cannot give advica on
pounds; dark brown hair; brown
HEAD teis. It does not Nutcmpt to settle
DIVISION
AND
eyes; age, 29; gun shot scar on
legal, l.iorljcU and finanun
right jaw.
ARE IN ALBUQUERQUUE
troubles, nor to unda;--inhConvict N. 4,742:
Sznmbrino
AvhniiBtivA t'mnrch on any Special Train Carrying Eastheight, 5 feet. 7 inches; weight,
Write your question plain
ii.in. cgmimi urmllpv. divisiona'
Arrive
subject.
Will
ern
105 pounds; brown eyes and hair;
Osteopaths
commander of the border division ly and briefly. Uive run name anu
sear on left side ot head.
rtf ihA Kaivntinn 8rmv. is hero with address and enclose two cents in
Here June 29; Visitors to cutBoth
ot the men were wearing
reof
young
All
instrumental
brigade
return
for
his
postage.
UMPIRE BAITING TO
stamps
overalls and jumpers.
Be Entertained.
to
the
direct
sent
are
people. Meetings are Dcingandueiu
on plies
BE MADE UNPOPULAR in th Salvation army hall
brigade will
,h
At least one special train carry- WATER IS PLAYED ON
,..at ntcrhtlv Thfl over
Sunday
remain In Albuquerque
(ItJ The Associated I'reM. 1
Q. Must a member of the house ing osteopaths to their national
SMOULDERING RUINS
a concert muiiw of
bo a resident of convention at Los Angeles, which
Augusta, Ga June 16. Umpire and will give
nrnppptlA, nf which Will tliorepresentatives
ho
which
district
represents?
baiting on the South Atlantic cir- nlnVit
starts July 2, will be routed
New Tork, June IS. Fireman
cuit was expected to lose in favor go towards the expense of their trip L. I,. R.
through Albuquerque' at the re- today were still playing water upon
as an outdoor sport as a result of through Arizona.
A. The constitution
provides
n
iium.-erof
in
Tho
tho delegates.
train the smouldering ruins ot what
Visiting various towns
the stand taken by Richard Mono-hathat no person shall bo a repre- quest
will arrive here at 2 o'clock on the yesterday had been a half square
Arizona? tho brigade will travel sentative
arbiter of today's game bewho shall not, when afternoon
reto
29
will
June
of
and
give
stopping
in
automobiles,
mile ot summer dwellings at
tween Sparta nsburg and Augusta.
elected, be an inhabitant of that main for three hours.
L. I.
Monnhnn banished First Base- concerts and hold meetings.
state in which he shall be chosen,
trains
A
number of other special
More than 400 buildings, from
man Kolseth of tho visiting club
but makes no requirement as to
convento
the
carrying delegates
hotels and costly summer homes,
after an argument in the eighth INJUNCTION GRANTED
residence within the district.
tion are expected to arrive here to little frame bungalows were deInning. The player returned to the
O. In nlnvltur eolf. 'if a ball Is for
DETROIT NEWSPAPER buried
long
stopovers.
bench a few minutes later, howstroyed, rendering 20,000 persons
In tho soft, turf of fairway j
Plans for the entertainment of temporarily homeless. The propever, the altercation was resumed
bo lifted w'ithout the
It
ur
K'i'cii
made
are
by
being
osteopaths
at
is estimated
and blows exchanged.
(By The Anocialod I'reM.)
penalty? li. V. M.
a committee of local osteopaths erty damage
KolDetroit, Mich., Juno lii. An
(Physicians who attended
A. Unless there Is a local rule and tho Chamber of Commerce $2,000,000.
restraining Prosecuting
of
homeless
families
Thousands
seth said his nose was broken In
to tho contrary the and every effort will bo made to
or
Attorney Paul W. Voorhles and ball stipulation
the night on the beaches.
seven places.
must be played as It lies.
make their visit here a delightful spent
Municipal Judge James K. Heston
The origin of the blazo is un
Automobiles known.
Q. What proportion of the auto- and Instructive one.
from interfering with publication
NATIONAL GUARD TO
will be available to take the visitof racing news, was granted tonight mobiles of tho world nro in
'
ors on short trips through the city;
Court Judge Harry J,. tnitcd States? O. II. W.
DRILL SUNDAY A. M. by Circuit upon
A.
of
mo
out
Klghty-thre- e
every
oi
"V showers and swimming WARRANTS RECEIVED
the
application
Dlngeman
Detroit Free Press, one of tho four hundred automobiles in the world pool will be open to them and it
FOR ARREST OF 200
In
to
to
of
members
inr.oi
All
are registered in this country.
nfin'innnnri rhnrcrpfl
Headquarters
is probable that a lawn reception
whioh will enable
troop New Mexico national guard, day with violating the slate law
Q. Is it true that more rain will be given
Terrs Haute, Ind., June 1 8. War
are ordered to report for mounted prohibiting publication or racing falls in the lakotns and Montana them to moet many Albuqucr-queanrants were received at the county
drill at 9:30 o'clock Sunday morn- news. The injunction is to be
than there did some 23 years ago?
sheriff's office here today from
until the enso against the S. N.
ing at tho stables.
Brazil, Ind., near here, for the arnewspapers is disposed of in municA. The weather bureau says that DEATHS
FUNERALS
AND
rest of more than 200 striking coal
Journal Want Ads Bring Results. ipal court.
their records show no permanent
miners and officials
of district
change in the amount of precipitanumber
11, United Mine Workers of
services
Funeral
DtCKERSON
tion in that section.
for William Joseph Dickerson, who America, charging riot and con
Q. When were lead pencils In- died
yesterday, will be held this spiracy, inIn connection with the disvented? F. II. I.
the coal field near here
at 10 o'clock. Buriul will orders
A. The earliest mention of what morning
be in Fairview cemetery. Meadows during the past week.
are known today as lead pencils and
Murtinez aro in charge.
appears in records dating back to
ATHLKTE AWARDED CtP.
1565. This was shortly after tho
N. J., June 1G.
TORRES Filomena Torres died
rrlnceton,
noted
graphite yesterday morning at her residence Donald B. Lourie of Peru, 111., to
discovery of the
mine at Borrowdale,
England, at San Jose after a short Illness. day was awarded the Poo Memowhich furnished the material for She Is survived by her parents and rial cup, most coveted
of all
the first pencils.
one brother. The funeral senfoes Princeton athletic honors for tha
Q. Does a lease have to be in will be held this morning from fhe second consecutive year. It is givwriting? H. C.
family residence. Burial will be at en annually to the athlete exempliA. In many of the states of tho San Jose cemetery.
fying the highest type of
Van Camp's Pork and Beans, No. 2 can. . . ,12lzc
union tho statutes require that
ve
one
GARCIA
M. Garcia, 67
more
Andres
than
leases
for
year
Monarch Baked Beans, No. 2 can
l7Vzc
in writing.
years old, died yesterday evening
in. at his residence after a short illness. NOTICE TO DEALERS IN
Q. What Is the difference
Thousand Island Salad Dressing, 12 oz. glass. .33c
He Is survived by two daughters,
shoo sies? V. x.
FIRE HOSE.
and Mrs.
A. The American and English Mrs. Jacob Hardwood
Monarch Mayonnaise Dressing, large size . . . 33c
Bids will be received at the of
Samuel S. Green, of El Paso, Texas.
d
an
of
size
of
scries
vary
Gold Bar Sliced Yellow Cling Peaches, No. 1
d
of The body was taken to Crollott's fice of the City Clerk until 5 p. m.
inch that is size g is
June 20, 1922. for furnishine fif
funeral parlors, pending funeral
an inch longer than size 7, etc.
can
19c
teen hundred G500) feet of two- Q. Who Invented logarithms? 13.
ply
multiple woven fire hose; rubSomerset Brand Loganberries, No. 2 can. ...... .20c
A. B.
I.ucero ber lining to be made In four (4)
LUCERO
Altagracla
A. John Napier,
Scotchman
a
Monarch Tomato Catsup, pint bottles
25c
at her sheets and are to be furnished with
morning
yesterday
who lived in the early seventeenth died
couplings to fit hydrant
homo on North 1'hird street. She bronze
P. & G. WHITE NAPTHA SOAP, 22 bars for $1.00
century is usually regard as their is survived by one sister, Librldita connections used by the Albuquer
Inventor,
Tenorlo, who was here at the end. que water department.
Kuner's Dill Pickles, No. 2 can.
.16c
Q. Is It the nature of one of the Crollott Is in charge.
The city reserves tbe right to re
one
seeds
cocklo
a
of
burr
ia
grow
Grandee Olive Butter, 9 oz.
ject any and all bids, to accept bid
31c
season and the other the next seainfant
for
VIJIL
Julianlta
part or all of the fifteen hunVijil.
son ? P. M.
Monarch Food of Wheat, package
,21c
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. EmHInao dred (1500) feet of hose.
A, While occasionally both seeds Vljll, died yesterday morning at
All bids are to have attached
Shredded Whole Wheat
11c
germinate tha same season, usually their residence
on South Third certified check of the amount of
one
and
one
fathseeds
the
five
grows
year
She
street.
her
survived
is
(5) per cent of the bid, as
Wilson's Pure Fruit Preserves, 24 oz. glass. .45c
by
other the following one.
er. No funeral arrangements have liquidated damages, and to be forIn
name
is
Q. What author used the
Wilson's Pure Fruit Preserves, 16 oz. glass. . . . ,30c
been made yet. Crollott
feited to the City of Albuquerque,
"Fiona MeLcod?" A. M. W.
if the contract is not entered into
charge.
(Strawberry, Raspberry, Blackberry, Loganberry)
A. William Sharp, a Scottish
by tho bidders within fifteen (15)
ARMIJO Nora Armljo, 10 years days, after acceptance of the bid.
poet, novelist and essayist, used
Colonial Pure Fruit Jelly, 15 oz. glass. .
. ,25c
old died last night at her parents'
this nom de plume.
B. H. CALKINS,
Q. Waa Kobert E. Leo over of- residence at Ranchos de Atrlsco, Attest:
(Assorted Flavors)
City Manager.
IDA V. MALONE. City Clerk.
fered the command of the union after a short attack of diphtheria.
Mr. and
ot
She
was
the
forces
in
S.
O.
daughter
war?
civil
the
Ij.
Swiss
Clovcrbloom Creamery ButImported
Cheese,
Funeral services
A. On April 18, 1861, President Mrs. Joe Armljo.
00c
41c
pound
ter, pound
will be held this morning from the
Freston
Francis
Liincom,
through
Imported Roquefort Cheese,
Smoked Chinook Salmon,
residence.
Burial will h?
Blair, tendered General Lee the family
95c
pound .
The funeral
Dr. Qlaii Bit potltl'
70c
ponnd ..,
command of the army of the Unit- )n Atrlsco cemetery.
American Swiss Cheese,
will
be'
proof he Is (bit to cur
private. Crollott Is In tutxreulnils
New Potatoes, 5 lbs. for 2,"c
ed States, which was declined. Of
by lnhaltti"0
.
50c
charge,
pound
this action, Lee said: "I declined
In any ellmat.
Green Peas, 2 lbs. for. ,25c
American Cream Cheese,
the offer he made me to take comfurther informatlot
For
A waterspout spins with
40c Carrots. Turnips, Beets,
mand of the army that was to be
aadrew THB T. r. GLASS
pound
t the INHALANT CO.. MASON
bunch .
speed. Its velocityWisconsin longhorn. Cheese,
brought into the field, stating as sea level
8
six
.it
been
estimated
BDILDINO. I.OS
has
SOo
Native Lettuce
candidly as I could, that though
5c
pound ..
CALIFOB-NImiles a minute.
to
secession
and
opposed
deprecatAmerican Brick Cheese,
Cantaloupe, small size... 10c
ing war, I could take no part in
,.
30c
pound .
5c
Watermelon,
the Invasion
pound
of the southern
Camnembert Cheese In
'
states."
,
Raspberries, Blackberries,
.42c
wood, pound
Loganberries,
Raspberries,
Bentz Water Crackers. . ,38c
Cherries. Peaches,
MT. OLIVE SUNDAY SERVICES.
Estaneia Creamery Butter,
FUrs, Pineapples,
Sunday services Mt. Olive Baptist
,.
39c
pound
Oranges, Lemons,
church, 9 a. m. Sunday school,
THE ICE SAVING KIND.
Walter Smaulding, superintendent.,
11a. m., preaching by the Rev. W.
Frying Rabbits,
Spring Chickens
H. Wright, Phoenix, Ariz., at 8:15
You'll Say the Price Are Low.
Hens, Extra Fancy Roasting, pound
p. m. St. John's day to be observed
35c
No.
1,
San
under
Hedrln
lodge
by
Prime Rolled Rib Roast, boneless, pound. ...... .30c
New Mexico Jurisdiction.
Rev. W.
Loin of Pork Roast, pound.. .
T. Green, the pastor, will preach the
27c
sermon.
Stars
All Eastern
and
Lean Pork Shoulder Roast, pound
20c
Just Acro from City Hall
regular Masons are invited to atBest Cuts of Pot Roast, pound.
18c
tend this service.
AV. T. GREEN. Tastor.
ALBUQUERQUE'S BIG HARDWARE STORE
Milk Fed Veal Roast, pound.
.
. .25c
It. M. WILSON. Clerk.

CAPTUR E

BUREAU

T

AND SUN FLEES
Peking, .Tune 17 (by the Associated Press.) Ttc forces
of General Chen Chiung-MInhave captured Canton,
or tho South China
government, according to an
official iKspntch from Canton.
Dr. Nun, the dispatch says,
has fled from Canton aboard
a gunhcAt.
g

al

WISCONSIN TORNADO
KILLS 6, HURTS 100
Glenwood City, Wis., June 18. (by
tho Associated Press.) Out of a
n
countryside belated reports trickle tonight, tell- Ing the toll of the tornado that
sections of four
swept through
western Wisconsin
counties last
six
known deaths, in- causing
night,
Jury to approximately 100 person
nd doing damage that will mount
well toward
the million dollar
mark.
wreckage-strew-

Summer schools, arranged by
the League of Nations union, ar
to be conducted this year in many
towns in Europe.

FROM PRISON
Szam-brln-

J

OSTEOPATHS

yo Iden (Mule

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MZX.

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW SPIRi

HERE

MEETING

n,

Sore--

v

it

A June' Sale of
Women's

Suits Coats Dresses

e,

Offering 50 Smart Models

tl!

$22

s.

'

SPECIALS
TODAY

In Navy, Black and the Most Favored Colors
VALUES TO

For Street Dress and Sport Wear, Models which Represent Every
new design, straight line effects, side panels, embroidery.

DRESSES

SUITS

COATS

2295

$22.95

$22.95

one-thir-

one-thir-

.............

glass.........

$52.50

Taffeta,

Canton Crepe,
Crepe de Chine,
Taffeta and

Tweedi,

Velour,

Tricotine,
Poiret Twill,

Georgette

Oxfords

Tweeds,
Silvertone,
Plain and Plaid
Effects,
Full Silk Lined

Jersey,

Combination,
Poiret Twill,
Tricotine

..

i...

TUBERCULOSIS

nor-mo-

REFRIGERATORS
J.

KORBER & CO.

.20c

DGSGBK
HttPWKsafrosfiVE'

POUND 8 ALU
On Monday the 19th day of June,
1922, at 10:00 a. m. in front of
the City hall, I will sell one sorrel
mare about six years old, fourteen
hands high, weigh 600 pounds,
both hind and right front feet
white, blaze face, branded on both
hips, and both thighs.
Also one range cow, brownish
color, dehorned, branded on right
hip, calf by her side.
J. R. OALUSHA,
City Marshal.
Some of the cod lines used in!
the fishing industry measure 7,000
fathoms long.' or about eighty ordi.
nary miles, ... "

ww Want M

GET QUICK AND SURE RESULTS

ANO-LE-

.

.....................

111

.

........5c

Breast of Veal, pound.

'1

OUR RECORD

matter what you want to buy, sell, rent or trade, write your want
ad on this blank, tear out and mail to The Morning Journal, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
No

Name

...Classification

Street .

:.

Postoffice

.

Number of Days
Amount Enclosed

.

Advertisements

Number of Students Placed In Positions
205
Number of Graduates Not Placed In Positions
0
Enroll now in our Bummer Classes and let us train you to fill
a "Better Than the Average" Position. Individual Instruction
our specialty.

0n (1) cent per wori1 fop each
nijMtftified
every inserUoni cash with ordek.
No advertisement less than 25c. Each initial and group of figures to count as one
own addresses or supply stamps for forwarding-mall- .
word. Advertisers must furnish

'

Western School for Private
Secretaries
15 West Tijeros Avenue.

Telephone Afll.J

Largest Circulation Prints three times the number of Want Ads of
Any Other Paper in This TerritoryGets Best Results

f

Page Four'

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL)
DOOMED TO CELLAR, BRAVES AWAKE;
NOW TALK OF NATIONAL LEAGUE FANS

ST. LOUIS WINS
FROM SENATORS:

II

3! PSjjrt-s-

OA

WILL MEET BEST

POUND

RUNNERS IN EAST

BILES

17

0

I

,

June 17, 1922
MORNING JOURNAL
DAY NURSERY FUND

ffA

l

FIRST PLAGE

T

0

"Yes, But Kelly's
Cost More"

Thoduynurs- ery fuud for tno
nifit. iiniiealiiiir

.

f

1

li u a uermie
grows slowly.
liio ypirnaid blR
Rirts v.itli which
the fund van
opened
may
havo caused the
smnllcr contributors to hesitate
making thlr donations to the
tho nursery. No ono would
withhold a contribution ever so
"mall which would add to tho
happiness and comfort of the
working mothers and, their
babies.
A visit to the day nursery,
and visitors are welcome except
during afternoon nap
hour, will convince one of tho
excellent work which tlve institution is doing for the children
of Iono parents
must ho
tho bread winners during tho
day. Although a small fee is
churged each little patron
for his caro, the Income i not
sufficient to koep the nursery
going and to raise Its indebtedness. It Is for this purpose
that the Morning Journal Is
raising a popular fund.
Contributions to tho nursery
will be received nt the Journal
office and orknowlcdmcnt will
lie made each day.
$10t
Previously reported
Miss J
5
1

CARDS

'

J

Browns Defeat Washington,
15 to 2, and Take the
Lead While the Yankees
Lose to the Tigers.

if

m-

Every Dodger Player Gets
One or More Hits; Giants
Defeat Pirates, Making It
Three Straight.'

-

(Br The Associated Prjxa.)
Brooklyn, June J 6. Brooklyn
made 17 hits off Doak and Walker
today, defeating St. Louis 12 to 2
and tightening the race for second
place. Every one of the Dodgers
made one or more hits, Johnston,
Wheat and Mitchell getting three
each. Hornsby made his fifteenth
home run of the season In the
eighth inning. Score:
St. Louis.
AB. H. H. PO.A. E.
3
0 1
0
rf
Flack,
0
0 0
0
0
0
Walker, p
1
5
2
4
0
0
Smith, cf
1
3
5
8
4
0
Hornsby, 2b
1
6
0
1
If
0
0
McHenry,
4
2
0
1
0
10'
Fournier, lb....
4
1
0
0
0
0
Stock, 3b
2
0
1
2
0
Clemons, c
0
o
1
0
....
0
0
1 o
Alnsmith,
2
0
0
ss
0
Lavan,
.3o 1
2
0 0
1
0
Toporcer, sa
0
2
0
o
1
3
Doak, p
0
1
0
o
1
0
Schultz, rf.
0
0
0
xShotton
0 0 0

(By The AMucln(ri) Vtch.)
St. Louis, June 16. Accomplish-

ing their long sought objective, the
Browns moved into the lead In the
American league toriav by overwhelming
Washington. 15 to 5.
while the New York Yankees were
losing to Detroit. As a result of
toddy's games the Browns are
game ahead of New York.
Kenneth Williams knocked out his
sixteenth home run and McManus
also crashed out a circuit drive. It.
was the Browns' fifth consecutive
victory. Score:
Washington.
AR. R. H. PC. A. K.
4
0
2
1
If
0 0
Milan,
0
5
2
0
2 0
Harris, 2b
4
1
5
0
0
0
Rice, cf
1
4
7
0
0 0
Judge lb
Brower rf . . . . 4 1 2 3 0 o
1
1
1
4
0
1
Shanks, 8b
Feckinpaugh, ss 2 0 1 0 2 0
1
1
0
Lamotte, ss .. . . 2
-2
0
0
0
Gharrity,
1
1
0
0
0
Zachary,
1
0
0
0 o
0
Turk, p
1
0
0
0
0 0
Youngblood, p..
0
0
0
0 0
0
Phillips, p
1
0
0 0 0
0
xGoebel

.

one-ha-

'

iil

si

1,

.1If' V.i
V."rA-

I
1

SI

I

B

lf

if

Bfl

1

Ml

mVn

.

IM

k)

13

x

Totals
Joe Oeschircr, left, and
Frank "Bullet" Miller.
Below,

Tobin. rf
Gerber, s
Sisler, lb
McManus, 2b..
Jacobson, cf . . .
Williams, If ...
Severeid, c
Ellerbe 3b ....
Vangilder. p ...

....

McQuillan.

it. ro. a. e.
ab. n.
3
3
3

0

1

4
7
2

5
1

0
0

0
0

0

1

4
4
3
3

1

0

4
4

2

4

1

5
3
5
4

2
2
3
2

1

4
4

0
0

2
3
3
1
3

'em

0012

BELEi

FOR

3;

Be-lo-

.

(V

....

4 13 24 12 1
36
Totals
x Batted for Bcntt In eighth,
xx Batted for Hoffman In the
eighth.
Detroit.
AB. R. H. PO. A.E.
4
0
2
1 0
Blue, lh
r 0 3 4 5 0
Jones, 3b

Cobb,

cf

5

Veach. If
Hellmann, rf . .
Outshaw, 2b ...
Rigney, ss . . , .
Bassler. c
lihmke, p
Dauss, p

K

4
B

4
4

0
5

1
1
2
1
2
2

o
0

1
3
2

2
1

3
fl
2

1
5
2
3
3
3

o
0

1

0
0
1

4
1
o

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

o
0

Two-bas-

-- ,

1

BOYS'

BALL LEAGUES

Three more practice games were
afternoon by the
three boys' leagues of the city.
The
DeMolays played Saint Mary's with
the resultant score of 5 to 6 in
favor of tho former team.
A game between the Little
a pick-u- p
team from the
Yankee forces gave the game to
the Tildillos with a score of 4 to 3.
The Wildcats
romDed
on the
Dragons to the extent of 30 to S.
Tho Dragons are Just being organized and their team is expected to
be stronger In a few days.
Today's program with trie bovs'
leagues is ns follows:
Senior Ioasriic.
Browns vs. High school team at
5:30 o'clock this afternoon.
Junior Lcafme.
P. A. T.'s vs. Eagles at 2 o'clock1
this nfternnon.
Pigmy League.
Barelas Timers vs. Firefighters at
2 o'clock this afternoon.
The league's operations "professionally" will start Monday.
neici yesterday

s,

3;

the

most

rs

Dowerful

and
is 8.

1

0
0
0
1
4
1

0
0
0
o
o
0

o

o

40 12 17z26 14

1

3
1
1
1

0

2

3 11
1
1
1
6

l l i

Fournier out,

ball.
By Innings:
St. Louis
Brooklyn
Summary:

hlf by
e

2

12

hits-Fl- ack,

all-st-

.80

I

e,

J

II

Club
YANK MGR..

W.

Louts

York

.....35

35

29
27
27
27
22

Washington
Philadelphia,
Boston

23

K.

I-

-

23
24

28

30

3
3

1

2 8

ai

f

ten

Special Committee Will Report on Cattle Valuations
at Conference of Stockmen's Executive Board.

COAST

a.
o,

l
.1
rui
Ulliitt,
Jt

uamana,

;

J.EAGrE.

r innuni.u,
ran 17KMMiH.M
O

nan lake,

A

v.

a.

Vernon, 7; Sacramento, (.
Seattle,
lea Angelea,
6;

1.

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
4; Atlanta, S.
Chattanooga, S; Mobile, 4,
Nashville, 4; Now Orleans, 10.
Memphis,
Birmingham,

Mttle Rock,

1

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Chicago at Boston two games,
fit. Louis at Brooklyn.

Protect Year Health1
Always Ute

York.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.

sociation executive committee
be neia at uaton June

z.

to

me

livestock valuations for taxation
me entire
purposes tnrougnout TOftflflncin
B.ntn .itlinnmmiMaa.
each
county. It is probable that
V.A
.
iMJ
up mru win.
ine resuuB win IbSI
fin OH rlntll fOT
atnfa lav n m m
any readjustments which may. be
tnougni neceEBury.
Among other reports to be considered will bo that of the committee which has been studying
work of the state
the
m en t s in the
faiiarai
control and eradication of preda
tory animals ana noxious rummi
board
The stato forest advisory
1
will also report.
marKeung win i
discussed and If possible Bteps will
be taken toward the adoption of
one of the several
whinh nra nnlrl tn have been
adopted with considerable success
in other sections of the country.
.it
111

i'

1.

EDUCATORS TO LEAVE
TO ATTEND A STATE
TEACHERS' MEETING
of
Superintendent John Milne, of
tho city schools, J. M. Blckely,
Clovis, teacher at the Stato University summer session, and Miss Isa-

a

Smolced Horse Sport Oxfords,
.the last word in snappy, foot- -

wear

the proper thing for.
summer wear. Cool, comfort-

able, classy. Priced to sell

$8.50
For your Sunday Picnic or

CATARRH
BLADDER

Wfor.. e.ai.l.M PralMIIM
All PrufTKlil.or
Vorlt
t P. O. noi, liaj

m

trips, you'll find our
outing clothes just the thing
Khakis, woolen knickers,

Id
M

sporthose.

E. L.

Washburn Company

Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers.

m

FOREST SERVICE"
MOVIE MEN BACK
FROM TAOS TRIP
Officials of tlie district forest
service who have been giving edu
cational motion picture exhibits In
the Taos district returned yester-daThe entertainments were
given at Taos and Ranches de
Taos, whore large numbers of persons witnessed them. A short. Illustrated address on general forestry and the fire problem wai
given by G. It. Cook in conjunction
with the movie,
.

7

--

V votnvill vi?it--

JbtS3sajJliH!Hi
if

mmPrBccufnon

fT?arp much lower
Colorado rprinrf offer?
you me Pike? ikKaaon
mm.

v

sv-

sfs.

Sankabol National Forest

DphVl gateway
Rocky MountainNational Park

That you can buy Casings or Tubes at wholesale
prices. Better hurry than be sorry.

Witt he glad to send you our
Spc ljooklpfptbloradb Summer

CO.
25

PHONE 76.

a

PuPblo invite j you to fhs

Last Day
Today

PREVENTIVE
W

E3E2E!

week-en- d

bel Kckles, of Silver City, will
leave hero today for Santa Fe to
attend tho meeting ot the executive committee of tho New Mexico
Educational association.
The meeting will be devoted to
outlining the program for the November convention of the associa
tion. The full time paid secretary
employed by the organization is
now In office and will be directed
as to the association's policy until
tho November session.

iVIIITNEY HARDWARE

AMERICAN LEAGUE.

Phone 878

Mm

New

Philadelphia at Chicago.
Washington at St, Louin.
Boston at Cleviland.
New York at Detroit,

CO,

Sport

Reports of tho special tax committee of the New Mexico Cattle
and Horse Growers association will

i4vl ters.
.466
440
,'426

K0RBER

Hardware Department.

Philadelphia . 202 000 30x 7 12 0
Batteries: I,uque, Markle and
Hargrave; Meadows, Ring and Pe-

ODAY'S
GAMES
Pittsburgh at

J.

men faced Ring. Homeruns were
mado by Williams anij Walker.
n. H. E.
Score:
Pet,
...020 000 0002 4 1
.603 Cincinnati
.593
.603
.474

$5.

Sure to Please and Fully Guaranteed.

Philadelphia, 7; Cincinnati, 3
Philadelphia, June 16. Relieving Meadows In the third inning
with none out and Burns on second base. Jimmy Ring blanked
Cincinnati today for the remaining
seven Innings without a hit, and
Philadelphia easily defeated the
visitors 7 to 2. Only twenty-tw- o

blool-i-lnor- a.

S. B.l Now my
known, and that
face Is pinkish, my akin clear aa a
rose, my cheeka are filled out and my
rheumatism, too, la gone!" This win
be your experience, too, If you try S.
8. S. It li guaranteed to be purely
vegetable In all Its remarkably effective medicinal Ingredients.
8. 8. 8.
means a new hlstnrv far vmi tmm nnw
thai alorUa fading that on! 8. 8. 8. la sold at all druar atorea
rBd.
two sizes. The larger size la the
mm with altar,
part, raddy aoav In
mora economical.
laalaa.
i -

Loren Murchison, Illinois Athletic club star, is training to meet
the best sprinters of whom the east
boasts in the Charity games to be
staged in Chicago June 24. Murchison wants to meet Charley Pcddock
in Chicago or in the east ,

.

The

Electric Irons.

Loren Murchison.

110

p?lub

M

Phone 823

Fifth and Central.

BE RECEIVED AT

Theaters Today

3b-s- s.

Tires.

0

batted

100 000 010
300 026 lOx
Two-bas-

Bel-lee-

Detroit
Cleveland

1

6

ss-3-

umeaso

No reward
offered. beeu
Him
are lost forever! No Question will ha
lasked, except one question, "How
them 7" There U but one
Iaia you lose
"I cut out new fad treat- menu
I used one ol
and
guesswork;
I

2
3
1
0

h

New

and 3 Boils I

2

3
2
3

fi

Total
z

i2

1

i"

Ho

i

TAX REPORTS TO

ti

M.

250 Pimples, 736 Blackheads

...

1

SUITS

AMTJtTCAXLFAGl

r ..."

Wheat, If
Myers, cf
Mitchell, lb
Olson, ss
Miller, c
Grimes, p

1

DAY'S

g

I

is

..
rf...

2b

4
4
4
5
5
3
6
5

t

Bt

-

1

Fournier, Wheat, Mitchell,
Olson. Home run Hornsby. Stolen bases Johnson, Olson.
Double
1
plays Johnson, Olson and Mitchell. Base on balls Off
3;
Doak,
Grimes, 4. Struck out By Doak
1; Grimes, 4. Hits Off Doak. 14
"B" Theater Repeating today
In 6: Walker. 1 In ; T.ni
for the last time, "Handle With
6
er
Doak.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Care," filmed from the story by
Charles Beimont
(twelve
Chicago, 7; Boston, 6
Davis, entitled
New York, 7; Pittsburgh, 1.
The Men Who Would Die For
innings).
New York. .Tim is
i. Her;" also repeating
"A Colorado
Philadelphia, 7; Cincinnati, 2.
mu.dl U thiee "tralsrht today over Knight," a two-reBrooklyn, 2; St. Louis. 2.
comedy.
7 to 1. Jesse Barnes held
MUts.ur&-New York, 7; Pittsburgh, 1.
...
Lyric Tlwater "Peacock Alley,"
jus
mates knocked Glazner wmie
off the with Mae Murray in the title role,
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
me
iiiuuHu
in
second
inning. It was is being repeated today for the last
Detroit, 9; New York, 4.
" Mvenm
lor tho Giants time; also repeating the Ooldwyn-Graphl- c
.
Boston, 8; Cleveland,
and eleven siraignt
victories
out of their
9.
8.
comedy, "Healthy
Chicago,
Philadelphia,
last
twelve
games. Score:
St. Louis, 15; Washington, 2.
Pittsburgh.
AB.R.H.
PO.A. E.n Pastime Theater
"Footfalls,"
PROCKSSIONS BANNED.
K
n
Maranvllle.
h
i i
i
cast, is being rewith an
Belfast, June 16. A proclama- Carey, cf
6
2
0
0
0
0
tion issued In Belfast tonight bans
peated today for tho last time; also
4
0
0
3
0
0
all processions, meetings, fairs and oigDee, ir
repeating the Sunshine comedy of
1
1
2
Traynor,
0 two reels.
k
markets within three miles) of
'
4
0 0
lb
Grimm,
8
0
0
on the Fermanagh side of the Rohwer, rf
3 0 2 6 0 0
border.
Hammond, 2b.. 3 0 1 2 2 0 ROADS IN TUCUMCARI
Hollingsworth, p 0 0 0 0 0 0
DISTRICTARE GOOD
AMERICAN' ASSOCIATION.
1
2
1
1
3
Gooch, c
0
o 0
Columbus, 0; St, Paul. 7.
1
o
0
0
Glazner, p
Louisville, 6; Milwaukee, B.
Yellowhorse, p. 1 0 0 0 0 1 (Special Correspond! nre to The Journal.)
Tucumcari. N. M.. Juno 16.
Indianapolis, 12; Kansas City, 3. Earnhardt, 3b.. 2 0 0 1 1 0
1
xMokan
0 0
Toledo, 13; Minneapolis, 7.
0
0
0 Roads in this district are reported
0
0 0
0
0 0 by District Supervisor J. B. Easter
Carlson, p
WESTERN LEAGUE.
to be in good condition, owing to
Oklahoma City, 9; Sioux City, i
Totals
34 1 8 21 9 3 recent rains permitting of smoothTulsa, 9; Des Moines, 6.
New York.
ing up of many places which had
W'iehita 7; Omaha, 2.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. become chucked during the dry
St. Joseph, 11; Denver, 14.
Bancroft, ss.... 6 2 2 6 2 1 weather.
4
0 0
1
4 0
Frisch, 2b
The worst sand between Tucum
1
WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
3
2
0
5
0 cari and Logan has been removed
Groh, 3b
Score:
1
4
If
2
0
0 0 from the route known as the
Ji. H. E. Mouse,
1
1
4
Amarillo
0
0
0
7 10 0 Young, rf
and the Atlantic-Pacifi- c
1
Clovis
4
2
2 12
4 9 3 Kelly, lb
0 highway.
This same route Is re2
0 1
6
0
0
Batteries: Hitt and Maples; Stengel, cf
to be in very good conditicn
ported
0
1
c
2
0
0
4
Snyder,
Douglas, Mickey and Erwln.
its entire length with2
0 throughout
Score:
R. H, E. J. Barnes, p. . . . 3
in the state and especially in Quay
.Stamford
4 8 3
7 11 27 16
33
1 county.
Total
9 13 2
Ranger
Surveys are practically completx Batted for Hollingsworth In
Batteries: Conlev anil TTrtojarHo'
ed for the reconstruction and sureighth.
Zapalac and Clayton.
facing of the road from Tucumcari
By Innings:
firore:
Tt. H. E.
000 000 1001 to Logan and from Tucumcari to
Pittsburgh
" in
Abilene
Rn gland caprock in Quay county
7
220 030 OOx
Lubbock
15 12 2 New York
and from the Quay county line
Three-bas- e
hltB
J.
Summary:
Batteries: Havpj uml Bnreh- Barnca, Bancroft. Double
west to New Kirk, in Guadalupe
plays
Cantrell and Allen.
Gooch and
Maranvllle county. These arc federal aid proScore:
Tt. H. E. and Grimm. Hammond;
Base on balls Off jects.
San Angelo
4 10
Construction, Mr. Easter states,
Barnes, 3; off Glazner, 1; off
Sweetwater
3 11 6
on
3.
out By Yel will probably be commenced
Struck
Batteries: Cressett and Pipikin, lowhorse, 2; Hollingsworth,
tho
1: these roads durimr tho fall,
Trammcll and Robertson.
Barnes, 1. Hits Off Glazner. 6 completion of which will put TuIn 1 (none out in second); Yellow-horscumcari In the center of one of the
R In
5; Hollingsworth, none best highway systems in the state.
in 1; Carlson, none in 1. Losing
In France women are allowed
pitcher Glazner.
to wear men's attire, but tho right
fl.
iausually conferred by the governChicago, 7; Boston,
Boston, June IS. Grimes' home ment only os a tribute of great
run to the left field corner In the merit.
twelfth inning proved the winning
factor for Chicago over Boston, 7 Journal Want Ads Bring Results.
to 6, today. In the fourth and
fifth Right Fielder Nicholson made
double errors, muffing fly balls
and then throwing wildly and was
responsible for four Chicago runs.
NATIONAL LKAGl E
Mitchell was put off the
VV.
I.. Pet. Manager
New York
36
.655 field and put out of the game by
19
A diving catch by
fit. Louis
,564 Umpire Klem.
,,31 2 5
27
.592 Frlberg In the eleventh saved the
24
Pittsburgh
30
.526 game for Chicago.
27
Brooklyn
R.H. E.
Score:
26
,
.491
27
Chicago
.010 130 001 0017.15 1
Cincinnati
.458 Chicago
32
,,..27
13 4
100
101
Boston
..111
0006
Boston
22
.423
30
Batteries: Jones, Osborne, Kauff-man- n
18
.351
33
Philadelphia
and O'Farrell; Oeschger,
McQuillan, Filllnglm and O'Neill,
Gowdy.
MILLt
HOOfflNJ

f

ninth-Innin-

tear i

2 11 24 12

mm

Total
$100
Increase it with your own
donation today.

Fort-to-Fo- rt

9 ID 27 14
41
0
Totals
By innings:
0 000 0204
New Tork
033 001 02x 9
Detroit
e
hits Witt,
Summary:
Ward, Meusel 2. Hellman, Veach
bases
O'Doul. Stolen
Baker,
Double plays Rigney
Heilman.
and Cutshaw; Blue, Rigney and
Blue. Base nn balls Off Hoyt. 2;
O'Doul, 2; Ehmke, 1; Dauss, 1.
Struck out By Dauss, 2; O'Doul,
1.
Hits Off Hoyt, 8 In 2
Ehmke, 6 In 1
Dauss, S in
WOOL GROWERS' BOARD
7
WinO'Doul, 11 in 5
ning pitcher Dauss. Losing pitchMEETS HERE JUNE 21
er Hoyt.
Members of the executive comClilraso, fl; Philadelphia, 8.
Chicago, June lfi. Krnio John- mittee of tho New Mexico Wool
son's single to right field In the Growers' association will meet in
ninth Inning sent two runs home Albuquerciue June 21 at the assoand gave Chicago a
victory ciation offices in the Chamber of
over Philadelphia.
The game waR Commerce hiillrilncr. A numhor nf
back Important wool questions will be
hard fought and
and forth, the locals finally com- discussed ann reports or several
committees will be received. Tt
ing out on top.
R. H. E. expected that tho meeting will last
Score:
1
13
101
.050
only one day.
1008
Philadelphia
204 001 0029 11 2
Chicago
Batteries: Moore, Harris, Naylor Smith Wfl.8 imsseri Tmrnntir anrl
and Bruggy, Perkins;
Schupp, uiuns inpiea, clearing the bases,
Hodge and Schalk.
manager pnoaKer or
evelnnd ro.
turned to the game after being out
Boston, 8; Cleveland, 6.
xor two weeks because of lllneps.
Cleveland, June 16. A
Score:
it tt tp
010 202 003 8 is' 1
rally gave Boston Its second Boston
victory over Cleveland, the score Cleveland ...200 300 1006 12 2
being 8 to 8.' Burns led off with
Batteries:
Russell
an Infield single, Tratt doubled, Pennork nnd Ferguson.
Ruel: I'hle
sacrifice
scored
Burns.
Dugan's
fly
and O'Neill.
1 1

the

YESTER

Two-bas-

i

Now

well-greas-

37 15 18 27 10 1
Totals
By Jnnings:
000 001
Washington
104 060 14X 15
Bt. Louis
e
hits SisSummary:
ler, Ellerbe, Brower 2, Severeid,
Three-base
hits
Lamotte, Milan.
Home runs
Tobin, Williams.
Stolen base TO
McManus, Williams.
Sisler. Double play Harris, Lamotte and Judge. Base on balls
Off Zachary, 1: Turk, 1; Young-blooE GAME
EVE
6: Vangilder, 2. Struck out
By Vangilder. 2. Hits Off Zach1
T
4
In
In
3; Turk,
ary,
in 2
Phillips, 1
Youngblood.
According to an announcement
In 1. Losing pitcher Zachary.
made last night by Manager Dan
Padilla, the Greys will go to Bclen
Detroit, ; New York. 4.
n
Detroit, June 1. Detroit had Sunday to take revenge on tha
club for the whipping the local
the best of a slugging match Trithj
?few York toaay, defeating tne team suffered recently at the hands
Yankees 9 to 4 for the third mic- - of the
The Greys have been beaten two
cessive time. Both Hoyt and O'Doul
war Ineffective while Dauss, who out of three games with the Belen
this year. Last year the lostars
succeeded Ehmke when the latter
was driven from the box In the cal team defeated tho Helen team
second, held New York safe the with a score of 24 to 2. The Greys'
rest of the way. The defeat cost most painful beating this year was
the Yankees the American league to the tune of 22 to 2, which they
were squashed ny the Belen team.
lead. Score:
New York.
Padilla said last night that he
AB. R. H. PO.A. E. has been keeping the wires to San
1
5
1
2
4
0
Witt, cf
Fernando hot In efforts to secure
S
1
0
1
0 0 a class A
Ward, 2b
pitcher from that town
1
0
3
2 8
In California.
Ruth, If
He expects to hear
Baker, 3b ...... 5 0 1 0 0
as to the new
definitely
today
4
1
2
1
1
Meusel, rf
twirler.
3
8
1
0
1
lb
Pipp.
Frank Roberto, who Ditched In
2
1
1
4 7
Scott, as
tho last Bclen game, will try his
Mitchell, ss ... 0 1 0 0 0
iuck
the vie
again Hunuay
Hoffmann, c. . . , 0 1 3 0
tors in that contest.against
Devormer, c . . . 0 0 0 0 0
1
0
1
0
Hoyt, p
THREE MORE PRACTICE
0
1
0
3
2
O'Doul, p
1
0
1
0
0
xSchang
GAMES PLAYED BY 3
1 0
0
0
0
xxSklnner

High, Sb

T.Griffith,

pace.
going at a breakneck
Oeschger, Miller, Fillinprim and
McQuillan are hurlinc creat hall
A few weeks atro the ilraves
and eettinsr eood sunnort.
The
were on a
toboggan Beaneaters7 recent feat in licking
headed for the deepest, darkest
the Cardinals three straight and
corner of the National league
then annihilating the Giants in
tcuui. uuai.uu iiius were Kisbuigiajcatea uieir present Bpeea.

0
0
0

0

pood-by-

36

ray

f, pi
V-

Brooklyn.
Batted for Wulker In ninth.
AB.K.H. PO.A. B

Johnston,

e.

-

200

0
0

x

Above,

1
2
36
9 24 11
Total
x Batted for Phillips in ninth.
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BT JANE PHELPS.
AX AWAKENING.
CHAPTER 71.
Both Jack and Helen enjoyed
the Revue. Jack laughed heartily several times, but Helen only
smiled.
They seemed to have
Before Helen's
changed places.
sense of the ridiculous was very
keen, Jack's slow and often he
failed entirely to see the humor
so patent to Helen. But tonight
the positions were reversed; and
Jack was unhappy.
"Don't you like It, dear?" he
whispered more than once.
"Very much, Jack," she quietly answered, no enthusiasm in her
voice or on her face. What had
come over her? Had he spoiled
everything for her, as Nell had
said ?
"Shall we go somewhere and
..ve a bite of supper?" he asked
ns they reached the lobby after
the show.
"If you would like to," was
her listless answer.
"It's what you like!" he replied, and her surprised expression showed him more plainly
than words that she thought her
wishes no longer counted.
1

Jack's

throat

tightened.

It

wasn't at all funny. It was terribly pathetic.
But Helen, anxious to pleaso
never noticed, and without interest followed him. He . called
a taxi and took her to one of
tho gay restaurants, a place she
often had asked him to take
her, Rnd which he had always
decried as being too gay for him.
He ordered a good supper, and
tried to break through the case
in which she had enveloped herself but without success.
"Shall we go?" he asked after
tl'T"If had finished.
you like," she answered.
"My God, what have I done to
licr?" he asked himself as he
looked at her immobile face
that mignone face that used to
light up at the slightest thing.
All the way home he thought
of the evening's failure.
"Didn't care much
for the
show, did you, Helen?
Didn't
enjoy yourself very much?" he
ventured as they reached home.
"If you did yes," she replied

- Mrs. J. J. Tlerney will entertain
at
Miss Genevieve Tierncy
and quietly without further com- at 4teap. for
f
m.
ment, laid off her wraps.
The Misses Balling and Schmidt
He recalled other times when will
give a bridge party for Miss
after seeing a show not nearly Victorine
With at 2:30 p. m.
as entertaining she would enthuse, would comment on this
actor, praise some actress, give DRESS UP PRESS
her own opinion upon the play.
FOR HOT MONTHS
Again he asked himself:
"What have I done to her?"
He felt almost like a murder"
er and he had murdered somecaJn
her
her
her;
youth;
thing
But like
pacity for enjoyment.
the murdered she made no sign.
As the days followed each other
she never ceased In her efforts
to make him comfortable;
to
keep her promises; to give him
,

no cause

for

conlplaint

of the

things of which he had coneither ' In
stantly complained,
words or manner. It was terrible!
Jack almost wished she would

defy him, would tell him, as sh
used to, that she was going to
do as she liked; have what she
wanted the same as other women, but no! She kept on her
quiet uninterrupted calm thaf'
was so unlike her former manner that now, his attention had
been drawn to It, seemed to make
her an object of pity.
"She misses her friends, her
gay afternoon parties, the chats
with her women friends about
clothes, and her shopping trips
with them," he said to himself
as he remembered that not once
since her return from his mother's had she been out when he
came home to dinner, but had
been
dinner
always
waiting,
ready, nothing for him to do but
to eat. And never once had she
asked him to go out, take her
anywhere, but had sat quietly, a
either
magazine in her hand,
pretending to read or occasionally pretending to listen when he
read. Somehow he had no doubt
that it had been pretense.
He
recalled
she never once had
spoken of anything she had read,
and had answered vaguely when
he spoko of something that had
interested him.
"I went too far!" he muttered.
"She is too much of a child to
understand.
And he turned over
in his mind what he should do
to give her back her lost confluence in him in his love.
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Lois: If the nose Is shiney, apply a slmplo astringent such as
one of tho toilette waters.
Instead of penciling your brows,
not
why
encourage a new growth?
This is possible as it is evident
that the roots of the hair were
not destroyed. I shall be glad to
mall you the formula for the excellent tonic for the lashes and

PROGRESS
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EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

0 MAKE A SIMPLE LOOM thread in this second hole by means
FOK WEAVING BAGS.
of the other needlaful of black
shoe thread. Continue like this till
Today I am going to tell you how every hole in the cardboard loom
to make a simple loom on which has a loop of linen warp thread
you can weave bags, small table caught in it securely by the black
runners and
covers.
shoe thread. These warp threads
This loom is made of an oblong should not be stretched too tightly
piece of stiff cardboard so stiff across the cardboard
for later on
that it will not bend. To make a the cardboard loom will be folded
bag, cut this piece ml cardboard the over in the middle, and the line
exact width you want the bag to warp threads
must
be slack
be when finished, and just twice as enough to permit molding.
In
inches
aditional
with
two
You
must
an
odd number of
have
long
the length. Use a Bharp knife linen warp threads. Make the odd
against a ruler's edge, in cutting it, thread by carrying the ball from
rather than scissors.
the last hole down the loom to the
Now that you have an oblong other end and fasten it right in the
strip of cardboard, the next step cardboard Itself. Also sew the end!
is to rule a pencilled line one inch of the two needlefuls of black shoe
above the edge of either end, paral- thread into the cardboard, to hold
lel to the edge. Holes are punched them fast .
of
Now double the cardboard, foldalong these two lines
makes ing it at the center, so that the
an inch apart (a thumb-tac- k
a good hole puncher).
linen warp threads are on the outNow you must run linen theads side. Fasten, the two ends together
flut against one side of the card- with a paper clip or by sewing the
board, from end to end, fastening edges together. (Very heavy cardthis linen "warp" thread as fol- board bends with a cleaner edge if
lows:
it is scored first with a sharp knife;
How to "warp" the cardboard but this scoring must of course be
loom: Take two large needles, and done before you put on the linen
thread each of them with black warp thread).
n
thread (this is pulled
The loom is now a square in
out later, so its color does not mat- stead of an oblong. Sllkateen or
linen
thread
The
warp
any heavy silk thread may be
ter).
should be in a ball or on a spool. used for the "weft" (that is, the
Fasten the end of it into the first threads that are woven over and
hole in any corner of the cardcoard under each warp thread, alterloom, with a large knot. Carry the nately, directly across the warp).
ball or spool, of linen thread Begin weaving at the bottom, near
the the holes, at one side of the loom,
straight to the opposite end of into
cardboard and put a loop of it
using a long bodkin to run the weft
the first hole at that end, catching silk through the warp linen thread.
this loop of linen thread fast at the Weave rather loosely and do not let
back of the loom, by running the the linen warp threads get out of
needle with black shoe thread position. The warp must lie flat
through it. Now carry the ball and straight. Bags are more atback entirely across the cardboard tractive if the silk weft is packed
to the second hole at that end, and closely together so that the warp
here catch a loop of the llneti does not show.
HOW
-

foot-sto-

one-eigh- th

Beaded georgette seems always
to bo in fashion. This year georgette is quite as fashionable as the
newer materials for gowns of the
moro formal kind and when it is
beaded a little, not too much, it is
the very essence of style. This
gown of flesh colored georgette is
suitable for garden party, reception, summer wedding or country
club dance. And there are perhaps a dozen othe,r functions
where it would not be out of
place.
Something new and smart In a
collar is shown in tho square beaded effect which is not really so
much a collar as it is n yoke. It
falls over the shoulders to form diminutive sleeves.
A deep border around the skirt
is also beaded and tho darts at the
waistline which form a flat front
and back to the frock are outlined
with a single strand of beads. The
sides of tho frock arc gathered on
rubber and small bows of the
georgette finished with beaded tassels are placed at each hip to conceal the gathers.

SHE WILL RUN
FOR CONGRESS
FROM INDIANA

shoe-butto-
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By WALT MASON.

the week end in my cottage makes me feel as fine as
silk; here 1 eat my humble potin denature!
swimming
tage,
milk: now I feel that I'm in
clover, and I sing in joyous tones,
for the week of toil is over and
I've drawn my eighteen bones.
Here the week end's always
found mo since John Barleycorn
with . my smiling
was canned,
aunts around me, and my grandma pounding sand. Once when
I had drawn my wages to tho
Oh,

gin bazaar I went, and progressed
by fluid stages, till I didn't have
a cent. And my gentle aunts

Aw, wats

Little Benny's Note Book
Mr. Jones next store couldent
go out and play tennis with pop
this aftirnoon so pop took ma
out to give her another lessin,
mo going with them partly to
watch them but mostly to run
after the tennis balls on account
of the way ma hits them, wlch
this aftirnoon she hit them evjn
more that way than usual, and
lifter a wile pop started to look
as it ho was sorry ho wasent
playing with Mr. Jones and all
of a suddin ma hit one so high
it went all the ways over some
trees out of site, pop saying.
Hurry up, Benny, keep your eye
on it, those balls are lxpenslve.
Me running erround in back
of the trees and some kid was
standing there holding the ball
with a ixpreesloo as if he was
wishing nobody wouldent come
for it. mo saying, Hay, did you
jest find rfmt?
Yea. lets havo a catch, the 'k'J
eii. and 1 ted. I got to go bark
with, it, they need u; and he acd,

the matter, I found it
for you, dldent I, come on, have
a catch.
thort one, I
W1,Meall rite', a like
sed.
a catch
feeling
enyways, and we started to have
kid
one, the
being a middle size
kid with freckles and a- pritty
good of a catcher, and I forgot
I was ony going to have a short
catch and started to have a long
one, and after a wile who came
erround the trees, but pop, me
quick saying. I was Jest coming,
pop. in another mlnnit Id of bin
there.
I thawt you needed some help
to find the ball, but now that its
found I mite a well join in the
catch, pop sed.
Wich he did, and wen me and

him went back ma was reedlmr
hfr magazine on a bentch, pop
saying, Dont you think its getting too dark to r'ay eny more?
Well, maybe it Is, ma sed. It
took a long wile to find that
ball, she sed, pop not saying
weather it did or not, and we
all went home to supplr, being
stake under onions.

Journal Wint Ads Bring Kesulta,

Bf TIMBER FIRE
FIGHTING CREWS
Satisfactory

Progress

Re-

ported From Datil District; Johnson Canyon Fire
Checked in the Gila.
Satisfactory
progress Is being
made in checking the 6,000 acre
forest fire which Is sweeping over
the Datll national forest in the
vicinity of Canyon creek, according
to information received at the district forest office yesterday. As
the wire did not state, however,
that the fire was actually under
control it is presumed by local officials that it is still making progress, but that the fire fighters believe they can soon master the situation. The fire is mainly on the
range land operated by liiluardo
Otero.
The Johnson canyon fire in the
Gila national forest has now been
placed under control, according to
advices received
here yesterday
from Assistant District Forester
Aldo Leopold, who has had charge
of the fire
fighting operations
tlinrA for lavpral rlnvn
Wires in thn Whitewater canvon!
and in several other sections of the
Gila forest are still unchecked.
These fires have already cost the
forest service approximately $4,000
to fight.

SCOUTS RETURN
FROM TM DAY
CIENEGA CAMP

RIPPLING RHYMES
were weeping, and my grandma's
heart was sore, as their vigils
they were keeping, waiting at the
cottage door.
Ah, the sorrow
and the grieving, as they waited
there at home, as they watched
me homeward weaving, with my
whiskers full of foam. Still they
say the liquor traffio by some
skates ia carried on; but my
feelings are seraphlo, for the old
saloon is gone. And the swinging doors, I reckon, won't be
swinging for a while, and the
barkeep doesn't beckon, with his
wide and winning smile. Happiness at last has found me, basking in my Sunday suit, while my
seven .aunts sit round me, and
my grandma plays tho flute.
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Esther Kathleen O'Keeie.
Esther Kathleen O'Keefa of
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Offers You Proctor and Gamble's High Grade Soaps and
Powders at the Lowest Prices. We ask that you pay Special
Attention to the Quantity of Soap that is given by weight
when you buy Proctor and Gamble Soaps.

Buy It By the Pound
21 bars P.
Ho you approve

brows, on receipt of a stamped
addressed envelope.
Pearl: In using the hand vibrator, there
should be a light
touch for tho face and nock,
but the scalp and any other part
of the body does not require this
core. The reason for this is the
fact that the vibrator is heavy
and the operator does not realize how deeply
the treatment
penetrates. To avoid it when usthe
vibrator on the fure and
ing
throat, hold it in a stationary
position and run tho face over
the tip of the nozzle, just touching it enough to make the skin
tingle. The scalp is greatly benefited by the deep treatments.
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21 bars Sedate Soap,
weighs 12 'a pounds for

k

Buy It By
25 bars
weighs
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large bars Ivory Soap,
5 lbs., for

-

(J-
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Buy It By the Pound

tPJL.ll

Buy

small bars Ivory Soap,
weighs 5 lbs., for
14

-

(T-

AA
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By the Pound

bars Luna Soap,

weighs 12 pounds,

If

8

weighs

Pound

Bob White Soap,
11 lbs. 13 oz. for

27

-

28 bars Lenox Soap,
weighs 13 lbs., for.

Buy It By the Pound

Buy It By the Pound

ii h mmmm

(T-

-
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for.. 4)XeUU

you will look these over

closely you will be able to see
just how much soap you are getting for a dollar. Don't be misled
by the number of bars you get.
But watch yourself and see that
you get your full dollar's worth
by poundage.

II8ME 'TO STAY'
Thedfcrd's Black - Draught
By

the Head of a Lake
Charles Family.
Lake Charles, I.a. "I don't
know what we would have done
t.
had wo not had
It sure Is one of tho best medicines made, and am sure the best
liver medicine," said Mr. Henry
Garrett, of this city.
"My whole family uses it," continued Mr. Garrett. "My wife says
she believes she kept off the "flu"
by taking doses of
regularly.
"I, myself, use
for indigestion, and it is fine
"We used pills and tablets and
other laxatives, but they never
seemed to do us good, but the
sure has, and it
has come to our houso to stay.
We give It to our daughter for
headache and torpid liver.
"I am glad to recommend anything that has been the help to
my family that
has.
"My present health Is good.
Have two boxes of
in the house now."
If your liver gets out of fix,
t.
take
It will help
to drive the bile poisons and other unhealthtul matters out of
your system.
Thedford's Black - Draught is
purely vegetable, and acts in a
safe and wholesome manner as a
result of tho natural' medicinal
action of the roots and herbs of
which it is composed.
Your druggist can supply you,
today.

Buy It By. the Pound

the- White

G. Soap,

13y2 pounds, for

tlon busy for all of the ten days.
Glenn O. Ream, scoutmaster, and
I. K. Wilton, boys' secretary of
the Y. M. C. A., were in clmrge o.'
tho camp. The trips to and from
the camp wero made In motor
ears, while tho camp utensils,
blankets,
provisions and other
personal property of tho boys were
transported In motor trucks.

Liver Medicine Praised

&

Naptha Soap, weighs

of lip sticks?

Black-Draugh-

Ivory Soap Flakes,
each package . . .

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

Star

each

10c

Naptha Washing Powder,
small

package

H

iL

Chip

Washing Machine Soap,

:19c

each package

Star Naptha Washing Pow- der, each large package

ht

OQ,
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ORANGES, PER D0Z. 39c

Black-Draug-

24 Pounds
M FLOUR

Black-Draug-

M FLOUR'

(1

24 Pounds
BOSS FLOUR
48 Pounds
BOSS FLOUR
6 Pounds

SAVOY HOTEL

ELMS HOTEL

Opp. Santa Fe Depot

304 North First St.

FINEST ROOMS IN THE STATE. STEAM HEAT. HOT AND
COLD WATER. ALL OUTSIDE ROOMS.
Transient Rates: Single. 1 and $1.50; double, $1.80 and $2.00.
With bath, single, $2.00 and $!.50; double, $2.50 and $3.00.
Weekly Rates: With or without private bath, $4.50 to $10.00
per week.

...

48 Pounds

Black-Draugh-

III

mouth, Ind.. is the first woman to
bo nominated for congress in that,
state.
In recont primaries she
won over three men opponents for
the democratic nomination in her
district.
She carried six out of
seven counties with a plurality of
2,779 votes over her closest rival.
Miss O'Keefe has been a teacher,
magazine writer and miblie Break
er. Strict public economy is the
keynote of her platform.
"Government should be brought
back to the people," said Miss
O'Keefe in giving her platform.
"I believe no more taxes should be
levied tnan are absolutely necessary to finance the government,
economically administered.
"I believe equality of suffrage
means equality of opportunity for
service, and real constructive service is what this country needs.
Woman, whose highest vocation Is
that of the homemaker, should be
interested in politics because of the
Influence of so many public ques
tions on the welfare of the home.
Our women of the middle weRt
have awakened to the fact that it
Is only through the united political
and economlo action of the men
and women that we can develop
into a
forward looking people."
Miss O'Keefe credits her nomi
nation to the fact that she talked
to small groups of people wherever
and whenever they would listen.
She has made the statement that
If elected she will be the representative of all the people of her dis
trict Rnd not of one.? bi'oud or
clique.
peace-lovin-

The Albuquerque Boy Scouts and
the other lads of scout age who
summer scout
went on the ten-da- y
camp in Cienega canyon In the
Sandla mountains returned yesterday from its outing which, from
the standpoint of the, boys, was a
"whopping success."
Hikes to the Ellis ranch, San
Pedro ruins, Rim Rock, and
canyon, instructions in tree
craft from Ranger C. R. Warnock,
bird talks by Clyde Morgan, gamea
and scoutcraft lessons and tests
kept the member of the expedi- -
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WEEK END.

Do you approve of Hp sticks,
powder leaves and all the other
paraphernalia a woman tucks into her purse to repair the ravages
to her beauty while she shops,
goes to theaters, or perhaps even
to an office?
I don't know whether I approve of all these things or not.
When I see a fresh faced, pretty
little thing in a street car, or at
the telephone switchboard of an
office, her nose lavendcred with
with
powder, her cheeks, blue-re- d
rouge and her mouth cerise from
a lipstick, I confess I long to
scrub her clean again with very
hot water and a stiff complexion
brush!
On the other hand, I dislike
the women who scorn such feminine vanities, who go about with
shiny noses and hair not as nicely combed as it might be. Their
unmanlcured
nails are apt to
show quarter moons of dirt, and
their complexions 'are often sallow. They so disasterously often
neglect the fundamentals of health
and beauty as well as its outward frivolities!
Some cosmetics are surely quite
all right to carry, A compact
little powder case and puff will
take off an unsightly shine from
the dose, and scrub off a lot of
the dust that simply collects over
the course of the day. A Up
stick will keep the lips soft and
smooth In bad weather; it need
not be tinted, but only pure white
cream.
ImpleTiny manicure
ments come in handily, too. But
rouge and eyebrow pencils are
for very special occasions and
should have no place in the feminine purse.

CRISCO

.

...
Van

$1,05
$2.05

Del Monte Ripe Olives,

Glass Jar Label
Ripe Olives . . .

.28c

Farmer's Best Corn,

IHc

$1.15
$2.28

Strictly Fresh Ranch Eggs,
,
per dozen

$1.14

Van Camp's Soups,
all kinds, each . . .

each No. 2 can

Duzer's Extracts,

all kinds,

each

33c

can

2 oz

25c

...9c

AA

iuQ

have everything for your Camping Trip
iser
and your
Ginger Ale,
We

Picnic--Budwe-

Grape Juice, RootBeer, Vegetables, Oranges
Lemons, Cantaloupe, Grapefruit and
Watermelon

For Your Camping Trip

YOU WILL FIND ALL THIS AT

See Our Large Stock
Camp

Cot, Auto Beds, Chairs, Stoves and all kinds
of Tents, Lanterns, Lamps, Flashlights.

g,

J.

(ODDER & CO.

Just Across from City Hall.
Albuquerque's Large Hardware Store

Phone

352.

"Albuquerque's Best Shopping Place"

!
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SATURDAY

THE srSIMER SCHOOL.
The summer, school of the University of New
Mexico is a success. The requirements for admission are high, and in keeping with the University
standard of scholarship established by Dr. Hill.
That more than two hundred teachers should
avail themselves of this opportunity for higher
training, Is something of a surprise; because the
effort was not determined upon until late In the
spring when little time for advertising was avail
able.
It was the high standard of the school that ap
pealed to high grade grade teachers of New
Mexico.
Teachers from Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas, Colorado and Arizona are here, because
they could find a first class school in a cool sum
mer climate. Of course New Mexico has other
schools in good climates. This state Is fortunate
in that respect, and In many other advantages over
other localities.
The summer school of the University will bs
much larger next year, because It will be better advertised. Teachers over a largo area will know the
advantages to be had here, and they will prepare
a year ahead to have their summer training here.
TAKE THEM TO CHURCH

IF

THEY WISH".

Two special trains of Shrlners who have not
seen Albuquerque will be In the city Sunday from
10:20 a. m. until 12:20 p. m. People with cars, and
who do not go to church, cannot put In two hours
mors pleasantly than showing the visitors' about
the city. Doubtless many of the Shrlners would like
to go church in Albuquerque Sunday morning, and
You can lend
they should have the opportunity.
a hand by being at the station with your car.
THE IRISH CONSTITUTION.

and mysterious utility, and retires to the regions
In the rear of the house, where he trafficks in
sprouts and weeds and potato bugs and antsl and
radishes and beets.
Also there is a noticeable, on the part of most
ordinarily sensible individuals, a queer desire to
gat Into the water, not the water of the bath-tu- b
or the needle-sprabut that contained in rivers,
lakes, and even oceans. It appears to be some sort
of atavistic impulse, a call from some remote century when the average specimen of our godlike
race had many of the physical and mental atThis proves
tributes of the modern
that during the Silly Season humanity evolves
to the very borderland of
and
invertebrate life.
There Is an Interesting theory to the effect that
the Silly Season is really not silly in the least but
is the one time of all the year when a man feels Im
pelled to doff all the artificialities and conventional
existence and become, for
burdens of present-da- y
a space, precisely as ne was wnen uou wruusrn.
him in His own image. Those who uphold tms
theory will tell you that asphalt,
gasoline, vapor and poor ventilation are not Items
In the tally of humanity's blessings and that once
every year dimly realizes this and manifests this
realization by his peculiar conduct.
mud-pupp-

tall-end-- to

office-building- s,

Many a man saved something for a rainy day,
only to wish now he had saved something for dry
ones,
ROYAL VULGARITY.
In the cabled description of a formal reception
held by King George and Queen Mary at Buckingham palace appears this: "The king's tailor, carrying his sewing kit and scissors, was Btatloned on
the staircase leading to the ballroom so that every
guest could be scrutinized Just before going into
the royal presence. Those who had overlooked
some minor detail of the strict ceremonial dress
were taken aside and the necessary alterations
made so that they would not be compelled to forego
presentation to the king and queen."
If any American host were guilty of stationing
a tailor In his hall to look over the clothing of his
guesta or probably any Englishman, for that matter, besides the king he would at once be stamped
as a boor and a snob. And were It not for the fact
that the king is more or less the victim of circumstances and Is compelled to follow tradition there
would seem to be no reason why the appellations
should be withheld from him.
Contrast this behavior this willingness to humiliate guests of some little variation in their dress
of
from the prescribed standard with the attitude
the great American of whom it is told that when
one of his guests at a banquet, an untutored man,
drank the water in his finger bowl, the great man,
to spare the greatest humiliation that would have
his mistake, drank
been his if he had perceived
'
from his finger bowl, also.

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
By Howard B. Claris.

THE MARKETS
(Br The Aaaocluled

..

WIGG1XY AND
TOMMIK'S TAIL

One day as Uncle Wigglly was

hopping through the tall weeds
of the garden meadow, looking
for an adventure, all of a sudden
the bunny
rabbit
gentleman
heard a rustling in the bushes on
the edge of the brook.
"Oh, I must be very careful!"
whispered Uncle Wigglly to him-

self, holding his paw over his
face to stop the twinkling of his
pink nose. "This may be the
Woozie Wolf or the Bad Bob

Cat."

juaKing nimseir as small as
possible, so that he might hide
behind a clump of fern, Uncle
Wigglly looked across the meaBut what he saw made
dow.
him laugh. For he saw Tommlo
Kat, the pussy boy, coming along
carrying a large round pasteboard box.
"Oh, ho, Tommle!" called the
bunny gentleman. "What have
you there? Are you taking your
luncn io scnooir
"No, Uncle Wigglly, I am not
going to school today," mewed
Tommle. "I have in this box a
hat my mother bought at the
five and ten cent store. After she
had it sent home she didn't liko
it, so I am taking It back "to get
her another."
"Then you have a hat In the
box?" asked the bunny.
"Yes," answered the pussy cat
chap. "And I wish you'd come
to the five and ten cent store
with me, Uncle Wigglly. I don't
know very much about picking
out hats for my mother. Could
you help me?"
"Why, yes, I could," answered
the bunny, "though I am not
very fond of shopping.
But I'll
go with you."

tret.)
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Wall Street.
York, June 16.

New
Recent
unite unsettlement In the stock
market made further progress today, prices of many speculative is
sues again breaking sharply after
an early period of the list was disposed to make up somo of its Jost
ground.
Liquidation differed from that of
yesterday and the early period of
the week in that it was directed
moro generally
against the low
priced rails, a majority of the food
minor
motors and sevspecialties,
eral of the mail order and chain
stores issues.
Texas & Pacific was tho main
target, falling almost four points
on a string of offerings which included a drop of one point between
sales. St. Louis' Southwestern preferred, Wheeling and Lake Erie
preferred, Lake Erie & Western,
Rock Island. Pere Marquette, Atlantic Coast Line and several of
the prominent transcontinentals
were lower by one to two and a
half points.
Elsewhere the reversal, which
was at its height at mid-daef
fected gross
declines of one to
three points, chemicals, secondary
equipments, coppers, textiles and
tobaccos easing as ' stop loss
orders were uncovered:
Almost the one constructive
stock of the day was Mexican Fe
troleum, which made a net gain of
S'.j points to the high record of
143U. Sales amounted to 1,075,- 000 shares.
Continued ease of call money
rates was a negative influence be
ing based mainly on the light in
quiry. The opening rate of ZVi
per cent was shaded to 3 per cent
in early afternoon.
Foreign exchanges without ex
ception reflected moro clearly the
unsettled state of economic condifell 1 Vi
tions abroad.
Sterling
cents, allied remittances lost six
to ten points, neutrals were lower
by three to ten points and the Austrian rate developed further weakness on cables which offered little
hope of an early loan to that
y,

So Uncle Wlggily hopped and
Kat walked
over the
Tommy
meadow and through the wood
until they came to a cool, shady
spot.
'Lot's stop here and rest, ' Closing prices:
42
mewed Tommle, and he out the American Heet Sugar
46
hat box down on the ground and American Can
sat In front of it.
American Smelting & Ref'g.. GS
"Yes, there Is no hurry," ans American Sumatra Tobacco.. 36
122H
wered Uncle Wigglly. "Hats will American Tel. & Tel
not spoil keeping. We have lots American Zinc
IS1
or time."
BOH
Anaconda Copper
So Uncle Wigglly and Tommle Atchison
97,4
46 H
sat In the shade until all of a Baltimore & Ohio
73 V4
sudden, when the bunny gentle- Bethlehem Steel "B"
27
man was thinking it was about Butto & Superior
timo to hop along once more, all California Petroleum . . .. . . . 60
of a sudden Tommle cried:
135
a
Canadian Pacific
36
"Oh, Uncle Wiggilv! My tall!" Central leather
A man's hair turns gray before a woman's does,
"Your tail? What's tho matter LChesapeake & Ohio
63,i
Mil. & St. Paul.... Z4fc
scientists now say. making no allowance, apparent- with it?" asked the bunny,
28 V4
"It's off! It's gone!" answered Chicago,
wears his all the time.
Chlno Copper
ly, for the fact that a man
Tommle with a second look be- Colorado Fuel & Iron
29
68
hind him. "I'm so frightened I Crucible Steel
1 5
don't dare move, but as I look- Cuba Cane Sugar
1
ed behind me a moment ago to Erlo
37 H
notice if mother's hat box was Great Northern pfd
39
safe I couldn't see my tail. I Inspiration Copper
EVENING.
AT
FIELDS
see
It
now! Can you see my Int. Mer. Marine pfd.
71
THESE
can't
3 2
tail. Uncle Wigglly?"
Kennecott Copper
117
These wear their evening light as women wear
"No, I can't," answered the Louisville & Nashville
lover's
some
sake,
142V&
Their pale proud beauty for
bunny, rubbing his eyes to make Mexican Petroleum
evermore io
d
sure they were working right. "1 Miami Copper
Too
28
make;
seo the place where your tail Missouri Pacific
20 54
For moving worlds and musics that they
to be, Tommie, but no tiil Montana Power
69
And they are hushed as lonely women are
ought
to
mark
no
is there!"
thought
So lost In dreams they have
89
New York Central
hABV.nl hlnamnm. fttfir bv Star.
73
"That that's what I thought!" Northern Pacific
exclaimed Tommie, almost reailv Pennsylvania
41
And the slow dusk Is deepening to the dark.
to cry. "Oh, what do you s'pose Ray Consolidated Copper.... 16 $
the
hill.
The moon comes like a lover from
HVt
Reading
66 54
Leaning across the twilight and the trees;
Republic Iron & Steel
And finds them grave and beautiful and still,
32
Sinclair Oil & Refining
And wearing always, on such nights as these,
87
.
Southern Pacific
A glimmer less than any ghost of light.
Studebaker Corporation ,.,.120
the
night.
wear
their beauty through
As women
47
Texas Company
David Morton in Poetry.
7854
Tobacco Products
135
Pacific
Union
97
United States Steel
. 62
Utah Copper

VERSE OF TODAY
The draft of the constitution of the Irish Free
State has been given out, and while the Irish have
not gotten all they demanded, they will have a
dominion status, or be practically on the same basis
as Canada and other British possessions. Ireland
but
has long demanded complete independence,
Premier Lloyd George, during the negotiations
which resulted in the present forward step, refused
to consider any proposal which would put Ireland Tr.
outside the empire.
"While it is difficult to forecast Just what is gois
ing to happen in Ireland, the present indication
that after seven centuries of strife the Islandeis
are due to settle down and enjoy peace. This will
be a fine thing. During the last five or six years,
hundreds of Irishmen have been slain and property
worth millions of dollars have been destroyed by
lire.
GRISP PARAGRAPHS
Considerable credit is due General Jan Christian
for
Smuts, premier of the Union of South Africa,
He stated
KNOW HOW THEY FEEL.
bringing order out of chaos in Ireland.
are protesting vociferously over the inBritish
and
soluble
problem"
was
"a
that the Irish question
and there is a fellow
South creasing onprice pfsidewhisky,
of the water. Pittsburg
this
bore a resemblance to the old conditions in
feeling
visited
He
te-Times.
Africa which are now happily removed.
it
London and Ireland, conferred with leaders and,
GETTING NO BETTER FAST.
what
appears
for
foundation
is believed, laid the
The events expected to simplify Irish politics
to be peace.
have apparently served only to promote complica-

T

quiet-hearte-

...

ISpI

Gazet-

tions.

CONFERENCE AT THE HAGUE.
conThe new European economic conference, a
session in
tinuance of the Genoa parley, is nowwasin called
prithe Peace Palace at The Hague. It to Russia and
marily to consider questions relating
was
her economic conditions with her neighbors. It adGenoa conference
the
the
time
at
reported
action
journed that the decision to postpone
Russia was due to a desire of the European
to participate.
powers to persuade the United States
declined to behas
however,
United
States,
The
come a party in an attempt to unravel the Russian
C. Hoover, speaking on
tangle. Secretary Herbert
at
the American refusal to attend the gathering still
government
American
said
the
The Hague,
maintained there could be no recognition of soviet
Russian unless the government conformed to the
guar-anteprinciples of satety of life, recognition of firm
of private property and sanctity of a contract and the rights of free labor. In other words,
Russia must show that she Is attempting to put her
own house in order before she can expect any
assistance from the United States.
France took practically the same view. Premier
Polncare said the reconstruction of Russia depended upon the revival of agricultural production and this, he declared, could not bo obtained
without a change In regime that would Insure the
peasants the proceeds of their labor.
No doubt the United States will be willing to go
the limit in aiding Russia when conditions there
will warrant, but certaintly our government has
adopted the wise policy, under present conditions,
of deciding to adhere to a "hands off" policy.
es

Washington

Star.

June has progressed sufficiently to make timely
the announcement of the opening of the annual
Silly Season. The days are upon us when madness
burgeons in the human brain Just as the tomato plant
waxes on the ground and when reason takes lit
leave of mankind at the same rate that the green
shoot puts forth on the bough. It is the time when
the gyroscope or whatever It Is that maintains the
balance of this planet goes Just the least bit askew
with the result that every normal man and woman
becomes in some degree insane, the degree being
determined by heredity, environment, education and
Inborn aptitude.
One bit of evidence is the extraordinary interest
which many city dwellers are taking In their back
down-tow- n
yards. Wnen a man has been In a
office, or in a shop, all day long, separated from
his family and all the things which make life dear,
one would surely expect him, once he reached home,
to take "up the role of a devoted pater famillas imBut what does he do? The chances
mediately.
are that he says a curt "hello" to his wife and children, seizes a hoe and other Implements of a vague
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'NOTHER WONDER OF THE AGE.
'
sone ! "
Incongruous as it may sound, Brooklyn dry Tommie .'
agents raided a "still" operated by a woman.
Buffalo Express.
has happened to my tall, Uncle
Wlggily? Do you think some bad
ANYTHING FOR PUBLICITY.
animal came along and bit it
If the president of China hadn't resigned the off?"
world might have forgotten who's Tsu. Dallas
"I hardly think so," answered
Mr. Longears. "Still the Woozie
News.
Wolf or the Skillery Scallery Alligator could do a trick like
GONNA GROW UP WITH COUNTRY.
The reconstruction of Europe may be accom- that."
"Oh, my tall! My beautiful fur
plished sooner or later, but we may occupy ourselves forever with settling the question of evolu- tall!" mewed Tommle. "It's gone!"
And
he was so sadly frightened
tion and the disposition of Muscle Shoals. Louisthat he never moved, but sat
ville Courier-Journa- l.
with his back against the hat
box.
"Are you sure you had your
tall when you started out?" asked
Uncle Wlggily,
THE EAST VERSUS THE WEST.
"Of course, I am," answered
Tommle.
"I never go without
Boston
the
(From
Transcript.)
my tall. And I should think 1
The University of California's splendid triumph could feel It if some animal had
at the intercollegiate games in May at the Harvard nipped It off. Besides, don't you
Stadium, and the fine marks set a few days later remember, you made me walk
by Western Conference college athletes at Iowa behind you, for you said my wavCity, have caused a reopening of the question of ing tail tickled your whiskers."
the comparative merits of the East and the West
"Yes, I remember that," agreed
in college athletics. Statistically minded observers Uncle
"You
Wlggily.
have taken due note of the performances of the had your tail! Dear me! certainly
This is
California and Leland Stanford stars at the Sta- very strange. You didn't feel any
dium, and of the many superlative performances one nip off your tail, did you.
of the Middle Western athletes at Iowa City, and Tommle?"
not a few of them have come to the conclusion
"No," answered the pussy boy.
that the West is the peer, if not the superior of J'But my tall is gone. I can't see
the East in the matter of achievement on track
and field. Known facts and figures certainly af"Neither can I," said Uncle
ford abundant Justification for this conclusion, Wlggily. "I guess we'd better get
and the West has Justly earned its title to fame. Old Dog Percival, the Policeman
In the last analysis, however, what is the East of Woodland, to help find your
and what is the West? Does a boy born in New your lost tall, Tommie." And
a
York, whose parents move to the Pacific coast, little later, when Percival came,
member he tock one look at Tommie and
thereby qualify to enter as a
tlo family circle of the West? Or does a boy from cried:
he comes to Rn eastern college,
"Scat!"
Chicago, becaus
to the Windy City,
Up Jumped Tommle to run
thereby renounce his allegiance
and can such exploits as he achieves on the clnT away, for lie thought perhaps
der path be properly chalked up to the credit of Percival saw a Fuzzy Fox. And
the East? Who or what should get the credit for as Tommle leaped away from
an athlete's achievement? His paternal and ma- the hat box, lo and behold! his
ternal ancestors, his home town or state, or the tall went with him! There it wa
Institution in whose academic halls he has found fast to him, as it always had
a home for a few years? A sterling group of ben:
"Oh. where was my tall.'"
boys of athletic oromlse from the states beyond
the Alleghanles, moreover, coma to colleges and mewed Tonnnle, ns lie saw Uncle
eastern
universities in the
states, many of them Wlggily and Old Dog Percival
truly national institutions, and the performances laughing.
on the athletic field of these "native sons" shed
"Inside the hat box." laughed
added luster upon the West. Thus it is by no the dog policeman. 'Ton must
means easy to pass with finality upon the question have stuck It through a hole in
of the relative merits of the East and the West in tho hat box without knowing it,
athletics.
and there It was all the while.
Necessary and valuable as it is that there should Ha! Ha! Your tall was thrust
be sectional pride and competition in athletics, through a hole in tho hat box,
this pride and this competition should bo only In- anrt that's why you couldn't see
cidental. Whether an American athlete wears tho
colors of Leland Stanford, California, Michigan,
"Ha! Ha!" laughed the bunny.
Harvard or Cornell, he is striving not only for his
'Ha! Ha! laughed
Tommle
alma mater but for the honor and glory of Amer- himself, for ho was happy now.
ho
ican manhood.
The East will be as quick to Then
and
Mr. Longears
praise the performance of the western athletes as changed Mrs. Kat's hat, getting
the West, in turn, will be to acknowledge its debt one with green apples on Instead
to the pioneers in education that eastern colleges of the ono she had with ripe
and universities have sent far and wide throughoranges, and she liked it very
out the Union. The wh'
in short, is greater much. And If the wireless telethan any of its parts.
phone doesn't get talking In its

Its

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

full-fledg-

THE "SILLY SEASON."

.titiflhiiii

Hun's Review.
New York, June 16. Dun's tomorrow will say:
Existing business conditions contrast sharply with those of a year
ago. Instead of the repressed demands of the earlier period, current buying in various lines reflected breadth and activity, and
price advances, rather than declines now predominate.
Less is heard at present than
was the case lust year of the quieting influence of the near approach
of the summer because there is
more work to be accomplished, and
it is significant that the question
as to whether business has Improved has changed to discussion
of the extent and scope of the reWhile the recovery has
vival.
actually been In progress for many
months. It had come so slowly and
Irregularly in different quarters as
not to bo widely noticed and some
unsatisfactory phase had raised
doubts as to the character of the
forward movement. Weekly bank
clearings, $6,900,365,000.

exporters had purchased a total of
2,000,000 bushels of wheat here today and yesterday.
According to
one authority this buying cleaned
up the bulk of the wheat taken .n
May delivery by a Chicago trader.
Another bullish influence was the
fact that no forced selling had fol
lowed yesterday's decline and that
domestic corn reports from the
to tell of
southwest
continued
and
damage from hot weather
from premature ripening. Besides,
advices from India said rains had
been disappointing, confined mainly to the west coast.
During a transient lull in demand for wheat about mid-dathe
market suffered a sharp setback,
July delivery touching a new low
level for the week. Strong houses
here and in the cast, though, became active again on the buying
sldo of the market, causing prices
to finish at nearly the top point of
the session. Threshing begins in
Illinois on Monday. Kansas City
on the same day expects to be receiving new wheat.
Corn and oats were ruled chiefly
by the changes in the price of
wheat. Crop reports about oats
were less, favorable than of late,
the grain heading on short straw in
parts of Illinois.
warehouse
increased
Despite
stocks, the provision market fin
to higher
somewhat
ally responded
quotations on hogs.
Closing prices:
Wheat
$1.11;
Sept.,
July,
y,

$1.11; Dec, $1.15.

66c;
$6c;

down. The prices yald at Kerr-vlll- e
on the w hole are said to show
a slight recession from the extreme
prices of a week ago.
The manufacturers' position Is For Rent-Roowith Board
hardly changed, the tendency still
being to mark goods up to the ROOM AND BOARD. (OS West Copper.
parity of raw wool prices. Tariff KXCELLKXT table board. 715 Kast Coal
indications as translated from the BOAUD AND ItoOM Very reasonable
senate action this week are taken
JOL'o North Second.
to be that progress on the bill will ROOM AND BOAUD, 15 per month; na
be faster with a likelihood of
tick. 102T Forrester.
modification of extreme rates.
FOR KENT Glassed-iporch, with
London is a bit easier since the
b'.ard. 114 Norlh Maple.
Inferior
on
ROOM
wilh sleeping porch and board;
opening, especially
wools and the foreign
gentlemen only. Phone JS79-primary
markets on the whole are easier FOR I!EtT Delightful room and porch
for convalescent. Phone 1679-except on the best fine wools.
Wisconsin half blood, 45c; three 1IDOM AND BOAKD.
55 per month;
no sick. 511 South Broadway.
quarter
eighths blood, 44 45c;
m

.

n

blood,

41

42c.

FOlt RENT Room and sleeping porch;
bmrd It desired. Phone mO-J- .
CANVAS sleeping porch,
with board,
1207 Kast Central.
$10 per tveek
ROOM AND BOARD Katea reasonable.
Rill South Broadway, phone J971-three-eightRUNT Room and buard; privata
FOR
blood
$1.121.18:
Hit South Walter,
combing, 85 (ft 90c;
quarter blood fnmlly: convenient.
WANTED Two or three women to room
combing, 75 78c.
board.
800
and
North
Fourth, phoua
Pulled
Delaine, $1,150)1.28; 1M3-AA, $1.101.15; A supers. $1.10
First-class
room and board,
FOR KENT
1.15.
$15 a month . Mrs. Laura Maea, 811
Mohair Best combing, 55 58c; South
Arno.
best carding, 50 55c.
FOR RENT DellRhtful room and porch
for convalescent; excellent meals. 715
Kansas City Produce.
East Coal, phone 1S79-Kansas City. June 16. Eggs
FOR RF.NT Large front bed room and
Market unchanged. Firsts, 10c.
Bleeping porch, with board: private
Butter Unchanged.
Creamery, family; gentlemen. 121 South High.
39c
JAMESON
RANCH
Reduced
ratea for
the summer, cool and shady, situated
Broilers,
Poultry
Unchanged.
two
miles
town.
north
of
Phone
37c; hens, 19c; roosters, 11c.
21238--

Scoured basis:
Texas Fine 12 months, $1.30
1JS; fine 8 months, $1.101. 12.
Territory Fine staple choice,
half blood combing,
$1.301.35;

Corn July, 61c; Sept..
Dec. 65ttc.
New York Metals.
Oats July, S414c; Sept.,
New York, June 16. Copper
Dec. 39 mc.
Steady. Electrolytic, spot and fu
Lard July, 511.42; Sept., $11.72. tures, 13
14c.
Ribs July, $12.45; Sept., $12.32.
Tin Firmer. Spot and nearby,
$31.62; futures, $31.60.
Kansas City Cash Grain.
Iron Steady, prices unchanged.
Kansas City Juno 16. Cash:
Lead Steady. Spot, $5.75 06.00.
Wheat No. 2 hard, $1.081.26;
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis spot
2
No.
red. $1.0601.08.
and nearby delivery, $5.40 0 5.42.
Corn No. 2 white, 56 c; No. 2
Antimony Spot, $5,120)5.37.
68c.
yellow,. 57
Foreign bar silver. 71 c.
Mexican dollars, 64 c.
Hay Market unchanged.
Omaha Grain.
New York Cotton.
Omaha, June 16. Wheat No. 2
New York. June 16. Cotton fuNo. 2 mixed, tures closed steady.
hard, $1.05 1.20;
July, $21.88;
$1.02.
Oct., $21.85:
Dec, $21.63; Jan.,
Corn No. 8 white, 63
54c; $21.48; March, $21.32.
No. 2 mixed,
Oats No. 3 white, 32833c; POULTRY INDUSTRY IN
No. 4 white,
THE PECOS VALLEY IS
MAKING GOOD HEADWAY

.31.

.02;

Czecho-Slo-vak-

LIVESTOCK

Chicago.
Chicago, June 16 (U. S. Bureau
of Markets).
Cattle Receipts
Beef steers, better grades she
stock and canners steady; bulls,
grades she stock, stocke.s
and veal calves weak to lower;
top beef
quality plain.
Early
bulk beef steers,
steers, $8.90;
$S.25T8.75; fat she stock mostly
canners and cutters
$5.25 (Jj) 7.25 :
largely $ 3.00 4.00 ; bologna bulls,
veal calves, $8. D0T
$4.6004.75;
9.00.

Hogs Receipts 25,000. Market
active, mostly 6c to 10c higher
than Thursday's
Top,
average.
10.75; pigs
$10.80; bulk, $10.10
sows
stronsrto
slow, weak; packing
higher mostly $9,25 610.00; heavy
medium
$10.40
10.65;
weight.
weight, $10.55 10.73; light weight,
$10.70Ui)10.80;
light light weight,
S10. 35(5)10. 71):
sows,
packing packing
$9.45(5)10.00;
smooth,
sows, rough, $9.10(3 9. GO;
killing

n
OH ! ALE
cow; will he fresh soon. Phone 682.
Poultry association at Hagerman, Fort SALE A
mala
norm ot here, is creating interest
Airedale dog. Inquire 916 North Sixth.
in poultry raising In this section of FOR SALE Rabbits big red buck and
the Pecos valley. At a recent meet
doe. Flemish doe. pair SDotted and 15
ing of trie association, clubs for fryers. Phone 15HS-the boys and girls were organized B'oR SALK One team mules, harness
wagon: a bargain. Inaulra Anchor
and plans formulated for a poultry Fl'-u-and
r
Mill, call for Leland.
contest with prizes amounting to
Duroc-Jerse- y
SALE Ono
FOR
hogT
one hundred
dollars. A poultry
weight about 125 pounds: In splendid
show will be staged In January.
1.128 South High.
condition.
The boys' and girls' clubs are open
to all between the ages ot ten and FOR SAI E Flemish Giants, Rufus Reds.
Black, Whites. Belgians, bucks, does
eighteen.
and fryers. 710 West Lead, phone 1925-The raisins of poultry
rapidly FOR BALE First-cla- ss
Holsteln milk
developing Into una of the tnnsit ' cow' giving three and one-half
gallons
--

profitable

Tt.nn.nj.
iiiuuoauun

industries of the state.
ill rawa ,UL
Jlta

been shipped from Artesla during
the past few months. As many ns
rirty eases have been sent to rA
Paso by parcel post In a single day.
Local produce firms ship hundreds
of dollars worth of poultry to larcer
markets. The farmers and poultry
enthusiasts are specializing on certain breeds of chickens and turkeys,
pigs, $9.60(5)10.40.
Hheeu
Receipts 7,000. Market and find it more profitable than
breeds'. The
steady to weak. Top lambs, $12. R0; the average scrub
hulk desirable
natives, $1 2.00(H) leghorn. Rhode Island reds, Plyculls dull, mostly $G.50C(J mouth Rocks, Wyandottes and
12.25:
are tho most popular breeds.
7.00; best light ewes, $6.50; heavies
to packers
around $2.50;
of receipts direct to packers. DENVER MAN AWARDED
St. Joseph.
S. F. STREET PAVING
St. Joseph, June 16 (U. S. Bu
reau of Markets)
Hogs Receipts
eseiAi oiaeAve. tc uoaNitja joumnali
Market steady. Bulk 170
7.500.
Santa Fe, June 16. First unit of
to
$10.40(5)
street paving under the new proweights,
10.50; top packing sows steady to gram will be laid by M. J. Kenney,
others cost yesterday, of Denver, tinder a contract that
strong;
$10.15 for
has been let by the board of alderTOO.
Market men. The contract price of $162,811
Cattle Receipts
steady. Beef and butcher cows, covers 45,000 square yards of six- $8.00(5)8.75;
nothing particularly inch concrete paving and 26.000
choice here; calves top, $8.00; bulk, lineal feet of curb and gutter. Work
will be commenced as soon as ma$7.50(818.00.
Sheep Receipts 200. Fat lams terial can be assembled and a force
weak to 25c lower. Mixed natives, of men organized.
Three bids were received. The
$10.05(011.00, without
sorting;
hid of the New Mexico Construction
very few here; nominally steady.
company of Albuquerque and F.l
Kansas City.
Paso, was $7,000 under Kcnney's.
Kansas City, June 16 (U. S. Bu
uame
reau
of Markets).
LOST AND FOUND
1,700. Few better beef steers
around 10c higher. Top. $9.60; LOST Bill folder, containing annual
pass, T. K. Harris, and keys: return
other grades weaker: calvss, she
stock and yearllngs steady to weak; to Journal office.- for reward.
1100 South
between
good yeaning LOST 110 billcows, $4.50aiB.6W;
Broadway and city hall, or Electric
top on Light
heifers, $7.75; practical
1119 South Broadway;
office.
common
$5.00
kind,
vealers, $8.00;
other classes around LOST At Country club tennis court, one
S5.50;
steady; canners largely around
clover stick pin, with small
a.ou'.uu. diamond; finder will be rewarded
by re$2.75; cutters mostly
Market
to
P.
4,500.
Hoes Receipts
Weinman, 70i West
turning
300.
took
about
steady; shippers
weight to LOST Around Belen, little dog, light
Bulk 175 to
reddish brown; we were Informed that
packers $10.4010.60; top. $10.50; some
people going along the road picked
averages mosuj him up
260 to
and believe the dog Is around
sales, $10.20 Belen, or Albuquerque; any
$10.2010.85; bulk of sows
person who
tnrowout
will give Information about this dog will
(3)10.50;
mrauj
$9.00; stock pigs 25o lower; bulk receive reward; please notify Mrs. R. C.
Nuanes. $15 South First Albuquerque.
good kind, $10.50(8)10.76.
j.ouu.
Sheep rieceipis
FOR SALE Real Estate
ewes and native lambs steady.
lot on
iexas FOR BALE One good
Top, $11.75; cuus, i&.ou;
East Silver, near Highland park, on
goats, $4.00.'
124
A.
East
terms.
J.
Hammond,
easy
Sliver.
Denver.
WANTED Real Estate
Denver, June 16. Cattle Re
ceipts none. Market uncnangea.
IF Oli havsr business
for sale"!
Beef steers, $7.609.00; cows and list it with McMUUon property
as Wood.
.nu
heifers, $5.75(a.Z"; calves. stockrainso? hulls. $3.00(5)6.00;
ers and feeders, $6.00 7.60.
Hogs Receipts isu. marast iuc
two loaos,
Top, $10.10;
higher.
two-thir-

ts

four-le-

240-pou-

fifty-fo-

IJIicrty Bonds.
New York June 16. Liberty
bonds closed:
$100.18; first
4s $99.92; second 4s, $99.86: first
4 54s, $100.20;
second 4 54. $99.98;

8s

$100.06;

A'tftory

4s,

fourth 44s,
$100.56.

GRAIN
Chicago Board of Trade.
Chicago, June 16. Big exports
sales led to material upturns today
in the value of wheat. The market
o to
closed firm,
net higher,
with July $1.11 to $1.11
and Septo $1.11.
tember $1.11
Corn
c to
c off to
finished
c higher, oats 54c to Ho to 5io up, and
provisions varying from unchanged figures to a rise of 27c.
It was estimated that seaboard

le

t

-- .m, .
m ; ,, n-- ..
Ji
:
FOR KALE Fifty breeding does, seven
10
wilh litters;
young rabbits; forced
to sell account 111 health. 1923 South
High.
CARLOAD young Colorado horaes, cheap;
soma matched team; come and try
them. Albuquerque Horse Market, corner Mountain road and First; corrals
back of store.

WANTED

Position

WANTICD
Washing. Phone 1304.
UOt WANTS to cut lawns. Phone 2397-Ul HI. WANTS dHy work. Phone H7I-J- .
WANTED Housework by the day. Fhons
1645.
HOURLY
Ada, L. O'Connor,
nursing.
Y. W. Hotel.

WANTED General housework or cook- Ing, half day.
Call 1671-WANTED Work by the hour. Phone
1343-M- ,
after 6:0 p. m.
,
WANTED Lb undry work to take noma
or by the day. Phone J101-HOTJKB cleaning, floor
lawn
waxing,
work. Call 3. W. Lowe, phone 1430-GENERAL REPAIR WORKS
REPAIR anything. S13-ask for W. F.
NUR.HK wishes permanent position, or
confinement cases. (101 South Walter.
WANTED
To do typewriting and
work, lioom I, llellnl
AMERICAN

wishes position aS
In small family. Phone

WOMAN

housekeeper,
.

1564-J-

EXPERIENCED truck driver wants Job;
not afraid of work. Address Driver,
care Journal.
WANTED Place as practical nurae. airs.
Birdie Martin, 920 South Broadway,
cottage In rear.
CORPORATION
manager would like t
line up with a going concern. Address
X. Y., care Journal.
WANTED To do typewriting or other
clerical work, evenings; competent Address M., care journal.
EXPERT accountant, business consult
ant. will work all or part time, reason-- f
able. Address L. C. care Journal.
WANTED Position by expert account-an- t,
bookkeeper and typist, systemlser. 1
full charge, any business; go anywhere;
references.
Address
experienced; A-- l
F. W. II., care Journal.

MONEY TO LOAN
TO LOAN
On watcnee,"dia,
monda, guns and everything Talusbla.

MONEY

Mr. B. Marcus, J13 South First.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and good Jewelry; liberal, rallabls, con
fldential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 10 N. 1st
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diamonds, watches, Liberty bonds, pianos,

efttomoblles;
117 South

lowest rstjs. Rnthman'g,
Bonded to the state

first

Journal Want Ads Bring Kesults.
V!

la

New York Money.
New York, June 16. Call money
Easier.
High, ruling rate and
offered at, 3
per cent; low, closbid
last loan, 3 per cent;
and
ing
call loans against acceptances, 3
per cent.
Time loans Steady. Sixty and
90 days, 4 per cent; six months,
4 54 per cent; prime mercantile paper, 4 .to 4 54 per cent,

$100.06;

Livestock

(Special Correspondence to The .Tnurnnl.)
Artesla. N. M.. June 16. The

PRODUCE

third, 454s,

FOR SALE

'OR BALE Work horse. Phone S51.
FOR SALE Jersey cow. Phone 2411R3.
'OH KALE Milk cow. Just fresh. 200
North Walter.
FOR S A I.E 11 no Collie puppies, cheap.
loot Smith Walter,
'OH SALE Bucks, does and young rabbin. 807 South Edith.
FOIl SALE Holsteln cow; will b fresh
soon.
Apply 1.111 North Fifth.
Oil SALE Amilk cow. cheap, See
owner, at 1!)5 South Walter.
Fori SALE Young hone and soring
511 South Walter.
wagon, cheap.

5353c.
3232c.

Foreign Exchange.
New York. June 16. Foreign
exchange weak. Great Britain demand, $4.45; cables, $4 46; sixty-da- y
bills on banks, $4.43 H. France
demand, 8.74 54; cables, 8.76. Italy
demand, 4.97 54: cables, 4.98.
demand. 8. 2254; cables, 8.23.
cables,
Germany demand, .3154;
38.80;
Holland
demand,
cables, 38.85, Norway demand,
17.12. Sweden demand, 25.85. Denmark demand, 21,65. Switzerland
19.05.
demand.
Spain demand, $10.06glo.iv
Sheep Receipts none.
Greece demand, $.98. Po- unchanged.
15.75.
Ewes.
$5.oog)6.&u;
land demand,
lambs. $11.00 12.60.
demand, 1.95. Argentine de- spring
mand, $6.25. Brazil demand, 13.85.
Montreal, 99
Bel-glu- m

SPECIAL summer rates. $62 per month:
excellent board.
private, room with
St.
sleeping porch and tray service,
John'a Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 491.
MRS. CARL BKRG LUND'S Private San
41 S
Boultl
atorium.
Edith, phune
1365-Private rooms and porchea for
tubercular patients; fresh vegetables and
fruits and plenty of milk; tray service;
graduated nurse attendance If desired;
$r.O and $05 for aummer months.

ft

Chicago Produce.

Mileaaro.

June

16.

Potatoe- s-

Receipts 70 cars.
Market weak.
Total TJ. S. shipments, 838 cars.
Louisiana, Oklahoma and Mlssia-slpsacked Bliss Triumphs No. 1,
sacked
$2.763.25 cwt.; Alabama
Bliss Triumphs, $2.75 0 8.25 cwt.;
sacked
Spaulding Rose
Alabama
No. 1. $2.252.B0 cwt.; Alabama
srrad- .
. ........ whites.
"
' Tioorlv
snv&i'U mimA
'
North Carolina
ed $2.25 cwt.;
stave barrels lrisn woooiers o. i,
$5 005.35; poorer grade. lo.Ttxqi
Irish
4. BO: eastern shore Virginia
No.
barrels.
Cobblers, stav
Wiscon$6.75. Old stocg steaay.
sin and Michigan sacked round
cwt.
Whites, $1.86 2.00 lower.
Fowu.
T..n,. ahva.
ISttc; broilers, 3240c; roosters,
u'..ti. m.ri.t tilsher. Cream
ery extras. 35 c; firsts.
2829V.o; standards,
seconds,
pl

80S4c;

36

o.

Market steady. Receipts
Firsts, 22c; ordinary

19,827 cases.

2021c;
c; storage

miscellaneous,
packed extras,
23Vic; storage packed firsts. 23c.
Boston Wool.
Ttn.tnn. .limn 16 The Commer
cial Bulletin tomorrow will say:
The wool market snows a naiung
f tha nraisnt moment.
and
wake
sleep
up the alarm (..Jan..
clock's little baby, I'll tell you both In the eastern markets and in
next about Uncle Wlggily and the west, where the buyers' limit
Kltlic's cake.
in some instances have been cut
firsts,

21 (5i 21

A

51

Your
Wuft
O

nrsn

la

eriCKiTlrsn

BY NOON TODAY IF YOU CAN.

Brlnji them In, or phone them, If you are a
so they will reach us by
Saturday noon
if you can possibly do so. While we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5:30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock up to closing time is the congested period and you may
not be able to reach the Want Ad
Department
by telephone after 5 :30 p. m.

sub-scrib- er,

Albuquerque Morning Journal
Phones 13 or 66.
,

v
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
KOLUMN

KINGSBURY

I

FOK SALE
ONES.
SOMUK CHEAP
Tor tho man of moderate
to
who
wishes
get away
means,
from thoiw hisli rents. Easy
terms.
2 Rooms
and sleeping
porch, furnished
..,.$1,250
3 Rooms, furnished ....$1,000
5 Rooms (In U. Heights) $1.G50
5 Rooms (in U. Heights) $1,750
2 Largo
rooms,
adolje,
new
$1,500
2 Room frame, lowlands. $ 901)
Investigate These

ETT.N4

,

1

DEAR ME MV EYE
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NERCYt MY
N'T EVEN
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IT
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By George McManu

Service,
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BY 4QL.LY
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I
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KCT
LAD WE
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LEAVING

OWNER

KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and

J,

Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
Phone

007--

SOLD ELEVEN LOTS
In fourteen days to nine men.
Want ten more to sell in next
fourteen days. Have waiting
customers. Alight sell a house
or two.
BARTON KELLER,
Phone 1032-W- .

ACKERSON A GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth,
Phone 414.

FOR SALE

Wanted to buy
business property

Wish

business
property from owner. Btate location and price.
BOX 17. CARE JOURNAL.
to

purchase

81.700
wmte stucco, aoba
bungalow, niodarn, garage, outbuildings,
North thirteenth streot; terms, if desired.
14.500
white stucco frame
bungalow, modern, oak floors, built-i- n
features, garage and other outbuildings; Fourth ward.
86.600 Bevin-rooewening, modern, lot
100x143, corner, close In, Highlands:
fine location.
$3.500 Five-rootrick, modern, suitable
two famlltea; Highlands, close

...... ....

FOR SALE

BY OWNER
house,
furnished.
Oarage, chicken house, chickacre of
ens, fruit trees,
land.
mile west of
Barelas Bridge. For appointment
Four-roo-

4

One-ha-

lf

Phone 241

fr

Accident, Antomiblle assurance,
Surety Boi is. Loans.
Ne. Ill S. Fourth St.
telephone 874.
Firs,

rilONE 19 J
RUTHERF0RD&G0EBEL
General Contractors
ilcpalr Work

I

Mrs. Otwell
will be glad to show you or
call
.IAS. M. JOHNSON,
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans
218 W. Gold.
Tel. 240
1309 W. Tijeras.

ONE SMALL snd one
arge furnished
apartment, with hot water. 1215 Watt
noma.
LINCOLN
apartments, newly furnished,
cool and close in.
813 South Third,
phono 941-FOR RENT Attractively furnished two.
room apartment.
20S South Walter,
1US--

'hune

FOR RENT Modern sleeping room, con.
necttng bath. Averill Apartments, 208 M
North Second.
FOR RENT Cool,
three-rooapartment; gas range, ao stele.
MO West Tlleras.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment;
no
nlshed; cash or terms. 1251 North
High, phone 1137-FOR RENT
Two furnished rooms, for
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
7i4 Boulll Second.
i''OR TtEXT Apartments
and kouses,
.. furnished or not.
ph-on-e
1821-J.
A. Hnmmond. S24 East Silver.
Four-rooFOR RENT
furnished apartment, with piano, July 1; no sick. In- quire 013 North Second.
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished modern apartment, sleeping porch and garage. 63.1 South Broadway.
TO RENT Clean,
home
apartment with gas, hot and cold water
furnished. 1804 East Central.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms and bath, modern; for three
months: rates. 814 West Coal.
RENT Three-rooFOR
apartment
partly furnished, bath, water and light.
()
North- Eighth, phone 637-FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
three, rooms and private bath.
SIGli
North Second. Albuquerque Hotel.
For RENT Modern furnished front
bath.
Averill
apartment,
private
apartments, 208 Nortv 6econd.
FOR RENT Three-roomodern apart-men- t,
furnished, ail South Arno. Inquire at 110 West Silver, phone 678.
two three-rooFOR RENT Cheap,
two
modern furnished
apartments,
63S South Broadway.
sleeping porches.
FOR RENT Two nice, clean rooma and
for light
sleeping porch, furnished
housekeeping. 3:1 South Walter, phone
11570--

rurnished apart-- '
FOR RENT
ment; hot and cold water, lights and
4SH4
pbone paid; rent reasonable.
Kouih Broadway.
FOR RENT Four-roomodern, nicely
furnished apartment,
new, close In.
Thona SS0, or Inquire Dodson's Garage,
North Fourth.
FOR RENT One large and one email
apartment, furnished completely for
Sit
housekeeping. Crane
Apartments,
North Seventh, phone S14.
FOR RENT Three large, cool rnoma and
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining,
nicely furnished for housekeeping, neat
and clean; desirable summer location.
II 16
West Coal.
FOR RENT Fu mstied apartments, convenient to sanatorium!; tour rooms,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gaa; on East
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
or see McMllllon A Wood. Dhune JM8.
FOR RENT Btrlotly private, thoroughly
modern apartment,
rery reasonable
rent, close In; two nice rooms, sleeping
porch, bath, extra store room In base-ste410 North Sixth?, or phone 1142-- J.
FOR RENT Newly decorated, most rest"
tul and attractively furnished four
rooma; nudern; Janitor service once a
week, It Interested see this Ideal apart-mv.'- u
Don't phone. McCrelgbt's Apartment Home, (IB West Lead.

PERSONAL
MENtruRCUTTTocTch iTdren?7i oTst

their home. Phone 105S-J- .
AUTO TRAVEL Going east, any route,
by auto soon; room for two or three.
Address Box 44, care Journal.
FURNITURE: repaired, reflnlshed and up-

holstered; overstuffed rockers, chairs
and divans , mads to order: all work
Upholstering
guaranteed. 1827--Staploton's
Shop. Phone
10O
PAY
YOU
I WILL
FOR every residence, name and address
me
of
those afflicted with
you can give
tuberculosis. Payment made when names
verified.
Frederick
Graham, N
"ave
Security BUlg., Los Angeles. Calif.

.

W

(JR RENT Office) Rooms
RENT Office iiposlte postofflcs
' lull
chamber
commerce,
and

building,

Fourth

and.

Gold.

Wright

Miscenaneou

SALE

Suction

SALE

Lady's diamond r.'ng. 1T5

fan.

features,

lawn and
located in
terms, for

MARTIN CO., REALTORS

Tj

Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insursnce,
!23 W. Gold.

Loans.
l'liono 158.

frame, four blocks
oft Central,
Second
ward.
Paved street. $350 cash;
This won't last.

Will buy a furnished adobe stucco cottage with four rooms and
nice front rorch screened and almost new. Can arrange terms.

Realty Sales Co,

R. MoCIiVGHAJr,

Five-roo-

m

105

114 6. Second.

rhone 609.

W. A. BETTS

For the best painting-- ,
papering and floor finisher In Albuquerque.
Phone
1594-kalso-minln-

Ro'ler canaries.
waiter, pnone IHS7-- J

cor.i

V

T

South

,Br.u

THBOreat Amerlcrn Drink.
YALE BULGARIAN
-

FOR

milk, from Imported
L'4i3-J(-

SALE

Two slnglo beds, complete,
mattress and springs. 410 Fruit.

nontrivr.

EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 1834-FOR SALE Good upr ght piano, cl.eo p
for cash. Call Immediately at 214
West Gold.
TUB

COLA

AND

IRON

RARE OPPORTUNITY
Charming bungalow home. Elegantly furnished. An ideal location. Lawn, flowers, yard
walk, shade trees. Price for
quick sale, only $3,750. Terms
to suit reliable parties. See this
today.
JOSEPH COLLIER.
207 W. Gold.
Phone 744.

HELP WANTED

MANZANO

Realtors
224 W. Gold. Thone

IM'OMR

RKKIDENCE

BfKlXESS
LEASK8

57.

PROPERTIES

.. PROPERTIES
PROPERTIES

RENTALS
LOAN'S
INSURANCE
COLLECTIONS
SUBDIVISIONS
Make us your REAL ESTATE
man. Thanks.

As Long As

FOR RENT OR LEASE
On

University Heights,
adobe stucco homo, garage, hot air heat, maple floors,
unfurnished.
five-roo-

Phone

110.

Third and Gold.

$10.00
A

It Lasts

Better

Grade

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

4 loom house,
large porches, shade and
lawn, close to Chamber of
Commerce. Price $3,S00, J250
cash and monthly payments.
REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE,
409 V. Copper.
2

FOR SALE
FOR

HALE

Five-roo-

Houses
house; will con-

sider small car In trade.

Second.

608

North

FOlt BALE My home at 806 South
Edith; price right; good terms. Phone
IDS'J-FOR SALE

nished;
Seventh.

Two ronm frumo house, furcast or terms. 1251
North

FOR SALE

Three rin. t...mes, East CenEast
Silver nnd University
tral,
Heights. J. A. Hnmmond. 834 East Silver
FOU SALE OR KENT Modern five-rooand bath, good location, close In; priced
to sell; owner leaving city. 1933-401 West Lead.
FOR BALE IJy ownei, suburoan hume,
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
e
water, fruit trees, grape arbor.
FOR

AUTOMOBILES.

moflorn,

box 318, cltj.
SALE Four-roo-

modern house,
bullt-l- n
features; will consider car or
yots as first payment, or will lease same.
818 Noith Thirteenth.
FOR SALE Home, new
modern, pressed brick bungalow; screened
porches, lawn, flowers, trees. See owner,
821 West Silver,
phone 1II49-FOR SALE Nice home of four rooms
and front screen porch, electric lights,
city water, auto bulldlnc: lot fiOxML': a
bargain. See owner at 11)05 South Walter.
FOR SALE New monies uy owner; one
124 West Oold; on
i,
110 North Maple: one
four-roo810
North Maple; terms. Call 121 West Sliver, phone 194-FOR SALE OR TRADrn For property In
city, seven-roohouse, sleeping porch,
land fur garden, thirty fruit trees, In
Socorro. N. M. ; 4800 down, balance less
than rent monthly. Apply 117 West Oold.
BARGAIN FOR QUICK SALE Five-roocement block house; furnace heat,
garage, chicken house; sell either furnished or unfurnished; also about 2.r0
cement blocks and ten sacks cement. 1211
South Arno.
FOR SALE
By owner,
cottage
with sleeping porch, lot 87x142 feet,
fenced; modern pigeon loft, hutches and
chicken house; all new; priced to sell.
Inquire 111 West Gold, or 1928 South
High, phone 410.
FOR SALE Charming home, six rooms,
beautiful lawn,
decorated,
recently
trees, shrubbery, fruit trees, large garden, garage; beat residential
district.
14SH West Central, phone ir,03-.SALE
On
FOR
south side handy to
railroad employes a five-rooframe
d
fifty-folot
with
dwelling,
and Improvements. See house No. 418
West Atlantic; price 13,750 on terms.
City Realty Co., HOT West Gold, phone
6fi7.

FOR SALE Direct from owner, beautiful five-roopressed brick bungalow.
Just completed; hardwood floors throughout; fine plaoe; breakfast nook and all
bullt-l- n
location. 731
features; good
West Lead.. Inquire Mrs, Fred Llnde-ma706 South Third.
FOR SALE By owner, two small cottages, in south highlands, priced close
for quirk turning; one has four rooms,
screened porch, water, lights, chicken
house and yard, full sized lot; the other
cottage has three rooms, bath, screened
features, well furnished,
porch, bullt-l- n
garage, corner lot, one block from car
line; easy terms; $100 and $200 down,
respectively, balance like rent. Phone
893, or call at 1100 South Walter.

FOR SALE

Ranches

s
FOR SALE A small ranoh.
mile west at bridge) modern house. A
J. James.
ROBERTS-TURNEcompany. 318 West
Gold, have established a special land
department.
FOR SALE Ranch on North Fourth
street, six miles from town, on main
dltcb; paved road; street car service;
sixteen acres In alfalfa, balance In wheat
Phone 34I4-JFOR SALE OR TRADE Five acres In
Frultvale, near paved road; fine grape
or chicken ranch; easy terms to right
party . Phone 893, or apply room 15, First
National bank, or 1100 South Walter.
aoree,
FOR SALE Ranch, twenty-tw- o
house, garage, fine orchard,
all kinds of fruit, berries, alfalfa, Implements, horses, cows; owner leaving
of health; two miles from
old Town boulevard.
Phone
owner, S417-R- I,
or $49. Postofflce box
193, Old Albuquerque, N. M.

DRESSMAKING
nnery, nue eoutn Uroaawai. ph. 777-PLEATING, accordion, aide and box;
mall orders, v. Crane, 815 North
Beventh.
Crane Apartmenta phone 814.
FOR PLAIN OR FANCY SEWING at
reasonsble rates, with quick service and
satisfaction guaranteed.
Call at 1109
fouls lilfb, ,

FOK SALE

'&

New Mexico,

FOR SALE
Good,

Inc.'.

7

fcg

A BEAUTY
Ws have it In a beautiful
house within five blocks
the postofflce. THIS
from
HOUSE is equipped with a hot
water heating plant, in perfect
condition, an extra large basement, and garage. The rooms
in this house are of ample size
and are all well lighted. Tho
lawn Is well bedded with grass
and decorated with
and other shrubbery. Can be
handled on very convenient
terms. Let us show this place
to you.
Wo Have $S,000 to Loan on
First Mortgage, 8 IVr Cent.
J, D. KEXEHER,
Realtor.
311 XT. (Sold.
rhone 410.
five-roo-

NEAR SHOPS
Three rooms, modern, furnished,
50 foot lot, garage, South Arno,
3,100.

modern brick, 2 glass
porches, heat, lawn, garage, near
library, $4,200.
Four-roo-

J.

A. HAMMOND,

E. Silver.

821

1.122--

Phone
H, CHAS,

GROW
Buy your lot now, you will
want your new home thore.
Fifty foot lots, $10.00 down
and $10.00 per month.

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

CO.

Hudson speedster, excellent
comllt'nn; a bargain. Phone 148F-K-FOlt SALE
Bulck touring ear;
flrst-c'as- s
FOR RENT Rooma
condlllon. Bend-Dillo- n
Co..
cltr
Foil ItL'NT Furuisneo, rooms. 218 Suu'h
FOH SALE Some eatra
oa used cars;
waiter, phone 1S17-easy terms. Mclntoth Auto Co., Ill FOU
RENT Glassed sleeping
West Copper.
porch.
sJ9 West Silver.
FOlt SALE
Light liulclc, l0O;' FOR RENT Furnlsnei. room,
Studebaker,
250.
lie
eleventh, phone 72H-West Gold.
IOK SALE Overland touring car, first-clas- s FOR RENT Furnished rooms; no children. 110 South Walnut
enndltlon, price $120. lot West
FUHNISHED moaerr. rooms; ao sick; no
McKinley, phone 1B38-children
414 Wt Silver.
ion RALE Dodge touring car, good FOH
KENT Front room, outside
condition. 1300. Phone 1612-or 114
South Kdlihnfter I p. m.
trance. 621 Enst Central.
FOU RENT Furnished room and sleep-InFOR SALE Oakland roadster, A-- l
model 1920; must sell; owner
porch. 323 South Third.
leaving town . 4(17 West Conner.
FOR KENT Housekeeping room, sleepFOlt SA LIS Dodge Brothers' touring.
Houtn liditn.
mg porcn
remodeled; Ford touring with extras; FOR RE N'T Furnished front room, 115
Ford light truck, large body, and Bulck
i
per montn.
North Third
touring "Six." J, Korber A Co., Auto LARGE, cool room,
beautifully furnished,
Deportment, phone 783.
1211
West Roma.
hath.
private
FOR RENT Room
and porch, near
DHIVERLER3 FORD CO.
803 North Edith.
boarding house.
FORDS FOR RENT
Rates o15o .1-per
mile,
.
--.
SI nap.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
mI.Ihi..
,11111,1,
.un, niieuiai
week days. Ask for them1, Hso sutorate
ro- ngnt nouaeaeeping, 1.17 West Silver.
, iuiiu 4uiru- - pnone ssu.
FOR RENT Nice, cwan sleeping and
housekeeping rooms. 121$ North Third.
ALBUQUERQUE
AUTO WRECKING CO. FRONT
IIOOM for light housekeeping.
New and Used
Overland Hotel, 1109 i Went Central.
REPLACEMENT PARTS
tOR KENT Furnished room with or
In Stock for All Cars:
without housekeeping. 812 North Seo- ALL parts tested before leaving shop.
ona.
electrical
Radiators,
parts, tops, bodies,
RENT Modern
lights, horns, Ignition sets, springs, etc. FOR
sleeping room.
Paris carried fur S3 makes of cars. New
Averill apartments, 208 ! North Sec- axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears
carrlea for all cars. Keep us In mind. FOU. RENT One furnished room for
NEW MEXICO'S OLBKST WRECKING
704 West
gentleman; also garage.
HOUSE.
coal.
West Central.
Phone 434.
FOR RENT Front bsd room, four win5
jsAVE
per cent on dismantled7
20!
dows, close to town; reasonable.
parts, tires, batteries, springs, wheels, North Sixth.
hearings, rims, fenders, electrical equip- FOR KENT Nice
e
sleeping
ment, magnetos, gears, axles and drive
218V4
looms.
AiDuquerque
Hotel,
ehafs, rtdlators, etc.; a complete line of North
Second.
parts for Overland, all models; Willys-Knigh- t,
FOR RENT Two large ro, ms, furnlBhed
4, 8, 8; Bulck, 4: Studebaker,
for housekeeping; no sick or children.
4, 6; Chalmers, Reo 4; Paige, 4; Overland,
6; Hupmoblle. L-Maxwell,
pleasure 503 North Fourth.
and trucks; Chevrolet, 490-B. ; Mitchell, FOR KENT Room and sleeping porch,
s; Saxon, e. A complete line new rings,
near boarding house.
Call mornings.
gears, pinions and transmission gears 203 North Edith.
and axle shafts for any car. Mcintosh FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room.
311-16
Auto Co..
West Copper.
adjoining bath, for gentleman; close
WHEN IN NEF.D OF
in. 407 west Coal.
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, mag- IMPERIAL ANNEX, 10314 West
Central,
netos generators, wheels, gears, axles,
under new management; clean and airy,
bearings horns, accessories
all outside rooms.
COMB TO PARTS HEADQUARTER".
WE HAVP1 SALVAGED TO DATE THE FOU RENT Itoom with ail conveniences
and connecting bath, new home, eool
FOLLOWING MAKK8 OF CARS:
Bulck CM, CM. D41, D5R; Cadlllae. location. Thone 2S49-I- t.
Chalmers, Chandler. Chevrolet 430, FB, FOR BKNT Two furnished roums for
t,
Tiaby Grand;
Dodge, TJort,
light
reasonable; adults;
Ford, Hup 20. H. K. N. ; Maxwell. Mltoh-rl- l no sick, housekeeping;
til South y.rno.
Olds 8. Overiand, every model; Haxon
Two furnished housekeeping
4 and 6; Studebaker
4 and 6; Wlllys-Knlgh- t, FOR HUNT
rooms, with sleeping porch; no chilevery model.
If you don't see your oar In the above dren. 1108 South Kdlth,
list, remember,
FOR HUNT
front bed room,
Lovely
WE ARB SALVAIJTVa I.ATB MODEL
suitable for two: no sick. 916 North
CARS EVERT DAT.
Eleventh, phone 1670-- J.
In addition to the largest stock of nsed IMPERIAL ROOMB r
e, clean rooms;
parts In the slate, we carry a COMrates by day or week. Over Pastime
PLETE line of NEW gears, drive ehafts, Theater,
Sim West Central.
axle shafts and general accessories, for
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
ev.ry car,
rooms In modern home.
OUR PRICES ARB THB LOWEST.
Apply Mrs.
Fred Hsmm, t:i North Second.
VIADUCT GARAGH,
SOO
SOUTH SECOND.
FOR RENT Unfurnished kitchen and
T.srgest Paris house In the state.
large porch; also three bed rooms, furpartiy!124 South Edith.
WANTED Miscellaneous nished
FOR RENT Large front room, ground
floor, four windows, one block off car
WANTED
Light delivery wagon. Phone line.
a
West Fruit, phone S042-1182.
HOTEL Sleeping rooma and
WANTED
Good, heavy porch swing and ELGIN
housekeeping apartments, by the day,
davenport. Cell 1S25-week or month.
602A West Central.
WANTED
Money to loan on good first FOR
RENT Fuinlshi'd rooms with sleep-In- g
McMllllon & Wood.
mortgHges.
for light housekeeping; water
porch
ICALBOM1N1NG; also cleaning kalsoralne and lights furnished.
710 West Lead.
and paper;
work guaranteed. John FOR RENT
Front room, well furnished
Gnodson. phone 634-- J
of phone, close In;
use
bath,
adjoining
V'e UAVfl several gilt-edg- e
(Irst mort- one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
gage loans. Whe wants them? Mo- - FOR RENT
furnished
Large, nicely
Million A Wood.
rooms, central, with or without houseWANTED
TO TRADE a baby grand keeping
07
Vi
West
privileges.
Apply
Chevrolet, In good condition, for a Gold.
Phone 108-J- .
(rood Ford.
Four-rooFOR RENT
modern, furnishUI'HOLSTERINO, general furniture reed house, with two porohes, basement.
pairing, packing. The Art Craft Shop, 1201 East Copper,
Inquire 310 North
328 North Third, phone 833-Cedar.
MAX BARGAIN
KTOKE, at 115 South FOR RENT Ground floor, front room.
First, will pay the highest prices for
furnished for light housekeeping; priyour seoond-han- d
clothing, shoes and vate
entrance;
aults, 401 South
furniture. Phone 8E8.
Seventh.
W ANTED
To exchange excellent violin, FOR RENT Furnished
light housekeepfor low pitch B flat clarinet; must be
ing room, also sleeping room; gas,
A- -l
Bee J. 8. Pearce, 114
Instrument.
well
bath, phone;
people, no children.
West Coal, or phone 8091-- J.
418 West Oold.
WANTED
To correspond with owner of
RENT Exclusive, well furnished
pedigreed Boston bull terrier for pur- FOR
room, with large sleep. ng porch, hot
L.
Address Walter
pose of service.
water
heat and bath; centrally located.
N.
M.
Grace, general delivery, Gallup,
21 West Coal.
Phone 1744-RAZOR BLADES Have y r dull safety
rasor blades resharpened; single edge SPECIAL OFFER One well furnished
room, elz large windows, bath adjoinJSo; double edge Slo per doieni all work
new modHolmes, at Ruppe'e Drug ing; private out side ent .nee;1949-guaranteed.
ern home, close In. Phone
Store.
RUG CLEANERS
outside
All
OCCIDENTAL HOTEu
rooms and new furniture, furnished or
xlt Hugs Cleaned, 13.ll.lt.
W and up; unfurnished
MATTRESSES
also
renovated,
sleeping
apartments;
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln rooms at 14 to 17 per week; hot and
oold water In each room; new manageBedding Company, phone. S1J-WANTED - Careful Kodak finishing. ment. i22tt. East Central. W. V. Barnett,
Twice dally service.
Remember, satis- phone 1638-Jfaction guaranteed. Bend your (Inlshlns
Pasture
to a reliable, established firm. Hanno
FOR
A Hanna. Master Photographers.
FOR KENT Excellent pnature f.r dcttry
Fhon A W Ff4n
lock,
Journal .Wont Ads Bring Kesulta,

f

'...

JENT

R0EHL,

Realtor.
Third and

lM!(gg
WB

HAVE HOMES FROM
TO
15,!00. WE CAN
MEET Y O U It REQUIREA
NO WE GUARANMENTS,
TEE A SQUARE DEAL TO
BOTH BUYER AND SELLER.
AT YOUR SERVICE.
760

WM. J, LEVERETT,
Phone 110.

218 West Gold.
Thone 407
AND
CHOICE
RESIDENCE
BUSINESS PROPERTY. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES AND
RANCHES

010.

WATCH THE
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

rose-bush-

Five rooms and bath on north
Eleventh. Sleeping porch, hardbuilt-iwood
features.
floors,
JO00, easy terms.
Four rooms, bath and sleeping porch; in highlands, close to
shops. $2500, terms.
Brick, five rooms, close In,
fourth ward, fine location, corner
lot,
plenty of shade. $4,000,
terms.
McMIIXION
WOOD, Realtors
Insurance, Loans.
200 West Gold.

Phone

screen-

ed porches,
and
shade trees. This place Is In
good condition, has a good location In the Third ward and
Is priced to sell. We are exclusive agents, call us $2,850
buys It.
I VltD PARLOH
We have ono of the moat popular Billiard Parlors In the
city for sale. This is a paying
proposition and can be bought
on good terms at a price that
Is rltrht. Owner has other interests In Colorado and must
leave Albuquerque. All the fixtures are of the best and In
excellent condition. Call, we
will be glad to show It.
rXIVFRSITT HEIGHTS.
Ten dollars cash and $10.00
monthly buys you a fifty foot
lot in tho fastest growing residence soction in Albuquerque.
Values are not decreasing here.
We are general
agents and
ready.

3old.

ROBERTS-TURNE-

R

CO,

318 W. Gold.

Phone 407.

n

Per Load

Albuquerque,

Male.

Experienced
cashier, with
references. Apply Liberty Cafe, Number
one.
WANTED
Doy to drive truck, permanent Job. McAdams Grocery,
1116 East
Central.
WANTED
Carpenters Tar form work,
long Joh. free transportation.
Emuloy- rn.mn i niro
WANT aKents to sell the best health and
accident Insurance In the world for
the money.
Largest company of Its
Kind In America. Live agents make
big
Roberts-Turnmoney.
Co., state agents,
21 S West
Gold, Albuquerque, N. M
Frmnte.
WANTED
Lady for housework, In small
Address J!o North vni
ftimlly.
WANTED Girl for cooking and general
housework, for family of two.
2t
Kent.

double tonic, at all soda WANTED
Kxperlenced
saleswoman.
Apply at "The Economist."
GINGER ALE
TUB home product la Just a little better;
WANTED
Woman or irlrl for six hours
boost it.
work
no cookln; or laundry;
FOR SALE Grapuphonu, table model, pay five daily;
dollars a week and two meals,
111.
mahogany finish.
Cottage 89, rhone KR7-Methodist Sanatorium.
Mule and Female
TYPEWRITERS, all makes, lis and upl
18 per month,
for a superior poulu in y
.lbuguerque Typewriter PREPARE our
Bummer Sessions. Indiattending
Exchange. 122 South Fourth.
vidual
Sj.ee-Iinstruction;
rapid progress.
FOR SALE Will sell all my fine Homer
summer rate. Western Rohnol for
Cartnenu
S9-Phone
Mrs. Private Secretaries
pigeons.
901-Phone
George Slglhofer. 803 North First.
FOR SAT E Used
-l
and
BUSINESS CHANCES
tractors,
with gang plows. Hardware
FOlt SALE Best rooming house In city.
Department, J, Korber A Company.
Address Landlady, care Journal.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cottage cheese: also fresh milk In gallon FOlt QUICK
SALE Small rooming
lots,
M
gwsyne's Dairy, nhone 191s.
S1.1H
house; bargain.
South Second.
FOR SALE
ROBERTS-TURNEPianos and player pianos;
CO., M West Gold
pre-wvalues. Phone 108. Geo. -- P.
avonue, are business opportunity
Learnard Piano Co.. 814 South Walter.
SAXOPHONES and all band Instruments. FOR SALE
Two-stor- y
orlck building
new or used.
Private or class InstrucSit South First) location good for any
tions .n above. Fred IC. Ellis. Ph. 802-- J.
kind of business.
FOR KALE 8140 Columbia phonograph
FOR SALE
popcorn outfit,
Crlspette
pracucauy new, priced for cmlck sale;
complete; good proposition for live man.
818 14
leaving city. Johnson,
South Inquire 611 North First.
1GS2-Edllh, phone
GOOD paying business, here In town,
FOR SALE Two wall cases
and one
makes money all year round; $1,000
floor case, In good condition; reason- cash handles
It. Phone 1SR2-able. Fremont Grocery, 410 West Central,
SMALL
saw mill and timber proposition,
phone 016-on railroad, for sale, lease, let on shares
SOFT SPOTa Heel ana arch cushions or will
consider a partner. J. V. Branprevent fallen Insteps; euros all font son, 1!S North Seventh, Abuquerque.
troubles 81. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos. querque.
P. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central.
FOU SALE Grocery stores, merchandise,
FOR HALE Sweet
potato plants, 30
oandy-eoft
drink and some other hljth-clacents per hundred; postage extra; two
propositions not adverdollars per thousand In ten thousand tised business Roberts-TurnCo., SU
locally.
O.
B.
lots, F.
Fortalcs, N. M. Wheeler's West Gold.
Gardens
FOR SALE Indian trading slora and
ASBESTOS
HOOF PAINT .
ranch, located near Gallup, N. M.; good
r lOD for all kinds of roofs,
81 per gal-- fencing, e'e; fully
Ion.
The Hanxano Co., 110 South building, oorralls.
exoellent place for healthseeker;
equipped;
J834-J.
Walnut, phone
Try a built up
roof; will last as long as the building. Plenty flne,water. Address Box 373, city.
UBB EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat FOR HALE One of the finest cafes In
northern Arlsona, long lease, excellent
dressing. Effects Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r.
good location; two of the partners
Valspar Knamel on automobiles. trade,
to leave for Europe; act qulok. Adue
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Print.
Floor Paint. Roof Plnt and Cement, Sat- dress Postofflca box 314, Flagstaff, Aria,
isfaction assured. Tnoe. F. Keleher Leath-Co- .. FOR SALE Sure
snap In only fire In408 Wet, Central, . rbone !0E7-surance agency In fast growing .county scat town of central New Mexico.
Five-rooCARPENTERING
home, business, office furniture
kTLKdMIMNraTTd'"root palntlngTlitt and all goes for $4,600 cash: must sell
at once account of health. Office made
West Mountain rond, phone 703-Roberts-TurneSJ.800 last year.
r
Co.,
PETT1FORD
THE ODD JOB MAX. tit West Gold.
All kinds of work. Phone H73-J- .
HALF INTEREST In new Invention to
P. H. McCAFFREY,
plumbing and heatthat will finance. Mail order"
a i.iecialty. 1'lrone andparty
ing repair w
agency article of merit. Costs five
1STI-- J
cents to manufacture, retails at 1. In
FLOOR
SANDING
We can resurface big demand. It's a
sewing machine atyour old floors and make them like tachment that takei the place of the
new and make your new floors perfect hand art needle for
making raised
3070-Phone
Makes the work ono hundred
LET me figure your new house or re- times faster, fifty per cent smoother.
Patent applied for. Not much capital
pairs; reasonable prices; work guaranE. required. Can be made here. Handle
teed; estimates free. Call 1755-B. Johnson, 818 John.
your own money and act as manager. T
WB DO ODD JOB carpentering
and can put this article on the market at
Have working model.
If you
house building, reasonable;; Investigate once.
our low prices; estimates free.
Phone mean business, address Inventor, care
Morning Journal for Interview, I will
2398-J. F. Kluken, 213 Yale.
n"t keep you waiting.
WB CAN save you ten to fifteen per cent
on the cost of your house; let us show
FOR SALE Furniture
you the ones we have built; estimates
Phone 1351-- J.
FURN1TURS REPAIRING and upholster"
cheerfully given.
.
Phone
Ervln Bedding Co.
Ing.
CONTRACTING
AND
BUILDING, all
kinds; all kinds adobes a speolalty; FOR SALE Wicker baby buggy, HamA.
H.
estimates furnished (rc
mond typewriter and table, chiffoniers,
1224 North Eleventh, .phone 69(. wardrobe, roll-to- p
dssk; largest stock of
26 South First.
I WANT you to Investigate my low prices used furniture In town.
FOR-8Aon any kind of a building proposition
Whole coal rangaTtwo burners. Perfection oil stove with oven, a
y.
have In view, A. B. Palmer, Bungalow Builder, box 41, city. Phone 1768-dining room table, fifty pound Ice box,
kitchen
wardrobe, dresser, home-mad- e
13 Congnleum,
two rugs. Call
cabinet,
FOR RENT Storeroom
between 10 and 13' and I and I. (07
FOR RENT Building at 412 West Cop- South Edith.
per; suitable for garage. Inquire H. ID. FOR SALE One good Hoosler kitchen
Sherman, at First Savings Bank and
cabinet, two ranges one porch swing
Trust Company, rhnne 8.
and two porch- shades, one oil stove, one
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 26x100 bed spring and mattress, pictures, one
foot brick building; good condition; work table and kitchen utensils, fourSanta Fa ahopa; reasonable teen volumes Stoddard's Lectures, 110;
opposite
terms. Sea or write U Heyman, lot twelve volumes Richard Harding Davis,
North First, Albuquerque, K, M,
14,
Inquire Kit North Second.
great
fountains.

FRANKLIN & COMPANY

g,

503 West Copper.

North

OR SALE Second-han- d
electric washer.
214 West Gold.
TRY BODDY'S MILK; BEST IN TOWN,
FOR SALE

Smvies,

OPPORTUNITIES

Realtor.

WANTED

North First.

wrVFtTUB

$3,700

FOR SALE

Remodeling;.

OWNER LEAVING TOWN
This is a nice home and the
price Is right. If you don't
think so call and see it at

First.

FOn RENT Desirable apartment, clou
ill. 339 Nnrth Fifth.

floors, all

Realtor.

FOR

ApartmcnU

sleeping porch, oak
of built-i- n
kinds
clothes closets, nice
shade trees. Well
Fourth ward, Rood
appointment call

Wm, J, Leverett,

FOR

FOR RENT

WANTED $4,700
For a nice eoiy littlo home of
four rooms and a glassed in

A.

Realty Co,

Realtors.
309 W. Gold.
rhone 670.

78--

FOR SALE

R5

$4,-00- 0.

$1,-80- 0.

A. FLESSC1EK, Ksaltor

I

Can Save Yon Money on Yonr
Building and Repairing
BECAUSE
I do the work myself. I have no
overhead expenses. Phone m and
save money.
J. L. DCRLING,
Flione
lOOS-- J

hrick, three blocks
from Central avonuo, Fourth
ward. Price $5,000. Terms.
Four rooms, furnished, four
blocks from Central avenue,
corner lot, Fourth ward;
Terms.
Five-roo-

Dieckmann

SALE

Five-roo-

In.

t9M s

TOWN

cement house
Will sell
built In
with fireplace, furnace,
features, walks, shade, roses and
a real home. See

F01R

"

"

five-roo-

D,

and out, has all modern conveniences and is new, large lot,
shade trees etc. Owner will
rent either furnished or un- furnished.

READ THIS
Four rooms, hath, two

FOIl niSXT.
We have a number of houses
for rent, both furnished and
unfurnished. Tell us your wants.
LINCOLN ADDITION
Located frn North Fourth street
paved road; large lots, Rood
soil, shade, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and a
dandy place to beat tho landlord on rent days.
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS.
$20.00 cash and balance $10.00
per month.

FOR RENT
We have a five-roohouse
In the Fourth ward for rent.
of
the nicest
This Is one
houses In the city both Inside

LOTS
Have Select Residence,
Apartment and Business Sites

We

Priced RlKht.

ROBERTS-TIRMC-

218

VV.

CO.
407

R

Gold.

Phone

FOR RENT

Dwellings

Fult HUNT Three-roofurnished
"'mire 61 j i;aat Pacific.
FOR RENT Two-roorurnished
wag, porcn. 1022 Houtli W...ter.
rutt Kfci.NT Five-roofurnished
garage. Jso. inquire 1:3 South
to--

house.

EXCHANGE Why not trade
some of your
property for
Improved or unimproved
farm land. Lnnd Is eroins; to Increase In value. Now. is the
time to buy. We have many
good land propositions located
In the central and eastern part
of the state to trade for Albuquerque property.

house,

Rood

house,
Arno,
phone 13
FOR RENT Houses.
n amds; furnished
and unfurnished.
McMllllon
Wood,
Kealtnra, to West Gold.
"
KfcNT
Houses nnd
apartments,
fumlsheir or not. phone 1022-R- .
J.

nf

Hnmmond. 824
siii.
FOlt RENT Strictly modern nicely
five-roohouse at HI 9 North
.
A.

Thlrdphone

218

1S82-J-

TO RENT FlveTroom
modern h.irnT
with gas and garage. Phone 140J-M- .
701 West Now York.
FOR RENT Two-roohouse and sleep.
Ing porch;, water paid,
$14 month.
1415 Prcuth Edith.

FOlt RENT Three-roocottage,
furnished; all modern conven-81- 5
East Silver.
FOR RENT Completely furnished house.
Bee owner,
on premises. 318 South
Sycamore: take university car.
HJK lit.v I Kovera modern furnished
cottages; rent 125, $30 and 135; on car
'hApply at 1218 South Edith.
FOU RENT Modern home, four rooms,
two porches,
unfurnished.
Location,
410 East Silver,
phone 1340-FOH RENT Two rooma, furnished, gar-de- n
planted, city light and water; also
lrrlgn21onwaUr.705Mountaln road.
FOR BENT Three-roohouserwlth
sleeping poj-ch-,
furnished, 25. Apply
""i '. first jvationni nank building.
FOH RENT Two-roofurnished house,
with sleeping porches; modern; $30
per month. Call at 708 East Santa Fe.
LIST your vacant houses with the City
Kealty Co., for prompt and efficient
207 West Oold, phone 887.
service.
FOR RENT Moilurn brick seven-roohouse, furnished suitable for boarders
or home. 118 North Maple, phone 5272-FOR RENT Completely furnished four-roohouse with three screened porches.
Phone 1439-or Inquire 1204 East
FOR RENT

ROBERTS

House of three large rooms

and porch, newly decorated, with large
yard, flowers, fruit and shade trees.
Phone 1S47-.FOR RENT Nicely furm:.ned now fourroom bungalow: bath, front and back
porch, garage: ir,04 East Central. Apply
714 East Central.
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished cottage, garage, nice place for chickens;
one block from Presbyterian Sanatorium.
Call 114 North Cedar.
FO:i RENT Four-roobungalow, modern and furnished; large, sleeping porch:
Just what you want: near car line and
Phone
grocery.
unfur-nlihp- d
''ven-ronFOH RENT Modern
lici'se: deufniblsj Incut Ion, Inquire Mr, Shorn, an at Pint Saving Bank
and Trust Co.. phone 3.
Tlirte-rooFOR RfcNT
furnished cot- -'
tace, bath and sleeping pnrclr. Phone
3S1-call for k'tyi at 1524 Kait Cen- tral. between nine and twelve
FOR RENT Four-rooninety furnlatred
house.
front
ecreened
end n;k
porches; also sleeplnff porch, for well

Ia1.

--

TURNER

CO,

W. Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATIOKSK18.
JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney,
Rooena II, IT and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone 11SJ.J.
PHtSlrlAVM AMI BtJKdKONg.'

nit. s.

i. liinioN,

Diseases of tne Stomach.

Suite.
Harnett Building.
UK. 8. C. CLARKE,
Eye, Kar, Nose and Throat.

Barnett

Phone lit.
Building.
Office IToure m and
to I p. m.

lta.

t

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.

DT

Practice Limited to
GEMTO - 1'KINARV DISEASES
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
Wnsserman Lahonitnry In Connection,
Citizens Rank Bine. Phono H8.

F. C. BAKES,

M. D.

Diseases of tho Eye. Glasses 1'ltted
Office removed to 114 N. Second st. Ground floor. Phone 842,

CHIROPRACTORS
Chiropractor.
and to ArmUa Building.

IS

FUR
BUFF

SALEPoultry-Egg- t
-

HP1NGTON

eggs for hatching;

oiuo notion winners.
Phone 14,3-W- .
8 West
Fruit.
Foi; BALE A"' ONCE Two dozen purebred Ancona hena, 318 North Broadway, phone 1658-FOR SALE Eleven months old White
Leghorna and Blank Minorca laying
706 Pnuth Third,
heng.
FOR SALE Rabblte, White Lexborn and
SI

Ancona chleena. cheap, loll Orchard
Flare, formerly Went Slate avenue.
FOU SALE MiliTtVd.
d
brollera and fryern; alao R. I. Red laying hens. Swift, Boulevard road, phon
Fo" ii

SALE

Portable

chicken house,
White Leghorns;;
corner
13)-.J- .
tt
AFTER July 1, in order to make room
for young stock, will sell at bargain
pricea. fiity 8. C. R. I. Red hens; also a
few male birds; finest stock; great layers. C. P. Hay, Ziitj Nortli HiitQ
ninety

1TJ4 North First,
good layers,
Mountain road and First, phone

Tnnjiilre 410 W?t
furnlihed'
Two
btMRalowa, 214 and 218 North Maple;
will rent until Splomher
at 135 per
month.
Pleae t II at 71!4 Kant Central. MATTKESS UK.N'OV ATINli. 3.60 and up.
Kiig cleaning, rurnlture repairing, furFOR
Unfurnished house In niture
RENT
Phone 613-Ervln
Fourth wu.nl; four larg rooms with Bptttllng packing.
Company.
lawn
and
ahatle
garage;
trees,
bath,
n
Aluutiueriitie-hnntmodern In every respect. Phone, 1I22-Pe- - T'tn,
DAILY ST AUK
FOR KENT Modern, furnished, three-rooTo Xnos (Head Down)
:
with?
houe
sleeping porch
Xieave
7:30 s. m.
Ideal
must ba BPen to be appre'iated.
10:30 a. m.
Arrive
1123 Kent
H. A.
location.
Central.
u. m.
13:70
heave
Thorn, phone 1227-Leave
13:30 p. m.
Arrive
B:0J
p. m.
modern
home,
NEW strictly
duplex
To Albuquerque (Itrod I'p)
three rooms, glassed Bleeping porch
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:iio p. m,
and screened front porch; A-- l shop loBanta T
Leave... 4:00 p.m.
$30 month for one or two year
cation; Roberts-TurneSanta Fe
Arilve...l3:45 p. m.
r
lease.
company.
. .11 :! 5 a. m.
la
Espam
Arr're.
FOR RENT For the summer or will
Taos
Leave... 7 30 a.m.
near Tllshop's
lease country home,
FARE TO SANTA FK, 4.50
TO TAOS, ft I. SO.
Lmige, Santa Fe, N. M., completely furMrs.
nished, use of horses and poultry.
RlngllTlg
Albuquerque Headquarters
M. J. O'nrlen,
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Brothers' (Igar Store, S10 West Central
Aver. ... Thone flOO.
comFOR RENT Nice
house,
Santa Fe Headquarters Bank Confecpletely furnished, for one or two fam- tionary, rhone
Hi.
lights,
ilies; modern,
bath, electrlo
screened porch, hot and cold water; large
BiBea
Broad
tot; hearing fruit trees.
cycle Co., 220 South Second, phone 736.
furFOR RENT Commodious four-roonished house, sleeping porches, garage;
owner will glva couple possession.
people.

FORRENT

MATTRESS RENOVATING

TIME CARD5

water, electricty, in exchange
for room, breakfast and evening dinner.
Call Ult Stanford. University Height
evenlnga and Sunday.
FOR
REN" Furnished, for eummer
fine house, East
month, seven-rooSilver.
75; flva rooma, modern, fine
furniture, $60; double house, 903 North
Second, large yard and shade, $50; close
In, North Second, three rooms and sleepadobe, 1S04
ing porch, $40; three-rooSouth Arno, $18; close In, North Fourth,
five-roobrick, $50; one aide double
hnusa, ver comfortable. 1220 South Elm.
$15.
West Marquette,
ITnfurnlshed:
thoroughly modern, six rooma, basementand garage, aummer months, $r0; fiveroom modern. North Fourth, $40; two
,rooms and stepping porch, aouth highlands, $17. SO; fine seven-roothoroughly
41 fl South Seventh, $R0.
Real
modern,
Estate Ex hang. 409 West Copper.

TYPEWRITERS

WISl'BoLN.
Calif.
Arrive.
Depart.
The Scout.... 1:30 pra 1.10 pm
I Calif. Llmlted.li:30 am 11:00 am
T
Fargo Fast. 10:60 in 11:10 am
The Navajo.. 12:35 am 1:00 am

Train.
No,
No.
No.
No,

J

tt

No.
No. 17

No. I
No. 4
No. I
No. 10

SOUTHBOUND.
El Paao Exp
El Paso Eip
EASTPOUND.
.The Navajo.. 1:10
Calif. Limned, e.oo
S. F. Eight.. f:!5
T:20
The

8ut....
rscii sorra

fount!

pm
pm
pm
am

1:40 pm
1:40 pm
1:10 pin

J:M a

No. It Pruni El Paso 0:15 pus
Nn
From Bl Paso 1:tt ja
No. I
No. 10 minnecti at relen
for Clovla. Pecee Valie- -. Hans- - Cltl and
O
Cnaat.
rtelcB with No. fl
No, SJ connect.
from Clovle and points eas- and setatb

it

,t

"

T V I'li W RITEHtj All makes uverhauieS
Rlobons for everj maanq repaired.
chine.
AlhuQUerque
S..
Typewriter
.
ill-131 Booth
change, pbone

10:10 pm
11:10 am

I

Engraving,
Goose- -

Raspberries, Blackberries, Loganberries,
IIPITIPK.
Our "KING" Tabic Cherries are n thing of beauty sun
Fresh Apricots, Lon.ua ts. Nice larsc Celery.
New Potatoes, 5 pounds, lie.
Strawberries,

n

Beets,

Carrot?.

Turnips,

Of

Pat McCaffrey has opened a
Plumbing Shop at 217 North
Third. Repair work a specialty.

1

Sweet, Sour, Sweet

PHONE

Mixed. Etc.
Vint, 35c
Just sample the bulk Creen Olives; note their size:
The last day to buy Welch's tlrapo Juice at less i nan icgmar
note it
Buy New England Bread today If any left Monday,
has not dried out like most brca a.

WARD'S
508 West

IRE

DYERS AND HATTERS
HUG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. 6th and Gold

s
We pay good prices for
such as Rifles. Shot
Must be In
Guns, Pistols.
Acondition.
218 South f irst Street
fire-arm-

PfJSTIilflE

JJmI

-l

WILLIAM FOX Presents

GUY'S TRANSFER

"FOOTFALLS"

Phone 371

WITH

824 South Second.

Sundaj Picnics a Specialty.

Estelle Taylor and Tyrone Power
As the Leading Stars

TAXI LH1E"

176

Also a SURSHHJE COMEDY

23 cents to Any Part of the City
Special Rates to Picnic Parties
Large Sevenin Passenger Cars
Alley By
Stand
Meyer & Meyer Tailor Shop.

REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES

.

BONDSMEN SURRENDER
WOMAN
AN ARIZONA
ACCUSED OF THEFT

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply Co Phone 4 and 6.
The Koval Neighbors ot America
will hold a
regular meeting
this evening at 8 o'clock in I. O.
O.

F. hall.

J. E. Tierney are
to
Shreveport. La.,
attend the wedding of Miss Genevieve Tierney, sister o Mr. Tierney,
to Samuel Pollock, June 20.
Dr. J. H. Wroth or Jemez Springs
Mr. and Mrs.
in the city from

Is In the city on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bachechi

have returned to the city.
The directors of Mountain View
school district No. 15 at a recent
meeting elected teachers for the
ensuing school year as follows: Mrs.
Kedwine, principal; Mrs.
Abby
Dixie Ledger
intermediate; Miss
Emma Gerith, primary.
Factory wood, lutr :ruck load,
four dollars. Harm Coal Company.
Phone 11.
Rev. A. J. Parker of Kansas City.
Mo., is here visiting his sister. Miss
Lillian Rose and Mrs. Fred L.
Kottman, 6U6 North Twelfth street.
Richard Angle, eon of Dr. and
gone to
Mrs. G. K. Angle, hai
Prescott, Ariz., to take a position
with the United States roada bu
reau.
Mrs. E. J. Cavendcr of El Paso
will arrive early next week to spend
her parents,
several weeks with
Mr. and Mrs. K. W. Dobson of
West Tijeras avenue.
Mrs. Elizabeth Ilcsselden has returned from New York city, where
she has been taking a course in illustration and design at Columbia
university.
Recently registered at the Hotel
Rosslyn, Los Angeles, were the following citizens of Albuquerque:
Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Marshall, Cora
Allen, Gertrude Takken and Mrs.
E. M. La Bar.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Doollttle and
Harry liraun will go to Jemez
Springs today for the week-enThe Duke City Whites will play
the Tildios at 3 p. m. Sunday at
Barelas field.

Dr. Harris has moved his offices
to 118 North Third street, ground
floor. Phone 202.

Ground

Thomas' Ice Cream
Gallon, Packed,
and delivered, $1.00

1--

Phone

BITTNER
310

HOUSE ROOMS
South First.
Phone 221--

!4

The Glldcrsleeve

Electric
East Central. Phone

1

K.

797-W-

-

313

.
80--

3

Tenth.

Small fox terrier with brown
spots, if found return to 1122
West Tijeras or
PHONE 253.

N'.

T. Arinljo Rldg.

The Little Place
Which is noted for big bargains in Jewelry, Watch
Repairing, etc. Try us.

Phone 741.

CONTRACTORS

S. Mable Skccls. D. O., Citizens.'

Hank building, 881-and 2022-.Gynecology and Obstetrics specialty.

Do

L

C.

n.

L. and B. Cement
Block Machine

CONNER.
Osteopathic Specialist.
325-Tel. 701--

M. I). D. O.

Stern lildg.

J.

From
Makes
d
to
minute
from 4 to 0 blocks per
No Tamping Wet Mixture. Call

Lowers

Let Us Send a Man

1

Building

glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 423 North First.

42c
Schilling's Coffee, pound
Chocolate Cream Coffee, lb
40c
3 pkgs. Peet's Washing Machine
99c
Soap and 3 Creme Oil Soap
Del Monte Asparagus Tips, can
39c
Monarch Asparagus Tips, can
43c
Monarch Corn, 6 cans
$1.10
Monarch Small String Beans, can. 37c
Blue Label Small String Beans, can 37c
Monarch Extra Small Peas, can.... 39c
20c
Morning Glory, Peas, can
96c
Daisy Peas, 6 cans
De Luxe Corn, 6 cans
68c
. . .

First.

110 North

First.

ORANGES,
APPLES.
LEMONS.
BANANAS.

39c
Beechnut Jelly, large size
24c
Beechnut Jelly, medium size
$1.10
Fort Tomatoes, 6 cans
Russel House Sardines, can. . .
,15c
.....14c
Rubidoux Sardines, can
14c
Farmhouse Sardines, can
.60c
Maple Karo Syrup, No. 5 can
Maple Karo Syrup, No. Vz can.... 19c
Washington Apples, No. 10 can. . . .71c
68c
Peaches, No. 10 can
$1.03
Loganberries, No. 10 can
73c
Grated Pineapple, No. 10 can
90c
Sliced Pineapple, No. 10 can..

hem)

lettuce,

MANGOES.

GHEEX CHILE,

10 Lbs. Sugar (Ask Us About

It)

Afternoon and Night

FOR PRIVATE PARTIES, SEE

EARL STEPHENS, Manager
PHONE

1539-- J

Heinz Products
Peanut Butter,

Cooked Spaghetti,
Cooked Kraut,
Beef Steak Sauce,
Baked Beans,
Chill Sauce.
Kidney Beans,
India Relish,
Mincemeat in Glass,
Picnic Chow,
Malt Cider, White Pickling
Picnic Preserve and Pickles,
and Tarragon Vinegars,
Ketchup,
Cream Tomato Soup,
Mustard. Egyptian Style,
Cream
Celery Soup,
Apple Bntter,
Cream Pea Soup.
CrubHpple Jelly,
Currant Jelly,
GOLDEN PURITY BUTTER PURE AND SWEET
'

I

ROBERT JONES
Phone 682

"TisLOSJAea might"

822 S. Walter.

WE DELIVER.

A Two

Dyeing,
Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned and Blocked.
latest
process.
by

Rugs-cleane-

Phones 148 and 449.

DON'T
OVERLOOK THIS
if you are Interested in a home,
I have a beautiful new
modern house in Fourth ward.
I can sell below market value.

breakfast
Hardwood
floors,
Fine
features.
nook. Built-i- n
place. Basement and garage.
See this before buying.

Call Owner,

1010-- J

DANCE
TONIGHT
Best Ventilated Hall in
City. Best Floor.
DIME PER DANCE
Music by Syncopators

Drive a New Ford
To the Dance Tonight.

Sedans, Coupes and
Touring Cars
Albuquerque
Driverless Car Co.
Corner

Fifth and Central.

1

TO 11 P. M.

LAST TIME TODAY

WXi

0. K. MARKET
501 North

First Street.

PHONE 319

,

KANSAS CITY MEATS
Frying Size Belgian Hares, per pound
Fancy Dressed Hens, pound
Best Pot Roast, pound
Prime Rib Roast, pound
Veal Roast, pound
Shoulder Pork Roast, pound
Short Ribs of Beef, pound
Plate Boiling Beef, 2 pounds
Will also have nice Vegetables, Cantaloupes,
termelons and Cherries. FREE DELIVERY.

45c
35c
20c

22c
30c

25c
15c
25c
Wa-

Because It's Rich and Mellow

Ve Sell
CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE
We
Sell

Viae

The HighMt Grada Macaroni
Eft Noodlos, Spaghetti and

thar Macaroni Product

Murray
IN

Watermelon
Cantaloupe
Apricots, Apples

'

201 North First Street.
Phono 109.
Us Your Order; We Will
Do the Rest.

display.
There is always a blossoming out of new styles
at this time of the year and the new models and
colorings are particularly attractive this season..
We'll be pleased to show you.
There are street and dress shoes in black and
brown. There are oxfords, pumps, slippers and
strap effects in black, brown, gray and silver.
There are the new black satin pumps and the new
white shoes that are the very limit of fine shoe-- ,
making.
THERE IS A LONG RANGE OF PRICES.
..$3.50 up
Summer Shoes for Men from
'.$3.00 up
Summer Shoes for Women from
Summer Shoes for Boys and Girls from . . $2.50 up
..$1.50 up
Summer Shoes for Children from
Summer Shoes for Babies from. ............ .75c up
For the limit of shoe values, for the choicest
styles and the most painstaking shoe service, we
ask your consideration.

CREAM COFFEE

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Products.

midnight and dawn.
Where the drab spots of a little village dim the bright
lights of Broadway.
.

YOUR LAST CHANCE TODAY TO SEE THIS
GORGEOUS
SUPER-FEATUR-

E.

ADDED ATTRACTION

t

"HEALTHY APPETITES"
A GOLDWYN GRAPHIC
NOTE ADVANCE IN PRICES
MATINEE Adults 25c; children 10c
NIGHT (6 to 11) Adults 35c; Children 15e
Tax Included

ICE CREAM OF SUPERIOR
QUALITY AND FLAVOR
Bottled whole milk,
Buttermilk.

clarified,

ALBUQUERQUE

SLest

Al ley

A glamorous drama of Paris and New York, between

.

Sold at this Store.

wsuSfflNNEJ&

"Peacock

Dainty Summer Shoes
We invite every man, woman or child interested in dainty, cool Footwear to come and see our

CHOCOLATE

205 South First Street

CONTINUOUS

5

All New.

Phone

SKINNER'S
WILLY-NILL- Y

Theater

...$1.00
Sugar, 14 pounds
25c
5
New Potatoes,
pounds
25c
Old Potatoes, 10 pounds
50c
7
Fancy Blue Rose Rice, pounds
10
pounds
Swift's Silverleaf Lard,
$2.15
Swan's Down Flour, 48 pounds
FREE DELIVERY OF $3.00 AND UP
$1-7-

Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Veal, Chickens
Spring Lamb

Orders Over $5.00 Delivered Free

55c
75c

Guaranteed Fresh Eggs, 2 dozen
Brookfield Butter, 2 pounds

LAUNDRY CO.

MEATS

WE DELIVER YOUR ORDER FOR 10c

Part Comedy.

Phone 890W

325 South Second Street.

THE IMPERIAL

All Vegetables in
Season

50c

;,.

CRUMP'S CASH GROCERY

Oranges

NEW CABBAGE,
YOUNG ONIONS,
NEW RADISHES,
XKW CARROTS,
NEW BEETS.
NEW TURNIPS,
ASPARAGUS.
SWEET POTATOES,
Kl"MMER SQUASH.
NEW POTATOES.

cucumbers,
swiss chard,
gbeen beans,
gkeen peas,

SUNDAY

Regular Prices.

IBO HALL

40c

TOMATOES,

CELERY.

PHONE 60.

100 South

39c

GOOSEBERRIES,

APRICOTS,
CANTALOUPES.
WATEKMEI.ONS,

PIE CHERRIES,

BEER
NEAR
PERSHING CAFE

Hotel Combs, for Appointment.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

GRAPEFRUIT,

Good

GIBBS

replace that broken window

Brookfield Butter, per pound
ium Size Oranges, per dozen

CHERRIES,

PHONE 563.
Road.
Eighth and Mountain
We give S & Ii areen (Stamps.
Free Delivery to all Part of
the City.

Costs

one-hui- r.

one-thir-

I To

Not Fail to See
Demonstration of

Special Today Only

PEACHES.

RONEY'S

Hats

WISEMAN'C

ASTHMA
HAY FEVER
Violet Ray Treatment
Dlt. D. It. MURRAY

Nights,

Olive OH in Glass,
Olive Oil in Tin,

AT

J.

MY SHELLED PINON NUTS
will lie delivered from the Fred
Harvey News Stand. Alhiiiiicriii'.
N. M., UNTIL
FURTHER
Fannie S. Spitz, 323 North

Dancing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY

TODAY

OF QUALITY"

LOST

Co-- Si

Why endure the heat when a few miles' drive will
take you to the Tijeras Canyon Dancing Pavilion
where you can enjoy yourself and be cool.

Buy Your Groceries

"THE LAUNDRY

Building. Phone Office
Kit. FRANK E. Mart HACK EN,
15.
IMS. DAISY
MaeCRACKEIi.
Osteopathic Physicians.
Residence 89-V

2

..----

91

CO.-P- hone

RICO CAFE

JKRSEY FAKMS.

BOrtDY'S

Tonight Atfer supper, you can buy the
best grade Electric
Irons at $4.00 at Whit-ne- y
Hardware' Co.

For These Hot Days
Try a Glass of Real

YALE Bulgarian Milk prescribserved at
ed by physicians;
Drug
Hracy's Cafeteria, Butt's Fee's
Store, Brigg's Drug Store,
Candy Shop, or phone 2413R4.

LAST TIME TODAY
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Fuel for

NOTICE

Inqutro

Building.

Journal Office.

Douglas, Ariz., June 16. Mrs.
Hattie M. Luke, arrested more than
a year ago for an alleged part In
the Bislieo postoffico robbery, was
taken to Tucson tonight by her attorney when bondsmen surrendered her bond of $",.000. She has
had her freedom a little more than
two weeks.
Mrs. Luke is alleged to have received some of the money taken
from the postoffice by Postmaster
Iiailry. who is now serving a term
In
with the:
the penitentiary,
knowledge that the money was'
stolen. The jury disagreed on her
first trial and she will be given aj
second trial soon.

cents a
Cooking eggs, fifteen
dozen.
Cash and tarry.
Dnly'o
Daily's Q.psy titode.

RENT
FOR
Floor Office in Journal

(By Tba Associated Vrttt.)

The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

Sum-

TURKEY DINNER
SUNDAYS
Whitcomb Springs
$1.(10 Plate.
CAVERLEY
A.
P.

WANTED

LET'S GO

More nent Units per Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.

Central.
Three-rooporch,
sleeping
apartment at 1023 West Central. Reduced rates.

Cleaners

EATRE

CONVENIENT TO nANDLE

UNIFORM SIZE.

1005 West

mer rates

Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

Central.

apartment at

EGG GOAL

HAM! COAL

FOR RENT

J.

Two-roo-

STORE,

CASH

1870-.-

CERRILLOS

'

NOTICE

lett-

5c.

Home-grow-

90c
Half Boles
Rubber Heels. Goodyear. .. ,40c
SHOE SHOP.
CITY ELECTRIC
567-213 S. Second St. Phone
Free Call and Delivery.
Work Done While You Walt.
Mpn

Repairing
South Fourth.
Jewelry,

union- -

Head

Asparagus,

per bunch.
n
new t'nljl;if? pouml, Oo.
course our Hulk Pickles are Heinz
uce, all

118

(,,V

.

FIXE SHOE REPAIRING
73c
Ladies' Half Soles

The Jeweler
I! FOGG,
EXPERT WATCH MAKING

FOR

CALL

OUR ORDERS

Home-prrow-

June 17, 1922
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pasteurized,
.

Butter, Cheeso,

CO-OPERATI-

DAIRY ASSOCIATION

Central

AveV

Phone 351

Thank You! Call Again.
,

-

:

"

321 North Second St.

At
,

